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Doodles by Jared - 11 and Elinor - 5

about our
Curriculum Kits
When we started Timberdoodle in 1985, it was the ability
to choose your own curriculum that set us apart. While we
still offer parents the ability to match their curriculum to
their unique family, we also recognize that not all parents
are comfortable with doing that. So we are happy to
offer what we believe is the best of the best in convenient
curriculum kits.

Why Timberdoodle?
• Our selection is based on over 30 years of

homeschooling and selling homeschool supplies. We
know what works.

• We offer three crazy-smart options for each grade;
choose the one that best fits your circumstances.

• Because we do not self-publish, we are not limited

by our abilities or resources, but have the entire world
to hand-select from. That greater flexibility allows us to
choose only what we consider to be the finest tools.

• Critical-thinking skills and STEM activities are the
backbone of all our curriculum kits.

• We incorporate a wide selection of innovative,

hands-on educational tools to stimulate the brain while
engaging all learning styles.

• Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own
Kit program on our website. It is fast and easy and will
ensure that you get the best kit at the best price.

• Every 2016 curriculum kit purchased includes a link to

our Schedule Customizer where you can not only
adjust the school weeks, but also tweak the checklist
to include exactly what you want on your schedule.

So, whether you are a veteran teaching parent or a
bewildered newbie, we have what you need. If you
have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
Our personnel represent over 150 combined years of
homeschool experience. So give us a call, drop us an email,
or chat with us live; we are here to answer your questions.

“

What parents
are saying...
...Timberdoodle won the award!
There is nothing more exciting,
more engaging, more colorful, and
fun than the amazing choices that
you brought together and pieced
just perfectly. I used the custom
option and picked through our
wants and needs, what an awesome tool. A calm year filled with
laughing and learning, that’s worth
more than five stars to me! -- Sarah

Easy Ordering

Simply visit our website or give us a call.
On our website, you will discover much more
in-depth information about each product as
well as hundreds of items that we just could
not fit into this catalog. Find details on our
generous 60-day return policy, sign up for
Facebook sales, and see special deals and
new additions.

Reviews

We have enlisted the help of thousands of
homeschool parents to write reviews of the
products they have used. These unbiased
second opinions by homeschooling parents
will provide you with additional insights
before you purchase.

Doodle Dollars

Earn points that can be redeemed on future
orders–it’s easy! Just create an account when
you shop on Timberdoodle.com.

Hazard Warnings

Please check our website for a thorough
listing of any hazard warnings.

Thank you to the crazy-smart
artists who hand-crafted the
doodles in this catalog!
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curriculum kit

Choices

Basic

This is the most economical way to cover all that your child will need to know for the
state tests, assuming you are able to supplement science and history through library
visits, garage sales, or homeschool swaps.
Or, choose Basic if you are teaching more than one child and
want to combine multiple grades for science and history. In this
case, choose the Complete kit in the grade level that teaches
the science and history you want, and a basic kit for all the other
grades since all our elementary science and history courses can
easily be used for grades K-7.

The Pros
• Economical
• Less stress on the teaching parent when you use the same science and history for all ages
The Cons
• You need to add both history and science courses.

Complete

This is the kit to choose if you are teaching
one child and you want to cover all your bases.
Or, if you are teaching multiple children, then
this is the kit that will provide the science and
history you want to use with the entire family.
Also, choose Complete if you have multiple
children that are independent, passionate
learners and want their own science and history.

The Pros
• Open the box and you are ready to go; no

need to raid a friend’s bookshelf for science or
history!
• Lots of fun extras from art to robotics. It is
these additions that have families returning to
Timberdoodle year after year.

The Cons
• If you are teaching more than one child and they are not independent learners, it will be more

time-consuming to teach a separate science and history course for each child. See our suggestion for
combining grades above.
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Elite

This is the kit to choose if your child is an
eager learner with an insatiable appetite for
more. Elite contains the bits and pieces that
children love and makes them glad they are
learning at home.

The Pros
• This is crazy-smart homeschooling at its best.

Paint a Monet replica, assemble an engine, or
code a website; the Elite option is the best of the
best.

The Cons
• Cost, but in comparison to private schools,

even our Elite is a crazy-smart value.
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“

The amazing development of a baby is the most
fascinating thing to watch and experience, and
this curriculum is very beneficial in helping
young ones to grow and thrive. I have used it
with my youngest adopted babies and my older
girls have used it with my grand babies.
-- Rebekah
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D

Tiny Tots Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 Tiny Tots Curriculum Handbook

$251
BASIC
COMPLETE $366
$501
ELITE

$21 5
$31 5
$43 0

Basic

Complete

Elite

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
Indestructibles (set of 4)

page 131

•

•

•

Let’s Sign, Baby!

page 133

•

•

•

Very First Book of Things to Spot

page 132

•

•

•

Very First Book of Things to Spot at Home

page 132

•

•

•

Very First Book of Things to Spot Out & About

page 132

•

•

•

Teach Your Baby to Sign Cards

page 132

•

•

Touch Think Learn; Farm

page 133

•

MATH
Poke-a-Dot! Goodnight, Animals

page 54

•

•

THINKING SKILLS
Active Baby, Healthy Brain

page 129

•

•

•

On the Farm

page 133

•

•

•

Experimenting with Babies

page 129

•

•

•

•

STEM
Wedgits

page 87

SmartMax Build XXL

page 87

•

•

IMAGINATIVE PLAY
Nicki Baby

page 131

•

•

Playsilk - Starry Night

page 130

•

•

MOTOR SKILLS
page 131

•

•

•

website

•

•

•

page 87

•

•

•

The Amazing Peanut Ball XL

page 129

•

•

•

Sophie La Girafe

page 130

•

•

PipSquigz

page 130

Bolli
Oball Rattle
Stacking Train Woodland Express

•

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.

Doodle by Cooper - 6
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“

I was intimidated to homeschool and overwhelmed at picking
curriculum until I stumbled across the Timberdoodle website.
It’s made me have a lot of confidence about teaching my
kids, especially my three-year-old son. He has a hard time
sitting still and doesn’t
like traditional learning:
explanations, worksheets,
practicing writing on
paper. He loves the puzzles
and can’t wait to use
his science kit. Can’t say
enough good things about
these products. -- Melissa
Doodle by Titus - 6
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Preschool Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 Preschool Curriculum Handbook

$255
BASIC
COMPLETE $457
$619
ELITE

$22 5
$39 0
$53 0

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
Lauri A-Z Upper + Lowercase puzzles
Montessori Letter
Picture Puzzle Book
G is for Goat
Picture Puzzle Book - Zoo

website
page 40

•

•

•

page 132

•

•

•

website

•

•

page 132

•

•

Complete Book of Rhymes (book & CD)

page 41

Jumbo Bananagrams

page 39

•

page 132

•

Picture Puzzle Book - Farm

•

MATH
Mathematical Reasoning Beginning 1

page 56

•

•

•

Montessori Number Work

page 54

•

•

•

Farmland Math

page 53

•

•

THINKING SKILLS
Building Thinking Skills Beginning

page 117

•

•

•

Day and Night

page 118

•

•

•

website

•

•

•

•

•

Lauri Kids Puzzle
Bunny Peek-a-Boo

page 118

GEOGRAPHY
Montessori Map Work

page 71

•

•

•

website

•

•

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
Big Book of Things to Spot
SCIENCE
H2O La La (300 tablets) + Twisty Dropper

page 75

•

•

Primary Science Kit

page 75

•

•

STEM
Hape Dynamo Dominoes

page 88

•

•

•

Plus Plus Midi

page 90

•

•

•

ART
Animal Doodle Placemats

page 106

•

•

Floof

page 114

•

•

Let’s Cut Paper set of 3 + My First Scissors

page 101

•

•

page 45

•

•

LEARNING TOOLS/MOTOR SKILLS
Jumbo GRIP EcoPencil (2) + 4-in-1 Pencil Sharpener
Dot to Dot for Tiny Tots

page 45

•

Glitter Gertie Ball

page 128

•

Number Maze Magnetic Game

page 133

•

page 45

•

Magic FX Pencils

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.
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“

I love this kit! I am new to
homeschool and decided to
give it a try. We are having
so much fun and learning
so much more than
pre-school teaches. I
highly recommend the
Elite package! -- Jeff

Doodle by Joseph - 13 (with Down syndrome)
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$283
BASIC
COMPLETE $559
$771
ELITE

PreK Kit
Free shipping with every kit!

$23 5
$46 9
$64 5

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

page 40

•

•

•

website

•

•

•

2016 PreK Curriculum Handbook
LANGUAGE ARTS
ABC Sticker Activities
What Your Preschooler Needs to Know
A to Z Magnatab Uppercase

page 39

•

•

Animal Alphabet Activity Book

page 40

•

•

Boogie Board Play N’ Trace

page 38

•

•

Tiggly Words

page 49

•

•

Purpllinker

page 39

•

MATH
•

•

•

Mathematical Reasoning Beginning 2

page 56

Connects Pail

page 55

•

Tiggly Math

page 54

•

THINKING SKILLS
page 118

•

•

•

Kumon Spatial Reasoning + Differentiation + Logic

page 118

•

•

•

Three Little Piggies

page 119

•

•

•

Haba Smart Fellow Pegging

page 120

•

•

BambinoLUK Set A

BambinoLUK Set B

•

website

GEOGRAPHY
Lift-the-Flap Picture Atlas

•

page 71

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
Build a Picture Town Sticker Book

page 132

•

•

Emergency Services Sticker Activity Fun

page 132

•

•

page 63

•

•

page 75

•

•

•

•

First Sticker Book: Castles
SCIENCE
Science with Tots Kit - Deluxe
STEM
ThinkPlay Junior

page 89

Amusement Park Engineer

page 88

•

•

ART
My First Scissors

page 101

•

•

•

Kumon Creativity

page 118

•

•

•

Doodle and Draw Inside, Outside, Everywhere

page 106

•

•

Finger Tracks

page 105

•

•

Friends Light Clay Kit

page 105

•

LEARNING TOOLS
Jumbo GRIP EcoPencil (2) + 4-in-1 Pencil Sharpener
PlayFoam
Magic FX Pencils

page 45

•

•

page 114

•

•
•

page 45

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.
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K

“

We’ve just bought our 2nd kindergarten
kit for kid #2 and are very happy
with the quality of materials
offered by Timberdoodle. My
wife was scared to death to
homeschool our kids, but
now we can’t imagine
doing anything
else. -- Jason
Doodle by Tsubasa - 10
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Kindergarten Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 Kindergarten Curriculum Handbook

$295
BASIC
COMPLETE $676
$843
ELITE

$26 9
$58 0
$72 5

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
A Reason for Handwriting

page 45

Spelling You See Level A - Listen and Write

page 44

•

•

•

The Reading Lesson

page 42

•

•

•

website

•

What Your Kindergartner Needs to Know
Itty Bitty Phonics Readers

page 42

Toon Books (set of 4)

page 42

•

•

•

•
•

MATH
page 57

•

•

•

Developing The Early Learner

page 119

•

•

•

Little Red Riding Hood Game

page 119

Math-U-See Primer
THINKING SKILLS

Amazing Mazes
Pajaggle

•

•

website

•

page 121

•

GEOGRAPHY
•

•

page 71

•

•

page 64

•

•

Sticker Dressing Heroes & Rescue Missions

page 62

•

Look Inside a Castle

page 63

Beginning Geography

page 72

Geopuzzles (complete box set of 6)

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
Bede’s History of Me

•
•

SCIENCE
Not Too Messy Science

page 76

•

•

Look Inside Your Body

page 80

•

•

Visible Human Floor Puzzle

page 80

•

Cola Fountains & Spattering Paint Bombs

page 92

•

Safari Human Organs Toob

page 83

•

•

STEM
ThinkPlay Advanced

page 89

•

•

page 103

•

•

ART
Aquarellum Mini-Elephants
Big Drawing Book

page102

•

•

Collages So Pop

page 100

•

•

Oodles of Doodles

page 106

•

•

Big Book of Things to Find and Color

page 101

•

Draw Patterns Kit

page 102

•

Origami Animals

page 104

•

LEARNING TOOLS
Jumbo GRIP EcoPencil (2) + 4-in-1 Pencil Sharpener
Playfoam
Magic FX Pencils

page 45

•

page 114

•

•
•
•

page 45

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.
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“

As a first time home schooler I was a bit
nervous about curriculum as you can imagine!
I am so glad that my curriculum search led me
to Timberdoodle. We are going into week 7 of
our school year and my son is flourishing
with the complete kit. It is easy to follow
as a parent and offers fun and exciting
challenges to my little student! -- Sarah
Doodle by Gabriel - 8
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1st Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 1st Grade Curriculum Handbook

$ 3 9 8 $34 9
BASIC
COMPLETE $722 $620
$ 1 0 0 4 $855
ELITE

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
A Reason for Handwriting - Manuscript A

page 45

•

•

•

Daily 6-Trait Writing Grade 1

page 46

•

•

•

First Language Lessons 1

page 48

•

•

•

Phonics Pathways

page 42

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Spelling You See Level B - Jack and Jill

page 44

Pathway Readers - Grade 1 (set of 3)

page 43

Toon Books (set of 4)

page 42

•

MATH
Math-U-See Alpha Universal

page 57

Wrap-ups - Addition & Subtraction

page 55

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

THINKING SKILLS
MiniLUK Set A

page 121

Smart Cookies Game

page 120

MiniLUK Set B
Rush Hour Jr

•

website

•

page 120

•

GEOGRAPHY
Daily Geography Practice - Grade 1

page 72

World ScrunchMap

•

•

•

page 73

•

•

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
Story of the World 1: Ancient Times + Activity

page 64

Story of the World 1: Ancient Times Audio

page 64

•

Famous Figures of Ancient Times

page 63

•

Astronauts Sticker Book

page 62

•

•

SCIENCE
Exploring Creation with Astronomy

page 79

•

•

Astronomy Jr. Notebooking Journal

page 79

•

•

•

STEM
Plus Plus

page 90

DIY Electro-Dough Kit

page 88

•

•

Robotis Pets

page 95

•

ART
Aquarellum Cosmos

page 103

•

•

Outdoor Adventure Doodles

page107

•

•

A Little Adventure in the Woods

page 104

•

Doodle & Draw Spots, Stripes, and Squiggles

page 106

•

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 1

page 127

•

•

website

•

•

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.
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“

Thank you, Timberdoodle, for putting together such awesome
materials that make school so much fun and so effective for our
second grader. We use a workbox system and she loves to go from
book to book. She is independent much of her school day,
but the parts we do together have been fun for me, too.
Her favorite book is Thinking Skills and it is perfectly
geared to her little mind. She looks forward to seeing
what’s on the next page and
asks to do ‘just one
more page!’ -- krista
Doodle by Elizabeth - 9
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2nd Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 2nd Grade Curriculum Handbook

$329
BASIC
COMPLETE $738
$913
ELITE

$29 5
$64 0
$79 0

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
A Reason for Handwriting - Manuscript B

page 45

Daily 6-Trait Writing Grade 2

page 46

•

•

•

First Language Lessons 2

page 48

•

•

•

Spelling You See Level C - Wild Tales

page 44

•

•

•

My First Story Writing Book

page 46

•

•

Pathway Readers - Grade 2 (set of 3)

page 43

•

•

Tintin in America (Young Readers Edition)

page 50

•

Word Fun

page 41

•
•

MATH
Math-U-See Beta Universal

page 57

TENZI Game & TENZI Card deck
Wrap-ups - Multiplication & Division

•

•

•

page 56

•

•

page 55

•

•

THINKING SKILLS
Building Thinking Skills 1

page 117

•

•

Laser Maze Jr.

page 124

•

•

Q-bitz Solo

page 125

•

•

•

•

•

GEOGRAPHY
Daily Geography Practice - Grade 2

page 72

This is the World

page 70

•

•

Story of the World 2: The Middle Ages + Activity

page 64

•

•

Story of the World 2: The Middle Ages Audio

page 64

•

Famous Figures of the Renaissance

page 63

•

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES

SCIENCE
Exploring Creation with Botany

page 79

•

•

Exploring Creation Botany Jr. Notebooking Journal

page 79

•

•

4-D Plant Cell

page 82

•

STEM
Engino Inventor 50 - in - 1 Motorized Set

page 91

Bloxels

page 94

•

•
•

ART
Parragon Draw, Doodle, Design

page 107

•

•

Step-by-Step Drawing Book

page 102

•

•

Colored Sands - Fish Rainbows

page 105

•

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 2

page 127

•

•

website

•

•

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.
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“

After lots of research
for something more
hands on we decided to
give Timberdoodle a try. We
chose the 3rd grade complete
for our son & have been
very pleased! Our son has
enjoyed his schoolwork this
year. -- Megan
Doodle by Nick - 8
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3rd Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 3rd Grade Curriculum Handbook

$338
BASIC
COMPLETE $761
$9
ELITE
66
15
9

$29 5
$64 5
$8
51
35
0

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
A Reason for Handwriting - Transition

page 45

Beginning Word Roots

page 50

•

•

•

Daily 6-Trait Writing Grade 3

page 46

•

•

•

First Language Lessons 3

page 48

•

•

•

Spelling You See Level D - Americana

page 44

•

•

•

Pathway Readers - Grade 3

page 43

The Swiss Family Robinson graphic novel

•

•
•

website

MATH
Teaching Textbook - Math 3

page 59

Möbi Max

page 52

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

THINKING SKILLS
Critical & Creative - Grade 3

page 122

Circuit Maze

page 124

•

GEOGRAPHY
Daily Geography Practice - Grade 3

page 72

XXL Puzzleball Globe (180 piece)

page 72

•

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
Story of the World 3: Early Modern Times + Activity

page 64

Story of the World 3: Early Modern Times Audio

page 64

•

•

•

Famous Figures of the American Revolution

page 63

•

True Stories of the Revolutionary War

page 69

•

SCIENCE
Dr Bonyfide 1

page 74

•

•

Zoology 1 - Flying Creatures of the 5th Day

page 79

•

•

Zoology 1 - Notebooking Journal

page 79

•

•

page 94

•

•

•

STEM
IO Blocks Minis (900 piece)
Typing Instructor for Kids Platinum PC

page 49

Amazing Story of the Combustion Engine

page 84

•

•

Ozobot Bit

page 96

•

ART
Complete-a-Sketch 123 CD

page 113

•

•

Doodle Adventures: Search for Slimy Space Slugs

page 108

•

•

Zentangle for Kids

page 112

•

Paint-by-Number Museum Series

page 115

•
•

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 3

page 127

•

•

website

•

•

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.
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“

Absolutely love, love,
love you guys!! We
got our order and
my daughter was super
excited and we started
that following Monday!!
Will definitely be
reordering from y’all
again. -- Kendra

Doodle by Anthony - 14
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4th Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 4th Grade Curriculum Handbook

$312
BASIC
COMPLETE $812
$949
ELITE

$27 5
$70 5
$82 0

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
Daily 6-Trait Writing Grade 4

page 46

•

•

•

First Language Lessons 4

page 48

•

•

•

Spelling You See Level E - American Spirit

page 44

•

•

•

Marie’s Words - Visual Vocabulary

page 47

•

•

Pathway Reader - Grade 4

page 43

•

•

Write Brain Book

page 46

•

MATH
page 59

•

•

•

Building Thinking Skills 2

page 117

•

•

•

Colorku

page 116

•

•

•

•

Teaching Textbook - Math 4
THINKING SKILLS

GEOGRAPHY
Daily Geography Practice - Grade 4

page 72

The Global Puzzle

page 72

•

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
True Stories: Civil War, WWI, WWII

page 69

•

•

Story of the World 4: The Modern Age + Activity

page 64

•

•

Story of the World 4: The Modern Age Audio

page 64

•

24-Hour History (set of 5)

page 67

•

SCIENCE
Dr Bonyfide 2

page 74

•

•

Zoology 2 - Swimming Creatures of the 5th Day

page 79

•

•

Zoology 2 - Notebooking Journal

page 79

•

•

STEM
Robotis Dream 1

page 95

•

•

Simbrix

page 96

•

•

Aquarelle Monet

page 103

•

•

Make Buildings - Doodle Design Activity Book

page 108

•

Drawing Animals Shape by Shape

page 103

ART
•
•

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 4

page 127

•

•

website

•

•

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.
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“

My son and I absolutely LOVE the
Fifth-Grade Timberdoodle Curriculum
kit. This was the first time ordering from
Timberdoodle and when our package
arrived my son was more excited than he
was on Christmas morning! Never before has
my son been excited about learning until this.
Thank you timberdoodle! -- Tiffany
Doodle by Caden - 7
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7

5th Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 5th Grade Curriculum Handbook

$278
BASIC
COMPLETE $646
$903
ELITE

$25 0
$56 9
$78 0

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
Editor-in-Chief - Level 1

page 51

•

•

•

Jump In

page 48

•

•

•

Spelling You See Level F - Ancient Achievements

page 44

•

•

•

Pathway Reader - Grade 5

page 43

•

•

Show Me How to Survive

page 125

•

Visual Latin 1

page 47

•

MATH
page 59

•

•

•

Critical & Creative - Grade 5

page 122

•

•

•

IQ XOXO

page 126

•

•

•

•

Teaching Textbook - Math 5
THINKING SKILLS

GEOGRAPHY
Drawing Around the USA

page 72

United States ScrunchMap

page 73

•

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
America the Beautiful

page 65

•

•

America the Beautiful - Student Workbook

page 65

•

Extreme Dot-to-Dot - USA History

page 55

•

SCIENCE
•

•

Dr Bonyfide 3

page 74

Zoology 3 - Land Animals of the 6th Day

page 79

•

•

Zoology 3 - Notebooking Journal

page 79

•

•

4-D Animal Cell

page 82

•

STEM
Brain Builder Trio
Stopmotion Explosion Animation Set

page 93

•

•
•

page 111

ART
Doodle America

page 108

•

•

Extraordinaires Design Studio

page 110

•

•

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 5

page 127

•

•

website

•

•

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.
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“

My daughter started last year in
homeschooling for 6th grade. This curriculum
is wonderful and exciting. She always
stumbled with public school math. She
would come home crying almost
every day saying I don’t understand
anything the teacher is talking
about. Now she can’t wait
for the 7th grade work to
begin. Homeschooling her with
Timberdoodle curriculum is a gift
from GOD. THANK YOU! -- Tiffany
Doodle by Anna - 15
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6th Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 6th Grade Curriculum Handbook

$303
BASIC
COMPLETE $827
$1034
ELITE

$270
$710
$875

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Grade 6 - Teacher’s Guide

page 50

•

•

•

Spelling You See Level G - Modern Milestones

page 44

•

•

•

Wordsmith Apprentice

page 49

•

•

•

Pathway Reader - Grade 6

page 43

•

•

Visual Latin 2

page 47

•

MATH
Teaching Textbook - Math 6

page 59

•

Critical & Creative - Grade 6

page 122

•

Brain Fitness Solitaire Chess

page 125

•

•

THINKING SKILLS
•

•

•

•

•

•

GEOGRAPHY
Daily Geography Practice - Grade 6

page 72

Extreme Dot-to-Dots - Around the USA

page 55

•

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
The Search & A Family Secret

page 67

•

•

Uncle Sam and You

page 68

•

•

Uncle Sam and You - Student Workbook

page 68

•

4-D USA History Over Time Puzzle

page 66

•

SCIENCE
Boom! Book

page 82

•

•

Dr Bonyfide 4

page 74

•

•

Exploring Creation with Anatomy & Physiology

page 79

•

•

Human Anatomy - Notebooking Journal

page79

•

•

4-D Transparent Human Body

page 83

•

•

Discover More: Human Body

page 81

•

STEM
Typing Instructor Platinum Version 21 PC

page 49

•

•

SPRK Sphero

page 86

•

•

ART
Complete-a-Sketch Advanced CD

page 113

•

•

Doodle Your Day

page 109

•

•

Abstract Art Workshop

page 104

•

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 6

page 127

•

•

website

•

•

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.
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“

This is the third homeschool
curriculum I’ve used...and
I’m delighted to say
that this is by far the
best fit that I’ve found! As
others have stated, I also
regret not knowing about
Timberdoodle from the
start of my children’s
home education. -- N.
Rogers
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Doodles by Cooper - 6

7th Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 7th Grade Curriculum Handbook

$276
BASIC
COMPLETE $655
$874
ELITE

$25 0
$56 9
$72 5

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Plus Teacher’s Guide

page 50

•

•

•

Wordsmith + Teacher’s Guide

page 49

•

•

•

Word Roots - Level 1

page 50

•

•

•

Editor-in-Chief - Level 2

page 51

•

•

Pathway Reader - Grade 7

page 43

•

•

MATH
page 60

•

•

•

page 122

•

•

•

The Thinking Toolbox

page 122

•

•

•

Laser Maze

page 124

•

•

Teaching Textbook - Math 7
THINKING SKILLS
The Fallacy Detective

GEOGRAPHY
Extreme Dot-to-Dots - Around the World

•

page 55

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
page 66

•

•

Batman Science

page 84

•

•

Exploring Creation with Chemistry & Physics

page 79

•

•

Chemistry & Physics Notebooking Journal

page 79

•

•

CHEM C1000

page 76

The Mystery of History - Volume 1
SCIENCE

•

STEM
STEM Simple Machines

page 91

KidCoder: Game Programming Online Course

page 98

•

•
•

ART
Archi-Doodle

page 109

•

•

Simply Draw

page 113

•

•

page 127

•

•

website

•

•

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 7

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.
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“

I love the way the math is on the computer
with the automatic grading (has to be one
of my favorites!) All the products work
together so well and they are so
thoughtfully laid out in a manner
to encourage self study among the
students and overall make it more
engaging for the whole family! ...Would
recommend Timberdoodle to any family
wanting to homeschool! -- Crystal
Doodle by Morgan - 13
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8th Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 8th Grade Curriculum Handbook

$331
BASIC
COMPLETE $781
$1113
ELITE

$305
$670
$940

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 8 - Teacher’s Guide

page 50

•

•

•

Word Roots - Level 2

page 50

•

•

•

Writing with Skill Level 1 - Student + Teacher

page 47

•

•

•

Pathway Reader - Grade 8

page 43

•

•

Shakespeare - Graphic Novel

page 50

•

•

MATH
page 60

•

•

•

Building Thinking Skills 3 - Figural

page 117

•

•

•

Gravity Maze

page 124

Teaching Textbook - Pre-Algebra
THINKING SKILLS

Extreme Dot-to-Dot Spectacular Places

•

•
•

page 55

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
page 66

•

•

page 83

•

•

Exploring Physical Science Student Notebook

page 83

•

•

Exploring Physical Science Companion CD

page 83

•

Elements of Science

page 76

•

The Mystery of History - Volume 2
SCIENCE
Exploring Creation with Physical Science

STEM
KidCoder: Web Design Online Course

page 98

GeoMag Education Mechanics

page 99

•

•
•

ART
Doodle Lit

page 109

•

•

You Can Draw Everything

page 112

•

•

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 8

page 127

•

•

website

•

•

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.

3
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“

This is a great curriculum. My son
is enjoying it very much. The variety
of methods, books, video, computer,
electronics, critical thinking; it’s all been
wonderful. He enjoys having the variety
of teaching and learning methods rather
than all textbooks. His attention is
much more focused with this style of
teaching/learning. Thank you for putting
this curriculum together. -- Beth
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Doodle by Jeremy - 10

9th Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!

$351
BASIC
COMPLETE $789
$1017
ELITE

$320
$675
$880

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

page 50

•

•

•

Word Roots Level 3

page 50

•

•

•

Writing with Skill - Level 2 Student + Teacher

page 47

•

•

•

Editor-in-Chief - Level 3

page 51

•

•

Illuminating Literature

page 48

2016 9th Grade Curriculum Handbook
LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 9 - Teacher’s

•

MATH
Teaching Textbook - Algebra 1

page 60

•

•

•

page 117

•

•

•

•

•

THINKING SKILLS
Building Thinking Skills 3 - Verbal
Anti-Virus

page 80

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
The Mystery of History Volume 3 - Student

page 66

•

•

The Mystery of History Vol. 3 - Companion

page 66

•

•

US Constitution - Graphic Novel

page 68

•

•

Biology 101

page 82

•

•

Principles, Theories, & Precepts of Biology

page 82

•

•

Professor Teaches Office Super Set

page 51

•

DuinoKit Jr.

page 97

SCIENCE

STEM
•
•

ART
Get Mapmaking

page 113

•

•

How to Draw Almost Everything

page 112

•

•

•

•

LEARNING TOOLS
High School 1-Year Planner 2016-17
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Cracking the PSAT/NMSQT

website
page 127

•

•

•
•

website

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.

- 10

Doodle by Logan - 5
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“

I barely get a chance to look at the curriculum before my 10th
grader rips open the box in excitement to see what he’s getting in
his kit this year. It’s everything I can do to keep him from working
on school before his school year starts. I have not found another
company that offers that kind of excitement for education. Thank
you Timberdoodle! -- Christy

Doodle by Lucas - 12
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10TH Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 10th Grade Curriculum Handbook

$411
BASIC
COMPLETE $1061
$1250
ELITE

$370
$850
$999

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 10 - Teacher’s

page 50

Word Roots Level 4

page 50

•

•

•

Writing with Skill - Level 3 Student + Teacher

page 47

•

•

•

page 61

•

•

•

page 135

•

•

•

MATH
Teaching Textbook - Geometry
THINKING SKILLS
Philosophy Adventure
Brain Fitness Knot So Fast

page 121

•

•

What’s Your Worldview?

page 134

•

•

Dr. Ransom’s Bestiary of Adorable Fallacies

page 123

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
The Mystery of History - Volume 4

page 66

•

•

SCIENCE
Chemistry 101

page 77

•

•

Forces & Motion: Investigating a Car Crash

page 85

•

•

Integrated Physics & Chemistry

page 77

•

•

Physics 101

page 77

•

•

The Elements Puzzle

page 77

•

STEM
•

•

TeenCoder: Game Programming Online Course

page 98

Build Your Own V8 Engine

page 85

•

Roadworthy DVD

page 98

•

ART
You Can Draw in 30 Days

page 112

•

The World of Favorite Poems

page 115

•

LEARNING TOOLS
High School 1-Year Planner 2016-17
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Cracking the SAT

website
page 127

•

•

•

•

•
•

website

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.

Doodle by Luke - 12
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“

I love that it is so mulitsensory
even at this age. -- Michele
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11TH Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!

$346
BASIC
COMPLETE $768
$1058
ELITE

$329
$669

$929

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

page 50

•

•

•

The Power in Your Hands - Writing Nonfiction

page 48

•

•

•

Wordsmithy

page 51

2016 11th Grade Curriculum Handbook
LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 11 Teacher’s

•

MATH
page 60

•

•

•

James Madison Critical Thinking Course

page 123

•

•

•

IQ Puzzler Pro

page 126

•

•

The Gettysburg Address

page 67

•

•

Exploring America (set of 3)

page 68

•

•

Teaching Textbook - Algebra 2
THINKING SKILLS

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES

Exploring America Student Review Pack

page 68

•

Exploring Government Curriculum Package

page 69

•

SCIENCE
Body of Evidence

page 81

•

•

Exploring the History of Medicine

page 81

•

•

Precepts of Anatomy & Physiology

page 81

•

•

4-D Heart Puzzle

page 83

•

STEM
•

•

TeenCoder: Java Programming Online Course

page 98

Knuckz Delux

page 98

•

page 110

•

ART
Extraordinaires Pro
LEARNING TOOLS
High School 1-Year Planner 2016-17
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty
Cracking the ACT

website
page 127

•

•

•

•

•
•

website

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.

Doodle by Jared - 9
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“

I appreciate that each year every Timberdoodle Curriculum Kit
gets thorough consideration for updates and changes. We are
very excited to order and use this year’s complete 12th grade
kit...We travel for speech and debate tournaments and have to
adapt our schedule depending on the season and how much
travel is involved. The way Timberdoodle kits are set up is so
flexible, it takes the work out of juggling our time. -- Michelle
Doodle by Eli - 12
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12TH Grade Kit
Free shipping with every kit!
2016 12th Grade Curriculum Handbook

$278
BASIC
COMPLETE $535
$961
ELITE

$26 0
$47 5
$85 5

BASIC

COMPLETE

ELITE

•

•

•

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 12 Teacher’s

page 50

•

•

•

Wordsmith Craftsman

page 49

•

•

•

Teaching Textbook - Pre-Calculus

page 61

•

•

•

Economics for Everybody

page 69

MATH
•

THINKING SKILLS
•

•

IQ Steps

page 126

•

•

The Big Book of Brain Games

page 122

•

•

The Reason for God

page 135

The Rhetoric Companion & Answer Key

page 51

•

•

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES
Exploring World History

page 69

Exploring World History Student Review Pack

page 69

•

•
•

SCIENCE
Friendly Chemistry

•

page 77

•

STEM
Bioloid STEM Standard

•

page 97

ART
20 Ways to Draw a Bike

website

•

•

•

•

•

•

LEARNING TOOLS
High School 1-Year Planner 2016-17
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty

website
page 127

•

Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own Kit program on our website.

Doodle by Zoe - 14
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Language Arts

Play N’ Trace
Tracing is a fundamental pre-writing skill and is important for building visual and muscle memory.
Children who trace have a much easier time mastering handwriting and other fine-motor skills,
and Play N’ Trace is the most innovative way to give your child the ample tracing opportunities
he needs. Simply place coloring book pictures, printed letters, or even mazes under the
translucent, blue-tinted LCD writing surface for hours of engrossing fun. Your child can
use the twin-tip stylus or even his finger to trace, and his work will remain on the screen
until he chooses to erase it at the push of the large yellow button. And when tracing
becomes passé, your child will enjoy drawing his own masterpieces, playing tic-tac-toe,
or just doodling. For use at home or on the go, the unique artist’s palette shape is also
comfortable for little hands.

613-401

pLay n’ traCe

$32.99
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Language Arts
Magnatabs
Handwriting habits are
well-established early,
so it is important to get it
right. The best method for
properly mastering this vital
skill is through multisensory
techniques. A to Z Magnatab
is the ideal tool to help your
child focus on forming letters
correctly and consistently.
Trace each letter with the
magnetic stylus to see and
hear the little metal balls
snap to the surface to make
the letter. Then, lightly trace
over the letters with the tip of
a finger and the metal balls
clatter back into the A to Z
Magnatab base. Perfect!

458-100
458-101

UpperCase
LowerCase

“

What parents
are saying...

My kindergartner really struggles
with reading; this is a fun, easy, low
stress tool to help reading/spelling
be fun for him! I highly recommend
this product!!! -- Aaron

$25.95
$25.95

Jumbo Bananagrams
Purpllinker
The Purpllinker is our most portable tool for teaching your children the
alphabet. It looks much like great-grandpa’s old-fashioned carpenter’s
ruler, but it is smaller, softer, safer, and easier to maneuver. The
child-friendly Purpllinker, with its seven arms, will hold its shape, allowing
your child to create the entire alphabet, numbers, geometric forms,
swords, snakes, and just about anything he can imagine, all while building
small-muscle memory and fine-motor skills.

461-461

pUrpLLinker

$11.99

Bananagrams for toddlers? Yes! The
all-new, oversized Jumbo Bananagrams
tile is a substantial three-inch
indestructible square, so it is safe even
for your little guys. Your child can match
tiles, locate a particular letter, or, to really
challenge his auditory memory, find a
short series of letters. Turn the tiles over
and play a memory game, put the tiles
in alphabetical order, or spell simple
words. Once you get started, you will be
astonished at all that you can do with
Jumbo Bananagrams.

237-238

JUMbo bananagraMs

$44.95
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Language Arts

Montessori Letter Work
In the innovative, interactive board book, Letter Work,
your toddler will learn the sounds and shapes of each
letter. Based on the century-old and highly successful
Montessori way of teaching, chubby fingers will find these
letters, with uber-fine sandpaper texture, irresistible for
tracing. Visually appealing and educational in every
way, each Letter Work page features basic phonetic
sounds; touchable, traceable letters; and an elegantly
simple illustration to provide context.

834-400

Letter work

$9.50

“

What parents
are saying...

I bought this to review letters with my
kindergartner, who has struggled with
remembering all of the letters correctly. He is
six and he looks forward to the fun puzzles in
this very helpful book. -- Chelsea

Animal Alphabet Activity Book
Help the monkey through the maze, color a panda
eating pizza, and do a doggy dot-to-dot. These and over
120 more coloring, doodling, and brainteasing activities
will have your child giggling as he learns the letters of the
alphabet, builds phonemic awareness, and develops
pencil control.

417-224

aniMaL aLpHabet aCtiVity book

ABC Sticker Activities
More than a mere overview to the alphabet, ABC
Sticker Activities is packed with interactive activities and,
of course, every child’s favorite, stickers! This innovative
book will lay the foundation of letter recognition by
challenging your child to complete a host of fun activities
including matching, mazes, coloring, complete the
pictures, and lots of stickers to add to the pages. Draw
some goggles on a swimmer, trace the letters in the word
“purple,” color in the vegetables, then use the flower
stickers to fill the vase. The photographic stickers add
realism that children this age enjoy. With ABC Sticker
Activities, your child will have fun, be engaged, and learn
about the alphabet.

653-553

abC stiCker aCtiVities
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$9.50

Doodle by Amelia - 6

$9.50

Language Arts

Perfect Intro
to Grammar

The Complete Book and
CD Set of Rhymes...

“

What parents are saying...

We purchased this in addition to the basic package 2nd
grade curriculum. It is so helpful and super fun. My son
loooooves when we read it every week. It has cute little
games after each chapter. We enjoy the game part a lot.
They don’t take long and we can get a bit silly which helps
break up the day. :) Great great book!! -- Jaimie

Word Fun
Written in a whimsical and conversational manner, Word Fun is
a gentle introduction to the eight most significant parts of speech.
The colorful and imaginative full-page illustrations, child-friendly
definitions, and goofy storylines make what would otherwise be a
dull topic inviting. Close to 200 pages of word-licious fun!

273-800

word FUn

Rhymes are one of the most enjoyable
ways to give our children a rich and robust
vocabulary. Rhymes help our children recall
words and facts, a perfect workout for
developing brains. And because actions,
movement, and dances are associated
with children’s rhymes and songs, your
child’s gross-motor skills will flourish! Once
you understand the importance of songs,
rhymes, and finger plays to your child’s
education, you’ll realize the handful you
know are sorely inadequate for the task.
We have an answer. As massive as its name
implies, The Complete Book and CD Set
of Rhymes, Songs, Poems, Fingerplays and
Chants incorporates over 700 activities to
invite young children into music, language,
and imaginary play. It is easy to plan an
activity based on whatever specific theme
you want to highlight that will make your
toddler’s education fresh and enjoyable.

651-651

book/Cd oF rHyMes...

$42.50

$13.99
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Language Arts
The Reading Lesson

When your
younger child
has a passion
for reading,
The Reading Lesson’s
larger text and
adorable line
drawings make
it the perfect
introduction.
Designed by
a physician
specializing
in learning
problems in young children, your child will
appreciate the slower pace and clean,
distraction-free pages of The Reading Lesson. The logical progression of using both
phonics and developmentally appropriate sight-words without all the rules makes
this program very appealing for beginning
readers.

216-217

reading Lesson

$27.50

Phonics Pathways
Every child
needs to
complete a
thorough,
effective
phonics
program.
Phonics
Pathways, with
its simple layout
and no-frills,
straightforward
approach to
phonics, is easy
enough for even novice teaching parents
to understand and use. Phonics Pathways
is logically laid out with virtually no teacher
preparation involved and includes the
phonics rules that other phonics-based
programs do not. A multi-sensory approach
means that all learning types can benefit
from this book. With a mere ten to fifteen
minutes a day, usually one or two pages,
your child will soon be reading.

866-310

pHoniCs patHways
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$31.50

Itty Bitty Phonics Readers
Now your beginning reader can enjoy the luxury of a new reading book
every school week with Itty Bitty Phonics Readers. These simple, palm-sized
readers make the task of reading both fun for your child and affordable
for you. The text is clear and builds incrementally, and the artwork consists
of unpretentious black-and-white illustrations. After your child has read
a book, encourage him to color in the illustrations and make the story
“his.” Each book features a charming story that concentrates on a
single phonetic sound and an optional activity that extends the learning.
Includes 36 ten-page books in a convenient, Velcro-close carrying case.

778-036

itty bitty readers

$33.95

Toon Books Level 1 and 2
Combine original stories, stunning artwork, and
quality printing and you have Toon Books. These
Toon Books are comics, complete with panels
and word balloons, which capture young
readers’ imaginations and make them want
to read. Each winsomely written Toon Book
has been evaluated by reading specialists
to ensure that its language and narrative
are appropriate for its reading level.
Level 1 books feature 1-2 panels per
page, short sentences, and run about
200-300 words, including many easy
sight words. Level 2 books are perfect
for first-graders who are scaffolding their
reading skills and feature 1-4 panels per page,
short sentences, and repetition, and run about
300-600 words.

469-100
469-109

1 set $18.95
toon books LeVeL 2 set $18.95

toon books LeVeL

Language Arts

Q

Why do you include
Pathway readers
in your curriculum
kits?

“

What parents are saying...

I cannot begin to find the words to say what a joy it is
to see my GRANDCHILDREN thrilled with the books their
mom learned to read from!!! -- Bernadine

Reading will always be the most
important life skill you will teach
your child. But how do you know
if he is progressing in his skills or
stagnating? Reading copious
amounts of books is great, but
when they are all geared for the
same level, your child’s reading
comprehension skills are not being
challenged. Basal readers, such
as Pathway Readers, allow you to
assess your child’s reading level,
ensuring that grade-appropriate
skills are targeted, and will prepare
your child for state testing.

Amish Pathway Readers
We have used the basal Pathway Readers with our children to
successfully monitor and encourage an ongoing reading program.
Because the Amish don’t use electricity, you won’t find stories dealing with
the latest in films, computers, or TVs. Instead, the stories are centered on
farm life, with horse auctions, harvests, and LARGE families. With simple
typesetting and a few black-and-white sketches, these hardback books
are not splashy, but are lovely in their simplicity. Titles are also available
individually on our website.

480-027 13 books $89.95

Doodle by Cora - 9
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Language Arts

“

Crazy-Smart
Spelling
for K-6!

What parents are saying...

This spelling has been a life saver for me. My son
struggled so hard with spelling list and other spelling
tactics. It was a fight and took forever and he did
not retain much. This program is wonderful, not only
does he not hate spelling anymore but his spelling has
improved greatly since starting this program. -- Donna

Spelling You See

We really love this new multisensory spelling program and are convinced it
will help your child become a confident, successful speller, naturally and at his
own speed. And it has the research to back us up. Because Spelling You See
encourages visual memory rather than rote memory, there are no weekly
spelling lists or tests and very little instructor preparation is required.
Each daily lesson in Spelling You See uses real words presented in context
within poems or informational passages. Plus, each lesson is colorful, short,
to the point, and fun! Did I mention we’re in love? You will be too when you
discover how relaxed and easy to implement Spelling You See is.
Instructor’s handbooks are relatively small but packed with valuable
information that will show how simple this program is and how comfortably
it will fit into your daily life. Also included are answer keys and dictation
material that is essential for each level. Free shipping!

722-101
722-102
722-103
722-104
722-105
722-106
722-107

speLLing yoU see a
speLLing yoU see b
speLLing yoU see C
speLLing yoU see d
speLLing yoU see e
speLLing yoU see F
speLLing yoU see g
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$39.00
$51.00
$51.00
$51.00
$51.00
$51.00
$51.00

Language Arts
Magic FX Pencils
Add pizzazz to any school assignment with the chunky
Koh-I-Noor Magic FX pencils. Each pencil contains lead
that is multi-colored, so as you
draw, the strokes seamlessly
change colors. These oversized
hexagonal pencils are
comfortable to use, and
the 5.6mm leads are soft
and mega-bright. Ideal
motivation for the
new or reluctant
writer – the
colorful, randomly
changing, and
unpredictable
results are a
big incentive.
Koh-I-Noor
Magic FX pencils
can also make
excellent doodling accessories. Every Koh-I-Noor Magic FX pack contains
five distinctive color combinations.

671-101

MagiC FX

A Reason for
Handwriting
If you are going to make
handwriting a part of your
curriculum, here is something to
think about. Since handwriting
is a learned motor skill requiring regular
practice, doesn’t it seem that if your child
is going to labor over something with his
mind and hands, he should also engage his
heart? A Reason for Handwriting does all
three. With each ten- to fifteen-minute daily
lesson built around Bible verses, content is
not only instructional, but also inspirational.

765-579
765-581
765-582
765-590

$17.95
First grade
$17.95
seCond grade $17.95
transition $17.95

kindergarten

$15.75

Jumbo Grip Pencil
Triangular shape to prevent rolling and
to help children hold a pencil correctly –
check. Not too fat, nor standard-sized, but
mid-sized for the chubby hand – check.
Soft dot comfort for a non-slip grip –
check. Thick lead to hold a point longer
– check. Nontoxic and CE–approved
– check. The Faber-Castell Jumbo Grip
Pencil is the perfect first pencil for children.

482-670

JUMbo grip penCiLs set oF

2 $4.50

Kum Pencil Sharpener
The children in our Sunday
School love using the Koh-I-Noor
Magic FX Pencils, but sharpening
the 20+ pencils each week was
a drag. Then we discovered the
super-sharp Kum 4-in-1 Pencil
Sharpener. This versatile sharpener
features four separate sharpening
holes to accommodate 7mm,
8mm, 10mm, and, our favorite, the
11mm Magic-FX-sized pencils. Each
hole can also accommodate triangular, hexagonal, and round pencils.
A flip top covers each end of the sharpener to keep pencil shavings. Kum
4-in-1 Pencil Sharpener comes in assorted semi-translucent colors.

861-861

kUM penCiL sHarpener

$4.75

Dot to Dot for Tiny Tots
The ideal first activity book for toddlers,
Dot to Dot for Tiny Tots is full of simple
tracing (from one dot to another) exercises
which help young children develop their
fine-motor and problem-solving skills.
Printed on high-quality paper with lots of
bright, happy colors and themes your littlest
enjoys, Dot to Dot for Tiny Tots’ die-cut carry
handle makes it extra special.

174-200

dot to dot For tiny tots

$6.75
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Arts
Language Language
Arts

Write Brain Book
We love the concept of these wordless
picture books, and your child is going to
love the results. The entirely wordless Write
Brain books are lavishly illustrated, with lines
on the pages for your child’s original story.
But first he will need to explore the questions
of what is happening in each picture, who
are the characters, and what are their
names? How do the characters feel and
what do they smell or hear? The 20 pages of
colorful and connected images tell a visual
story that your child will supply the words to.
Each skill-building book includes space for
your child’s bio and a photo of him. Since
your child is the author, we don’t know what
his book will be about but we can tell you
that it lends itself to the following categories:
bravery, bullying, friendship, dogs, school,
protection, compassion, acceptance, and
understanding.

769-769

write brain book

$11.99

My First Story Writing Book
This lovely write-in book is for the
beginning novelist
who needs to learn
to write stories but
doesn’t know where
to start. My First Story
Writing Book is packed
with peculiar people
and unusual locations
to jumpstart your
child’s imagination.
My First Story Writing
Book takes your young writer through each
part of story-writing showing him how to
create characters, develop plot lines, and
design dramatic twists. With fun activities
including word games, ‘story mazes’ with
ideas for plot twists, and writing diary entries
for characters, as well as plenty of tips on
writing descriptively, My First Story Writing
Book will kindle your child’s imagination.

417-250 story writing book $13.95
46 | www.timberdoodle.com

“

What parents are saying...

Great layout. Great practice. Nice large fonts that are
easy to read. This book also has a great section which
helps you to teach your children as you go through the
book. It lays out what you should say when going through
each page. This is immensely helpful to those of us that
are just learning how to homeschool. I appreciate how
thorough the instructions are for a newbie. My daughter
also enjoys these books because they are fun and have
great visuals. -- Kelly

6-Trait Writing
Research proves that a solid understanding of the six traits of writing
improves a child’s ability to write successfully. These six traits are content;
organization; word choice; sentence fluency; voice; and conventions,
which include grammar, spelling, and mechanics. This may sound
ominous, but with just fifteen minutes or fewer a day, Daily 6-Trait Writing
has made it effortless, even fun, for our apprentice writers.

215-311
215-312
215-313
215-314
215-315
215-316

1 $26.99
2 $26.99
grade 3 $26.99
grade 4 $26.99
grade 5 $26.99
grade 6+ $26.99

grade

grade

Doodle by Avery - 10

Language ArtsLanguage Arts
Visual Latin
Homeschool parents understand
the edge that learning Latin will
give to their children. But in
the whirlwind of
studying math,
language arts,
history, and science,
Latin studies is one
of the first things to
go. Now it doesn’t
have to be. Visual
Latin is the exciting
combination of short,
vibrant videos and
appealing exercises
designed to teach your
children Latin. No prior
knowledge of Latin by either
the student or the parent is
required to use the self-paced Visual Latin curriculum. With
the relaxed, humorous, short, and easy-to-digest lessons,
children nine and older will be able to complete most of the
work independently.

573-001
573-002
573-000

1 $85.00
Latin 2 $85.00

Latin

CoMpLete bUndLe

$165.00

Marie’s Words
Just as a logo is a
visual representation of a
company, Marie’s Words
utilizes colorful illustrations
to create a “face” for 550
vocabulary words gleaned
from the SAT® test and
literature. On the reverse
side of each card is the
definition, the word used
in a sentence, and much
more. If you want your
children to employ
a richer, more
precise vocabulary
in everyday speech
and in their writing,
and if you want them
to have a better
understanding of
literary classics, start
using Marie’s Words today.

828-828

Marie’s words

“

What parents are saying...

I love this writing curriculum. I have never
felt confident in writing so as a mom trying to
teach my kids writing I was a bit intimidated.
This curriculum takes the intimidation away
with step by step instructions for the student
and with the teacher text all of the step by
step instructions make even helping the
students possible. -- Rebecca

Writing with Skill
Writing with Skill will provide your child detailed instructions
on how to write basic narratives, outlines, metaphors,
research writing, poems, and more. Rigorous without
being too technical or tedious, and using selections from
famous authors to teach the concepts, Writing with Skill is a
comprehensive writing course conveniently segmented into
36 weeks of lessons. The optional Writing with Skill Instructor
Text provides step-by-step directions, answers, and even
scripts to use for explaining trouble areas to your middleand high-school students.

181-401
181-402
181-421
181-422
181-431
181-432

1 stUdent
1 teaCHer
writing witH skiLL 2 stUdent
writing witH skiLL 2 teaCHer
writing witH skiLL 3 stUdent
writing witH skiLL 3 teaCHer
writing witH skiLL

writing witH skiLL

$27.50
$31.50
$29.50
$33.50
$29.50
$33.50

$36.95
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Language Arts
First Language Lessons

The Power in Your Hands

If your approach to language arts is
a blend of classical education with a
pinch of Charlotte Mason’s ideas,
then you will be quite pleased with
First Language Lessons. With two to
three short lessons a week, First
Language Lessons Levels 1 - 4
cover a full range of grammar
topics, including parts of
speech, punctuation, and skills in
beginning writing and storytelling.
Each requires very little teacher
prep; just open the instruction
manual, read the script,
and follow directions
to teach the concepts.
A student workbook
is only necessary for
levels 3 and 4 where
sentence diagramming
is introduced. Each
workbook has appealing
fonts and plenty of white
space so the individual
pages are less intimidating for children. First Language
Lessons’ spiral learning ensures mastery for every child,
important for these foundational years of language study.

Prepare your homeschool teens for
college writing through a practical,
incremental, and, at times, humorous
course written in a conversational tone.
The Power in Your Hands: Writing Nonfiction
in High School teaches all four modes of
nonfiction writing: exposition, persuasion,
description, and narration. These are taught
in one course which uses essays from real
students and professionals to reinforce what your student
has just learned. Your teen will evaluate those essays and
even learn how to be his own editor. Help your teen be
better equipped to face the challenges of college writing
with The Power in Your Hands.

181-511
181-521
181-530
181-540

1 $15.95
First LangUage Lessons LeVeL 2 $16.95
First LangUage Lessons LeVeL 3 bUndLe $46.95
First LangUage Lessons LeVeL 4 bUndLe $46.95

First LangUage Lessons LeVeL

Jump In

By the time your child hits middle
school, you will be glad to find
an easy-to-use creative writing
program that is aimed at
independent learning.. Jump
In’s illustrated workbook, lots
of white space, large font,
and short incremental daily
assignments camouflage the
workhorse that it is, teaching
your child how to write
persuasive papers, expository
essays, descriptions, narration,
and poetry. The necessary
parent/teacher guide includes
how to evaluate an assignment,
how to help your child
proofread, and daily writing
prompts designed to appeal to
this age group. Jump In’s highly
engaging,, light-hearted tone
takes the tears out of creative
writing.

288-040

JUMp in

$39.95
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612-612
612-613

nonFiCtion stUdent
nonFiCtion teaCHer

$44.95
$19.95

Illuminating Literature:
When Worlds Collide
Prepare your teens for
college literature courses
and for the rest of their
reading life with the
very user-friendly and
non-intimidating Illuminating
Literature: When Worlds
Collide. As its name implies,
your teen will be asked to
read eight full-length books,
all based on a theme of
colliding worlds—physical,
political, extraterrestrial,
racial, spiritual, and
philosophical. Collisions
create conflicts and conflict
is what drives a novel. Since the author writes assuming
an audience with no literature background, When Worlds
Collide begins each novel’s analysis by first introducing
teens to the book and providing helpful background
information about the book itself. The tone of the student
guide is conversational and occasionally humorous, perfect
for any teen who might be intimidated by the task of
completing eight novels. While this is a perfect course for a
teen to do independently, occasionally it will be suggested
that your teen discuss questions with you. Towards that
end, the teacher’s guide includes much (but not all) of the
same material that is in the student text and contains some
additional information: objectives, answers to vocabulary
exercises, and suggested responses to questions. By the
conclusion of When Worlds Collide, your teen will have
studied 44 literary terms and examples contained in
these eight novels and will have developed more of an
appreciation for great literature.

612-712

wHen worLds CoLLide bUndLe

$63.99

Language Arts
Typing Instructor
Typing Instructor Platinum Version 21
offers a variety of typing plans that
can be tailored
to your child’s
skill level and
preferences.
Plus, with the
“dynamic
learning”
technology, your
child will improve
faster because
his weak areas
will be automatically targeted. Your child can even improve
his touch-typing skills by typing as the computer reads aloud
a passage to him.

080-141 pLatinUM 21 windows 7 $12.50
080-143 pLatinUM 21 For MaC $12.50

Typing Instructor for Kids
Typing Instructor for Kids 5.0 offers 30-plus action-packed,
multi-level game challenges; graduated drills and lesson
plans; and hundreds of activities, exercises, and tests. Using
proven typing techniques, children will master important
typing skills, including speed and accuracy.

080-145
080-146

7 $9.95
$9.95

typing kids windows
typing kids MaC

Tiggly
Words
How you
introduce
your children
to reading is
exceptionally
important.
Tiggly Words
can help
make this task
captivating
and enjoyable, as well as rewarding. Tiggly Words helps
prereaders recognize phonemes, construct sounds, and
learn words using three different apps, each with brilliant
content camouflaged by vibrant graphics, endearing
characters, and silly sounds. Designed by early childhood
experts, Tiggly Words comes with five vowel manipulatives
that have silicone touch points so your tablet reacts to
them just like your fingertips, and three free learning apps
designed to work together. Watch your child become more
familiar with the fundamentals of language in a new way
using Tiggly Words.

721-133

tiggLy words

“

What parents are saying...
This (Wordsmith Apprentice) is a great program
to sneak in grammar without the drill that usually accompanies. The format of a newspaper
was appealing enough to my kids that they
compiled a family newspaper with some of
their writings for grandparents (who, of course,
loved to read it). I will be buying the next book
for my 7th grader to do on his own. -- Sara

Wordsmith
At the very core of the Wordsmith program is the honest
reality presented by the author (Janie B. Cheaney, a regular
columnist for World Magazine), that while her books will not
always produce a prolific writer, with the Wordsmith series,
the actual skills of creative writing can be acquired by
anyone. Using engaging exercises and doable assignments,
the Wordsmith series covers everything critical for your
child’s creative writing program. So if you need a language
arts program that addresses creative writing, the Wordsmith
series is the most effective, least painful approach we have
seen.

045-114
045-085
045-080
045-379

apprentiCe
wordsMitH

$14.95
$14.95

wordsMitH teaCHer
CraFtsMan

$6.75

$14.95

$29.99
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Language Arts
Easy Grammar
Easy Grammar is just that, easy. The Easy Grammar
series is designed specifically to introduce
and teach essential grammar concepts to
students regardless of their previous grammar
background. In just minutes a day, your child will
be functioning at his grade level and competent
to undertake any state or college prep tests. See
all our Easy Grammar books, including optional
student workbooks, on our website.

Graphic Shakespeare
On the fence over the need to study
Shakespeare? Shakespeare’s plays are
pictures of humanity both at its very worst
as well as its very best, delving into issues of
romance, deceit, tragedy, and revenge.
And then there is the language—difficult
for an adult to understand, let alone a
child. But Shakespeare is a literary icon;
references to his works are everywhere,
from advertising to sermons, and we do our
children a disservice if we ignore his impact.
Graphic Shakespeare is the easier,
sanitized way to expose your child to four
of Shakespeare’s greatest tragedies, as
well as his most popular comedy. Full-color
artwork brings the scenes to life while
speech bubbles present key excerpts from
Shakespeare’s original dialogue.
Of utmost help is that Graphic
Shakespeare adds captions in modern
English to make the stories easier to follow,
plus a glossary at the foot of each page
helps with any challenging vocabulary.
If you have a child who groans at the
thought of reading Shakespeare, you may
find a whole different attitude when you
present your child with this graphic version
of Shakespeare’s works. While these plays
are condensed, Graphic Shakespeare
has retained enough key phrases and
quotations from the originals that your
child will have more than a nodding
acquaintance with each celebrated play.
The five plays include: Hamlet, Macbeth,
Julius Caesar, Romeo and Juliet, and A
Midsummer Night’s Dream.

243-595

grapHiC sHakespeare

$15.95

622-907
622-107
622-117
622-127

Word Roots

Children who have a solid grasp of word roots
are bound to be children with better reading
comprehension skills, primarily because
they have acquired the ability to decode
words. Word Roots will teach your children
the meanings of Latin and Greek prefixes,
roots, and suffixes of words commonly used
in English. With reproducible pages, the
entire family can use Word Roots to become
articulate and well-versed linguists. Word Roots
focuses on using the words in context to help students incorporate them
into their vocabulary and retain the correct spelling.

410-663
410-701
410-702
410-703
410-704

$15.99
LeVeL 1 $24.99
LeVeL 2 grades 5-12+ $24.99
word roots 3 $24.99
word roots 4 $24.99
beginning

Tintin
Countless mothers have told us that
their sons’ pivotal points in reading came
when they were introduced to Tintin, the
most revered graphic novel series in the
homeschool community. Originally a series
of comic strips, The Adventures of Tintin first
appeared in a Belgian newspaper in 1929. More
than eighty years later, with translations published
in over fifty languages and more than 200 million
copies of the books sold to date, Tintin is one
of the most popular graphic novel series of
all time.. Additional titles, with detailed
descriptions, are available online.

234-302
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622-607 grade 6 teaCHer $33.75
622-707 pLUs teaCHer $33.75
622-807 8 teaCHer $28.75
9 teaCHer $28.75
10 teaCHer $28.75
11 teaCHer $28.75
12 teaCHer $28.75

tintin in aMeriCa

$8.99

Language Arts
Wordsmithy

Editor-in-Chief

Wordsmithy: Hot Tips for
the Writing Life is a highly
entertaining guide to writing.
It melds compelling lifestyle
practices with decidedly
palatable, assignment-free
lessons. Far removed from being
a prescribed list of mechanical
techniques, Wordsmithy
suggests that your teen get a
life, read until his brain groans,
learn a foreign language, and
other no-nonsense proposals.
Wordsmithy: Hot Tips for the
Writing Life is quite possibly the
best writing book your teen will ever read.

325-400

wordsMitHy

$13.50

The Rhetoric Companion
In clear, powerful,
and amazingly
funny prose, the
Wilson family
delights us again
with The Rhetoric
Companion, a guide
to what rhetoric is
and its impact on
your life. Written to
help teens become
skillful speakers, The
Rhetoric Companion
is a primer to
understanding
classical rhetoric
and its practice in
the modern day. The
31 lively and practical chapters are amazingly short,
quite easy to understand, and they are sure to produce
intelligent, intentional speakers and communicators. This
is a must-read for every teen.

325-500
325-505

$22.75
$7.75

tHe rHetoriC CoMpanion stUdent gUide
tHe rHetoriC CoMpanion answer key

Editor-in-Chief is our favorite
program to bridge the gap
between grammar head
knowledge and practical
application. Your children will
delight in finding the errors
in content, grammar,
punctuation, and
usage in each
exercise. And the
occasional intentional
discrepancies
between pictures
and the text add
an extra element of
fun! Detailed solutions are
included.

410-540
410-541
410-591
410-592
410-593

1 $14.99
beginning 2 $14.99
editor-in-CHieF LeVeL 1 $19.99
editor-in-CHieF LeVeL 2 $19.99
editor-in-CHieF LeVeL 3 $24.99
beginning

Professor Teaches
Now your teen can master the most essential software
used in industries worldwide. Professor Teaches provides
realistic, interactive, and complete training for Office
2013, Windows, QuickBooks, Web Design, PC Security,
Accounting, and Photoshop CC. Over 40 tutorials will
teach him what he needs to take his skills from novice
to adept. Every interactive tutorial provides practical
exercises that build skills quickly and effectively.

080-216

proFessor teaCHes

$26.99

Doodle by Gabriel - 8
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Language Arts
Mathematics

Möbi Max
Multiply your child’s math calculation speed while adding fun to his day with Möbi Max. This
fast-paced number tile game transforms necessary math drill from tedious to exciting. Möbi Max’s
crossword-style game is made up of sturdy aqua number tiles and white double-sided operations
tiles. Use them to make simple math equations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. But make them fast, because the first one to use all his aqua tiles and yell “Möbi” wins.
The Timberdoodle-exclusive Möbi Max is Möbi Math, but it is a better set for younger
players because it comes with extra addition/subtraction tiles. One challenge our review team
observed is that when the standard Möbi Math is played by several novice mathematicians, the
addition/subtraction tiles will run out shortly before the end of the game, leaving only the
multiplication/division tiles that younger players may not know how to incorporate into their
equations. Enter Möbi Max. The extra addition/subtraction tiles provided in this Timberdoodle-exclusive set make it possible to play with even more
younger players.
Möbi Max is a delightful tile game that will make your children
want to review basic math facts. Perfect for on-the-go families,
all you need to play is Möbi Max and a flat surface. Möbi Max
includes over 180 acrylic plastic tiles in a cute whale-shaped
storage pouch. For 1 to 6 players.
751-752
Doodle by Gregory - 11
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MÖbi MaX

$22.50

Mathematics

Crazy-Smart

Math
for Toddlers!

Farmland Math
What do you get when you mix a bold, bright, farm-themed play mat with 30 vibrant jumbo farm
animals? A crazy-smart curriculum for introducing toddlers to the wonders of math and thinking skills!
Farmland Math is 36 weeks of straightforward problems to build your toddler’s skills to think math.
Concepts spiral gradually so that children do not forget as they go and include grouping by color,
counting, and patterns, plus rudimentary addition and subtraction skills. Farmland Math includes a
large, durable, wipe-clean mat; 30 jumbo animals; and the exclusive Farmland Math Booklet.

377-012

FarMLand MatH

$39.95
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Mathematics

“

What parents are
saying...

Very impressed with this
purchase and has been very
helpful to my grandson.
-- Sandra

Tiggly Math
Our children grew up with Cuisenaire
Rods, which have been a homeschool
staple for over 30 years now. So when
we learned that Tiggly Math was not
only based on Cuisenaire Rods but that
it was designed for preschoolers and
could be used on an iPad, we knew
it belonged in our curriculum line-up.
Using just five smartly designed magnetic
counting rods, Tiggly Math helps develop
early numeracy, counting, and math
operations through the use of three free
developmentally appropriate creative
apps. In a 2014 study, children using Tiggly
Math improved their number skills by as
much as 71% in just two weeks! Perfect
for on the road or at home, Tiggly Math
makes math tangible and attractive.

721-123

tiggLy MatH

$29.99
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Poke-A-Dot!
Poke-A-Dot! books teach children that counting is not a silly chant, but
that it has meaning. These unique popping dots books let kids track how
many sea creatures or farm animals are on each page--every time they
touch one, a bubble pops. The chunky board books are perfect for smaller
fingers, and the buttons can be popped easily and repeatedly.

234-559
234-560
234-564

goodnigHt aniMaLs

$15.25
$15.25
$15.25

oLd MaCdonaLd's FarM
wHo's in tHe oCean

Montessori: Number Work
Following the Montessori
method, the interactive
Montessori: Number Work
introduces quantities to count
before teaching the numerals.
Groupings of beautiful, slightly
retro illustrations provide objects
to count before your toddler turns
the page to find the correct fine
sandpaper numeral to trace
with his fingers. This approach of
focusing on the concrete before the abstract has been highly successful
for over a century.

834-401

nUMber work

$9.50

Mathematics
Connects Pail
Links were one of the most
versatile educational items
we had during the early
years of homeschooling our
five children. We used them
for sorting, patterning,
and counting. But
when class was
done, the links
were strung
between chairs
to mark out
corrals, stores, or
pathways; used
to restrain a wild
stuffed animal;
or employed
as currency,
with each color
representing
its own denomination. Connects links will do all that and
more. Their smaller size demands and develops the manual
dexterity your little one needs, while their rich ‘grown-up’
colors add delight as your children strive to achieve
hand-eye coordination. Connects links are easy to hook
and separate and come in a bucket full of 950 links in happy
colors, perfect for hours of sorting and connecting!

726-950

ConneCts

$17.50

Extreme Dot-to-Dots
Unlike conventional dot-to-dot
puzzles that reveal too much of
the picture and ruin the mystery,
the Extreme Dot-to-Dot puzzles are
intricate and so challenging that
when your child looks at a page, he
will have no idea what the result will
be. Reinforcing numbers and number
order has never been so much fun!
And these puzzles are not just for
children; many adults find these books
both provoking and relaxing, a treat for sluggish minds and
weary bodies.

785-822
785-839
785-828
785-827
785-820
785-821
785-836
785-825
785-829

Extreme Dot-to-Dot
Spectacular Places
Addictive, complex, and
amazingly clever, Extreme
Dot-to-Dot Spectacular Places is
part history, part human ingenuity,
and solidly ingenious. Whether it
is the pyramids of Egypt, the Belize
Barrier Reef, or the jaw-dropping
Panama Canal, each puzzle’s
detail will show your teen how
simple lines can create depth as
each page is completed. Opposite
each puzzle is a set of clues; can
your teen guess the location before
completing the dot-to-dot? Each
Extreme Dot-to-Dot Spectacular Places page is easily
removed and displayed when you’re finished. Dot-to-dot
books of this magnitude increase mental acuity and
concentration skills. Puzzle solvers will enjoy the challenge
Extreme Dot-to-Dot Spectacular Places presents and will be
eager to complete each one.

619-719

speCtaCULar pLaCes

$12.50

Wrap-ups
Wrap-ups are wonderful
drilling tools for visual and
kinesthetic children. Each
set of Wrap-ups contains 10
joined-at-the-top boards with
a colorful attached string. The string wraps around from the
problem on the left to the answer on the right. If the answers
are correct, the string will cover the lines on the back of the
board. Because it is self-correcting, your children will have
immediate feedback for checking accuracy.

380-048 addition $8.75
380-049 sUbtraCtion $8.75
380-050 MULtipLiCation $8.75
380-057 diVision $8.75
380-058 FraCtions $8.75

$8.95
aMaZing sCienCe $8.95
aroUnd tHe Usa $8.95
aroUnd tHe worLd $8.95
aniMaLs $8.95
aniMaLs 2 $8.95
pets $8.95
eXpLorers $8.95
Usa History $8.95
eXtreMe aniMaLs
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Mathematics
Tenzi
Simple, fast, fun, and purposeful, Tenzi is a
perfect addition to your child’s curriculum.
In the original Tenzi game, players roll 10
dice and reroll the ones that don’t match
until all 10 display identical numbers. Too
easy? Opt for one of the many variations
like Splitzi where you must have five dice
of one number and five dice of another. In
Target Tenzi, you have a numeric goal, for
instance 56, and you race to be the first to
attain it. Or... well, the options are endless
and so is the fun. Tenzi requires fast hands,
the ability to make accurate calculations,
and the gift of laughter. Tenzi card deck
offers more ideas on how to use Tenzi to
build math skills.

659-659
659-669

tenZi

$13.95

tenZi Card deCk

Doodle by Amadeus - 13
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$9.95

“

What parents are saying...

My son says this is his favorite book! After doing the one
for kindergarten he requested this one for first grade.
-- Jennifer

Mathematical
Reasoning
A child who only memorizes math
facts without really understanding
math will find progressively complex
concepts more and more difficult to
understand. That is why it is imperative
that a child is able to reason his way
through any mathematical problem.
Award-winning Mathematical
Reasoning is a great place
to start. These highly
motivational activities
will take your child
beyond mere drill work
by using step-by-step,
discussion-based
problem solving.
Concepts, written
to the standards
of the National
Council of Teachers
of Mathematics,
spiral gradually so
that children do
not forget as they
go. Mathematical
Reasoning is a complete
curriculum.

410-033
410-034
410-094
410-136
410-236
410-336
410-337
410-338
410-348

3 $32.99
prek age 4 $34.99
grade LeVeL: k $39.99
grade LeVeL: 1 $39.99
grade LeVeL: 2
$42.99
grade LeVeL: 3 $42.99
grade LeVeL: 4 $42.99
grade LeVeL: 5 $42.99
grade LeVeL: 6 $42.99

prek age

Why We Choose
Math-U-See

Mathematics

1.

Math-U-See is a comprehensive K-12
math curriculum that uses manipulatives
to illustrate and teach the concepts. The
Math-U-See manipulatives are more than
a supplement, they are an integral part of
the curriculum used from the Primer through
Algebra 1 levels, building each concept
from place value through polynomials, all
through the use of manipulative blocks,
fraction overlays, and algebra/decimal
inserts .

2.

The lessons are short and there
are lots of opportunities for multi-sensory
experiences, using tools such as videos and
manipulatives.

3.

Math-U-See books are organized
into levels, not grades, so students can
proceed at their own pace as they master
concepts. This is particularly helpful for the
child that is not performing at grade-level
but would rather not have a daily reminder.

Math-U-See
If you are looking for a
manipulative-based curriculum
that insures your children will fully
understand each mathematical
concept before moving on to
another one, you have found it. For
more than 20 years, Math-U-See’s
renowned mastery-based,
multisensory,
student-paced
program has been
the answer for
countless families.
With simple,
uncluttered pages,
Math-U-See is
clear, to the point,
and effective.
In Math-U-See,
new ideas are
introduced
step-by-step in
a logical order,
while concepts
that have been mastered are
reviewed periodically.
Student workbooks are softcover.
Occasional fun exercises, such
as dot-to-dots and crossword
puzzles, have been incorporated.
Instruction manuals, however,
are hardcover books and should
last the life of your teaching
career. Complete answer keys
with solutions are included for
all problems at all levels, more a
necessity at the upper levels than
the lower ones.
Unlike our other math programs,
Math-U-See does require a fair
amount of parental involvement,
especially in the younger grades.
Math-U-See’s teacher guide and
supplemental DVD will teach you,
the parent, more than just how
to solve a math problem, but
also why the problem is solved in
this manner and when to apply
the concept. On the DVDs, each
lesson is demonstrated with such
kind-hearted enthusiasm, I now
understand why children line up at
homeschool conferences to give
the instructor, Steve Demme, a hug.

Every Math-U-See set purchased
from us will also include the new
digital packs with twelve months of
access to streaming video versions
of Math-U-See’s instructional DVD,
a PDF of the instruction manual,
access to an online version of
their digital manipulatives, and
convenient links to a number
of their free online resources. If
you want to give your child an
exceptionally solid mathematical
foundation, if your child is shaky on
the basics, or if you are just looking
for a no frills, common-sense
program, you are sure to be
pleased with Math-U-See. Much
more information on all 13 levels
and their individual components
is available at our website. Free
shipping!

722-501
722-502
722-503

priMer UniVersaL
aLpHa UniVersaL
beta UniVersaL

$131.00
$153.00
$153.00
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Why We Choose
Teaching Textbooks

MathematicsMathematics

1.

Math texts originally designed to be used in government schools
are wholly inadequate to meet the needs of independent home
educators because they require the use of a teacher’s manual to interpret
the process.

2.

The Teaching Textbooks series is designed specifically for
independent learners, so each text contains far more explanation than
any others on the market. The tone is friendly and conversational with far
less irrelevant jargon than other textbooks.

3.

Teaching Textbooks computer CDs have down-to-earth,
step-by-step multimedia solutions for every problem in the book, plus
complete, step-by-step solutions for every test problem. The lectures –
one for each lesson in the textbook – provide hours of instruction, with
automatic grading for all except Pre-Calculus. This is a brilliant idea,
skillfully done.

4.

The Teaching Textbooks series has been field-tested with
outstanding results. Teaching Textbooks uses the spiral method because it
has a proven record for ensuring that children are able to master difficult
subjects such as algebra and geometry.

5.

Students using Teaching Textbooks are fully prepared for College
Board examinations and college courses. Enjoyable, efficient, and
effective; what more could you want from a math program?
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Mathematics Mathematics
Math 4
This full-year curriculum, designed
for the typical fourth-grader or an
academically advanced third-grader,
includes a 669-page consumable
workbook, a print answer booklet,
and four CD-ROMs that contain
step-by-step audiovisual solutions
to every one of the thousands of
homework and test problems. Math
4 also has a digital gradebook that
grades answers as soon as they are
entered and calculates percentages for
each assignment. Free shipping!

830-040

“

What parents
are saying...

...We just started doing TT3 a few weeks
ago, and when we start school, my son
always wants to do his math first now and wants to do more than one lesson
a day. YAY! ...I love that this encourages
independent learning, and the Parent
Gradebook is awesome. I would definitely
recommend and will be using for future
math! -- Laurie

Math 3
Math 3 is a full-year curriculum designed for the
typical third-grader or an academically advanced
second-grader. It includes a 618-page consumable
workbook, a print answer booklet, and four CD-ROMs
that contain step-by-step audiovisual solutions to every
one of the thousands of homework and test problems.
Math 3 also comes with a digital gradebook that grades
answers as soon as they are entered and calculates
percentages for each assignment – mothers will be
dancing in the streets! Free shipping!

830-030 MatH 3 $119.90

MatH

4 $119.90

Math 5
Designed for the typical fifth-grader or an
academically advanced fourth-grader,
this extraordinary Teaching Textbooks
program includes a user-friendly
consumable workbook, a helpful
answer booklet, and four
comprehensive CD-ROMs that
contain lesson instructions
and step-by-step audiovisual
solutions to every one of
the thousands of homework
and test problems. Math 5
also has a digital gradebook
that grades answers as soon
as they are entered and
calculates percentages for each
assignment. Brilliant! Free shipping!

830-050

MatH

5 $119.90

Math 6
A superb math program designed
specifically for homeschoolers, the
Math 6 curriculum includes a 623-page
consumable workbook, a print
answer booklet, and four CD-ROMs
that contain lesson instructions and
step-by-step audiovisual solutions
to every one of the thousands of
homework and test problems.
The program has a total of 116
lessons and 19 quizzes. Math
6 also has a digital gradebook
that grades answers as soon as
they are entered and calculates
percentages for each assignment.
There is no easier program for
teaching these necessary skills. Free shipping!

830-060

MatH

6 $149.90
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Mathematics
Pre-Algebra
Eighth-graders and students
not quite ready for Algebra 1
will enjoy the conversational
tone of this book; no other
math book we have seen has
been this user-friendly. Our
child went from tolerating
math to actually enjoying it!
The 754-page Pre-Algebra
Teaching Textbook will provide a
wonderful foundation for any child.
The CD-ROMs include interactive lectures, practice
problems, and automated grading, perfect for the
independent learner. Free shipping!

830-080

pre-aLgebra

$184.90

Algebra 1
Teaching Textbooks Algebra
1 contains more student-friendly
explanations than any other
program on the market. It comes
with a workbook, answer
key, and a test bank. The
set of computer CD-ROMs
contains interactive
lectures; step-by-step
explanations for the practice
questions, assigned problems,
and test problems; and
automated grading. This is an
incredible program! Free shipping!

830-090

aLgebra

1 $184.90

Algebra 2

Math 7
The Math 7 Teaching Textbook features automated
grading, step-by-step audiovisual solutions, and lectures
that contain lively animation and sound effects. It
is perfect for even the mathematically anxious! The
complete program includes lectures, practice problems,
and solutions on CD-ROMs with workbook. Free shipping!

830-070

MatH

7 $149.90
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Algebra 2, with its 750-page
textbook, covers the terms
that students need to know for
standardized tests. In addition,
the program includes a set of
CD-ROMs that contains lectures
and step-by-step explanations
to the five practice problems
that begin each problem set,
plus solutions to the almost 3,000
homework problems and every
test problem! This is a remarkable
method for teaching a complex
topic. Includes automated
grading. Free shipping!

830-216

aLgebra

2 $184.90

Mathematics

“

What parents
are saying...

This is my 4th child to attempt
Geometry, and I was dreading it.
...We’ve just completed Chapter
1, and he loves the topic and his
success with it. Which makes me
very happy! -- Brenda

Geometry
Moms, take heart. You
do not have to relearn
tedious geometric
proofs, because
this program is
designed specifically
for independent
learners. In
addition to covering
all standard-school
geometry topics, this 757-page book also
emphasizes problems found on the SAT and
ACT. The Geometry Teaching Textbook is
also alive with real-world examples that
make the math concepts worth learning.
The set of CD-ROMs has all the solutions,
the lectures, the practice problems, and
automatic grading; about 145 hours of
multimedia assistance – wow! Free shipping!

830-382

geoMetry

$184.90

Pre-Calculus
This 906-page
Pre-Calculus Teaching
Textbook includes
an audio-visual
presentation of the 95
lectures; step-by-step
multimedia explanations
to all the practice
problems as well as more
than 2,600 problems; plus
an additional CD-ROM
with complete, step-by-step
solutions for every test
problem. It comes with a
106-page answer key and a
test bank that includes 14 tests.
Free shipping!

830-393

pre-CaLCULUs

$184.90

Q

My child hates math. Should
I use a spiral math program
(Mathematical Reasoning,
Teaching Textbooks) or a
mastery program (Math-U-See)?
That depends on why your child hates math. In the majority of the cases we have seen, somewhere along the
line the child did not fully comprehend a mathematical
operation, but the program moved on. Subsequent
assignments then proved both bafﬂing and humiliating,
and math was ultimately despised. In such a case, a
mastery program that requires your child to fully understand a concept before moving on to the next one is
the place to start. Mastery programs require full understanding of the subject matter, so your child will not
move through a variety of topics as quickly and may
face difficulty when taking the state tests. However, he
will eventually encounter all mathematical areas, just in
a different schedule than his peers. If mastery is the way
he learns best, you will not regret the precept upon precept approach, especially in the younger grades where
the foundation you lay is so critical.
If, on the other hand, your child hates math because of
the tedium of repetition, then spiral math, with its rapid
exposure to a variety of topics, will make his eyes sparkle. Research has shown that with repeated exposure
and continuous review, your child will have enough opportunities to learn and understand all necessary concepts. And because they are often reviewing a slew
of different mathematical operations, they are more
adequately prepared for state tests.
In our own home we have used both spiral and mastery
programs, fitting the choice to the aptitude of the child,
and we have experienced success with both options.
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History

Doodle by Joel - 6

Sticker Dressing Heroes & Rescue Missions
Sticker Dressing Astronauts

From sailors who sailed the ocean waves to astronauts who walked on the
moon, from dog trainers to SWAT, your children will love dressing the figures
in this collection of sticker books. The colorful stickers in each Sticker Dressing
book include not only uniforms, but also typical accessories like weapons or
tools. Each two-page spread includes appealing, age-appropriate historical
facts. For ages five and older. See our website for the full selection.

417-460
417-455

Heroes and resCUe Missions
astronaUts

Doodle by Sophie Jane - 9
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$8.50

$13.95

History

Look Inside a Castle
Follow Lord Robert and Lady Margaret as
they carry out their duties in a castle built
700 years ago. Lift the flaps and see how
dungeons were constructed and where
weapons were kept. Visit the kitchen, lift the
flap, and find that something unexpected
is kept in the buttery. Wondering what
is going on in the knight’s tents during a
tournament? Lift the flaps to find out. And
during a siege, lift the flap to discover it
is not just boulders they catapult into the
castle! With over 60 flaps to lift, your child will
find Look Inside a Castle a fascinating read.

“

417-182

What parents
are saying...

Beautifully designed and illustrated! We’re working our
way slowly through Story of the World and the figures
move seamlessly along with the text. Once completed,
the figures are fun to play with and display. I really feel
like they are helping reinforce what the children are
learning... -- Kate

Famous Figures in Motion
In school, history tends to be a read-only subject. Thankfully, however,
your homeschooled children have options. If you have a child who dreads
reading but loves art and drama, the Famous Figures series is the perfect
history supplement for him. Each meticulous Famous Figures illustration
is based on authentic paintings and sculptures. Easy-to-assemble,
pre-colored characters are printed on heavy cardstock; simply punch
holes, attach fasteners, and your historical figures are ready to take center
stage as your child reenacts momentous events in history.

298-298
298-295
298-296
298-290
298-280

Look inside a CastLe

$13.99

First Sticker Book:
Castles
Kids love castles and kids love stickers, so
who wouldn’t want a castle sticker book?
First Sticker Book: Castles is full of busy castle
scenes, with over 150 stickers to add to the
pictures. Fill a battle scene with
charging knights, build your
own siege tower, or sit the
castle guests at the tables
and serve them a grand
feast. There are eight
castle scenes to fill with
stickers of jovial knights
and the people they
keep company with.
Simple facts on each
page give this book an
educational emphasis.

417-495

CastLes

$6.50

$18.95
FigUres oF MedieVaL tiMes $15.95
FigUres oF tHe renaissanCe $15.95
FigUres oF aMeriCan reVoLUtion $15.95
FigUres oF CiViL war $15.95
FigUres oF anCient tiMes
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History

“

What parents
are saying...

Our son has loved this book and its
companion workbook from day
one. We have never
cracked the books
open without him
pleading to read and do
more! I believe the author
has done a wonderful job
with the books’ pace and
review of previous chapter
information while guiding you
to the next destination.
-- Melissa

The Story of the
World on CD
Professionally rendered
audio edition with no music,
sound effects, or other
distractions. If your children
like repetition, or if your life is
especially harried, you’ll love
this added convenience. On
audio CDs.

181-280 VoL 1 aUdio Cds $37.95
181-281 VoL 2 aUdio Cds $42.75
181-285 VoL 3 aUdio Cds $47.50
181-286 VoL 4 aUdio Cds $52.50

The Story of the World
This captivating read-aloud series will
introduce your children to the marvelous
history of the world presented chronologically from the beginning of
time. Each volume of The Story of the World includes the details of battles,
kingdoms, cultures, and customs from every continent and major people
group woven together into a story that children will find mesmerizing.
With short chapters, The Story of the World presents history in small,
easily-digestible chunks. If your elementary-age children find history to
be dull and humdrum, then you’re not using The Story of the World— the
best world history books for this age group!

181-276
181-277
181-283
181-288

1 anCient tiMes $16.95
2 MiddLe ages $16.95
VoL 3 1600 to 1850 $16.95
VoL 4 Modern ages $16.95

VoL

VoL

Activity Books

These comprehensive activity books and curriculum
guides for The Story of the World contain review
questions, coloring pages, maps, suggested literature
and history readings, and projects for grades one to
six from each chapter. This is an incredible resource!
Reproducible.

181-278
181-279
181-284
181-289

1 anCient tiMes $34.95
VoL 2 MiddLe ages $36.95
VoL 3 1600 to 1850 $36.95
VoL 4 Modern ages $36.95
VoL
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Bede’s History
of Me
Before your
kindergartner can
begin to study history,
he needs to know
what it is. Bede’s
History of Me was
written to lay
the foundation
towards a better
understanding
of timelines;
geography; family,
church, and holiday
history; and more.
Designed to be used
only once a week, Bede’s History of Me
makes an ideal exploratory introduction to
history.

654-090

bede’s History

$16.00

History

Doodle by Cedar - 9

“

What parents are saying...

We received this as part of the 5th grade curriculum bundle. At first it seemed very
overwhelming as there are 2 textbooks and they are “big.” Once we started it, both my son and
I loved it. The lessons are broken down into very simple and short lessons with a lot of wonderful
pictures. He loved that the timeline and the maps pages linked into each lesson making things
interesting and really leading to a much better understanding of the material and retention.
He was able to do much of it with little to no help, and was able to have interesting discussions
about the material he was doing from day to day. Highly recommend this. -- Christie

America the Beautiful
With a more interesting approach than most textbooks,
America the Beautiful’s all-in-one American history,
geography, and literature course covers not only historical
events from 1000 A.D. to the present but also natural,
God-created attractions; major landmarks; biographies;
and what daily life looked like during various eras. This
massive two-volume set may seem overwhelming until
your child opens it and sighs with relief over the plethora
of historical photographs, color photos, illustrations, and
artwork, plus the reasonably large font with generous

amounts of white space. In daily, child-pleasing portions,
America the Beautiful effortlessly guides your child
chronologically through American history. The America
the Beautiful Bundle includes two user-friendly textbooks,
the We the People companion text, America the Beautiful
Answer Key, Timeline of America the Beautiful, and Maps
of America the Beautiful.

563-501
563-505

aMeriCa bUndLe

$99.95

aMeriCa stUdent workbook

$11.95
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History
The Mystery of History

“

What parents
are saying...

... I liked how the first layer is
tiny pieces but the second layer
the pieces are bigger so the
little ones could help. It also has
93 monuments and buildings to
attach to the puzzle. We learned
a lot and had fun. -- John

USA History over Time
Puzzle
Wow, a geography puzzle with history built
in! The 4-D Cityscape USA History over Time
Puzzle is a unique 4-D puzzle that enables
you to incorporate the fourth dimension
of time as you piece together the growth
of the USA. Start by building the territorial
expansions that occurred from 1783 to the
1900s. The second layer presents the United
States as we currently know them. Finally,
place the 93 3-D historical buildings and
monuments. Fun, challenging, educational,
and memorable, the USA History over
Time Puzzle allows your entire family to see
the defining moments in history unfolding
before their very eyes!

127-110

Usa History oVer tiMe

$37.99

Classic, chronological, and complete,
The Mystery of History is a worldwide
approach to history, so your children will
learn that less than ten years after
Jonah’s trial in a fish, Rome was being
established; that the last book of
the Old Testament was written at
about the time of Alexander the
Great; and that the Great Wall of
China was built 200 years before
the birth of Christ.
Volumes I and II are brimming
with multi-age activities, book
and video lists, memory helps, and
timeline suggestions.
Volume III has been divided into two beautiful
books: the Student Reader, with lessons in a colorful
stand-alone hardback, and the optional Volume III
Companion Guide, containing activities, quizzes,
exercises, maps, and more.
The final volume of The Mystery of History
spans three weighty centuries, from 1708
to 2014, and includes a Companion Guide
(a separate book of pretests, activities,
quizzes, timeline directions, mapping
exercises, and literature suggestions) on
a CD-ROM in the back of the Student
Reader. When your family is ready to study
history in an in-depth, Bible-centered,
chronological fashion, then The Mystery of
History is for you.

088-888
088-889
088-892
088-893
088-895

$47.50
VoL ii penteCost to tHe printing press $47.50
VoL iii renaissanCe, reForMation... reader $56.95
iii CoMpanion gUide $37.95
VoLUMe iV 1708 to present tiMe $70.95
VoL i Creation to tHe resUrreCtion

The Mystery of History on CD
This fabulous program is now even easier to use thanks to this audio CD
set. Delightfully mixed background music adds excitement and drama
to these significant history lessons. Audio CDs
free mom up to drive, knit, or just cuddle while
the entire family unravels the mysteries of the
ancient world. Please note that this audio set
contains the story lessons only.

291-101 VoLUMe i aUdio $42.75
291-202 VoLUMe ii aUdio $46.50
291-203 VoLUMe iii aUdio $49.95

Doodle by Isaac - 9
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History

A Family Secret
A Family Secret provides a graphic novel overview of
WW II from a “safe” Dutch girl’s perspective. Characters in
the book represent a wide diversity in respect to decency
– from the innocent, to the heroic resistance fighters; from
the passive bystanders, to the brutal Nazis. A Family Secret
does a remarkable job of communicating some of the
most perplexing and disturbing events in Dutch history.
The story and characters from A Family Secret are
intertwined with and expanded upon in The Search.

174-176

a FaMiLy seCret

$9.99

The Search

In this graphic novel about the Holocaust,
a Jewish grandmother recounts to her
grandson how she escaped from the Nazis.
With her grandson’s help she plunges into a
search to discover what happened to the
rest of her family during their last months at Auschwitz. The
Search is a compilation of many stories of Jewish families
who experienced the horror of the Holocaust.

174-175

tHe searCH

$10.99

24-Hour History

Some events in history not only
unfold rapidly, but their impact
can last for generations. That
is the premise behind 24-Hour
History, a series of beautifully
illustrated graphic
novels with a focused
look at one critical
day in US history.
In each of the five
novels your child will
learn key events that
happened in a very short
amount of time, but which
still have impact today. At the
back of each 24-Hour History
are short biographies of some of the key characters,
timelines, pertinent maps or diagrams, and a glossary.
24-Hour History will provide your reluctant reader with an
action-packed introduction to key historical events.

The Gettysburg Address:
A Graphic Adaptation
Your teen will want answers to all his questions about
why America found itself at war with itself, and in The
Gettysburg Address: A Graphic Adaptation he will begin
to grasp the deep-seated conflict between limited
government and a robust government. He will also learn
how Americans allowed slavery to take hold, then found
it practically impossible to abandon it. The Gettysburg
Address: A Graphic Adaptation scrutinizes each portion
of the Address to reexamine the entire Civil War and its
resulting consequences. Drawing on fascinating first-hand
accounts of Americans and using the details of individual
families, soldiers, leaders, and slaves, The Gettysburg
Address shows us the events through the eyes of those
who lived through the war. Intelligently written and lavishly
illustrated, The Gettysburg Address is both entertaining
and illuminating.

013-500 tHe gettysbUrg address $14.95

273-349 24-HoUr History $38.95
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Uncle Sam and You
A good civics course will teach your child
about how laws are made, enforced,
modified, and amended, and about his
rights and duties as a citizen. A great
civics course goes even further. Uncle
Sam and You not only covers the
basics but also delves into national
symbols, international relations,
national security, national
holidays, and much, much more.
Replete with images, Uncle Sam
and You highlights both modern
and historical photographs and
illustrations. The Uncle Sam and
You Bundle includes text, answer
key, and The Citizen’s Handbook,
a diverse collection of speeches,
historical writings, and much more.

563-525

UnCLe saM bUndLe

$89.95

Uncle Sam and
You Workbook
Crosswords, word searches,
matching, drawing assignments,
and other handwork activities review and reinforce
information learned in Uncle Sam and You daily lessons.
There are also unit tests.

563-535

UnCLe saM workbook

$11.95

US Constitution - Graphic Novel
Pull this book from your box and watch
a smile cross your teen’s face. He knows
he needs to study the US Constitution,
he just never expected to enjoy it! US
Constitution - A Graphic Adaptation
undertakes the daunting task of going
through the entire Constitution,
article by article, amendment
by amendment,
explaining the
meaning and
implications
of each—in
teen-friendly graphic
format. Controversies
are put in historical
context and nearly every
major case that the Supreme
Court has ruled on – including
cases where it has reversed itself – is explored, even cases
that are less popular in Christian circles. Though the text of
the Constitution itself is only partly quoted, the substance
and explanations remain true to the text.

174-100

Us ConstitUtion

- grapHiC noVeL $16.95
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Exploring America

Doodle by Angelina - 15

Exploring America is an American history high-school
curriculum that combines history, literature, and Bible in an
enjoyable, easy-to-implement format of 150 daily lessons
that include the history text and the reading assignments
for that day. Completing the full course provides your child
with a year’s high-school credit in American history, English
(literature and composition), and Bible. If that proves to
be too heavy of a course load for your child, we suggest
he ignore the literature portion and devote his energies
to understanding the history section, which involves
reading the teen-friendly lessons, and the original source
documents and speeches.

563-611

eXpLoring aMeriCa

$99.95

Exploring America
Student Review Pack
The optional Student Review Pack contains lesson review
questions, literature review questions, literary analysis,
weekly quizzes, six exams, and the answer key.

563-612 stUdent reView paCk $14.95

History
True Stories of...

Exploring World History

Learn more about
significant US-entangled
wars through the
accounts of the people
who lived through
them. Using the unique
accounts taken from
actual diaries and letters, True Stories of… gives a quick
glimpse of well-known battles that shaped our nation. It
also includes a brief summary of the war, a timeline, and a
map.

The fascinating, colorful Exploring World History
high-school curriculum is a history course from a Biblical
Christian worldview. Unlike many world history curricula,
understanding worldviews is an important goal of this
course. Likewise, there is a strong emphasis on Biblical
history and early civilizations. But there is also information
about events, issues, and people from around the world
and across the centuries. Of special interest is In Their
Words, the words of the people who made history in
original documents, speeches, poems, and stories. If
you want Exploring World History to qualify for three
high-school credits — history, Bible, and literature — then
you can also make use of both their classic literature
option and their writing assignments. In addition to a
thorough survey of Western civilization, Exploring World
History offers significant coverage of Latin America,
Africa, and Asia and features hundreds of color
illustrations and photographs.

273-377
273-376
273-378
273-379

reVoLUtionary war

$7.95

$7.95
worLd war i $7.95
worLd war ii $7.95

CiViL war

Exploring Government
Does the prospect of a semester of
studying government set your child’s
feet to dancing? Mine neither. But in
many states a semester is required for
graduation, and as painful as it may
seem, a complete understanding
of government will have greater
impact on your students than a
comparable understanding of
calculus. Exploring Government
is as painless as it gets. Bite-sized
lessons cover federal, state, and
local government, as well as
contemporary issues in government. Special emphasis is
placed on the Biblical basis for government and on the
U.S. Constitution.

563-563
563-564

eXpLoring goVernMent
QUiZZes

563-601

worLd History

$99.95

Exploring World History
Student Review Pack
The optional Student Review Pack
includes lesson review questions,
literature review questions, literary
analysis, Bible commentary, weekly
quizzes, six exams, and the answer key.

563-602

stUdent reView paCk

$14.95

$49.95

+ eXaM $7.95

Economics for Everybody
If economics has been at the
top of your teen’s most-brainnumbing-courses-to-study list,
the Economics for Everybody
DVD curriculum will cause him to
revise that list. With easy-to-grasp
terms and a splash of humor,
Dr. R.C. Sproul Jr. will teach your
teen what the Bible says about
economics and then unpack for
him the practical implications of those ideas. Economics
for Everybody’s illuminating visuals and film clips from
well-known historical events are not only engaging,
entertaining, and clarifying, but moreover they illustrate
why we need to understand economics. Included is
a 250-page study book with additional material not
included in the video lessons.

365-365

eConoMiCs For eVerybody

$42.75
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This Is the World
Czech artist, illustrator, and author M. Sasek’s first children’s
travel book was published in 1958. His works presented a poignant
picture of some of the world’s great cities and countries. After
charming children and adults for more than 50 years
with his wry commentary and his whimsical paintings, an
abridged compilation of his most popular children’s travel
books has recently been reissued under the title This Is the
World. This affordable collection includes paintings and
comments on skaters in Central Park, St Patrick’s Cathedral
in Ireland, Oxford University in England, the different
tartans in Scotland, the Louvre in Paris, the Canal Grande
in Venice, the Tiger Balm Garden in Hong Kong, and so
much more. Talented illustrator and storyteller M. Sasek
encapsulated the best of the world’s major capitals and
countries – their art, architecture, music, food, and traditions —
and brought them to life for young readers.

117-365

tHis is tHe worLd
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$33.50

“

Geography

Lift-the-Flap Picture Atlas

“

What parents are saying...

I really loved the puzzles. I love they are the actual shape
of the states and it provides the capitals. My daughter
really loves to do puzzles. Even though it took a great
amount of time for her to finish one, she stayed focused
and determined. -- Kayla

The Lift-the-Flap Picture Atlas is an
eye-popping beginner’s atlas designed
for the youngest child, but appealing to
all ages. Whimsical pictures, simple text,
and a breathtaking number of intriguing
facts answer your child’s questions about
the world around him. Each double page
of the Lift-the-Flap Picture Atlas is packed
with details about exotic animals, intriguing
cultures, and magnificent sights to be seen.
This durable board book also includes a
giant world-map poster.

417-435

LiFt-tHe-FLap atLas

$14.99

Six-in-One GeoPuzzles Collection
GeoPuzzles are an incredible tool, teaching children as young as four
the countries of Europe, Africa, Latin America, and Asia, as well as the
states of the USA. Jumbo-sized and brightly colored, GeoPuzzle pieces
are shaped like individual countries or states, so children learn as they put
the puzzle together. As children assemble each puzzle, they learn not only
each country’s name, shape, and capital, but where it is located and
how the entire continent fits together. Now all six puzzles, including the
GeoPuzzle World, are available in one convenient box.

120-006

geopUZZLe siX in one

$53.95

Montessori Map Work

Montessori Map Work introduces preschoolers
to the basics about the seven continents. Visually
appealing, Montessori Map Work devotes two
pages to each continent and includes some of
the animals and/or birds native to that continent.
There is also a textured outline of each continent
for small hands to trace and suggested modes of
transportation between continents for spatial context.
The back cover folds out to show a simple map of the
world and provide a satisfying preschool-size overview of geography.

834-415

Map work

$9.50

United States Puzzle
Clever! Just when you
think there are no
new ways to craft a
United States jigsaw
puzzle, someone proves
you wrong. What makes the United States
Puzzle so distinctive? First, the United States
Puzzle is in fact shaped like the United
States, with all its beautiful contours.
Second, each state is a puzzle in itself; for
example, the state of Washington is made
of eight pieces, those pieces together
forming the actual shape of Washington.
Finally, a surprising bonus is that each state
is overlaid with its own symbolic flag. These
features help make the 500-piece United
States Puzzle just the challenge your family
has been looking for!

635-610

United states pUZZLe

$14.50
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Beginning Geography
From map proficiencies to learning
about animals around the world,
Beginning Geography will acquaint your
kindergartner with the geography skills
he will need to understand the cultural
and physical world around him. Based
on the National Geography Standards,
Beginning Geography makes it super-easy
to introduce your child to important geography concepts
and vocabulary with exercises your child will actually enjoy
doing. Beginning Geography includes teacher resource
pages; reproducible activity sheets and cards; and two
full-color, fold-out map posters.

215-290

beginning geograpHy

$15.99

Daily Geography

While most children are fascinated with
the study of geography, many teaching
parents are discovering that without regular
exposure, newly acquired information is
not retained. If this is the case with your
child, then Daily Geography Practice
is what you are looking for. With just
fifteen minutes a day, your child will
become geographically literate. Each of the lessons is
correlated to the National Geography Standards and
includes background information, geography vocabulary
and definitions, and answers. Short, sweet, and to the point,
Daily Geography Practice will ensure that your child is
geographically astute.

215-301
215-302
215-303
215-304
215-305
215-306

1
daiLy geograpHy grade 2
daiLy geograpHy grade 3
daiLy geograpHy grade 4
daiLy geograpHy grade 5
daiLy geograpHy grade 6+
daiLy geograpHy grade

Global Puzzle
The average individual
can only place 18 of the
world’s 193 countries.
But wouldn’t it be nice
if you could locate all
193? The Global Puzzle
has pieces shaped
like individual countries, so
instead of matching color to color, you
must be able to work each country piece into the bordering
countries, making a lasting mental connection as you go.
After completing this puzzle twice, people on average were
able to identify 130 countries. The 600-piece Global Puzzle
includes all 193 countries and their capitals, all 50 states of
the US, and all 13 territories and provinces of Canada; 600
pieces in all!

635-615

tHe gLobaL pUZZLe

$14.50

$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99

Drawing Around the USA
Most adults can probably do a
rough sketch of Texas, Florida, and
California. But unless you or a loved
one lives in Iowa, for example, you
may be at a loss if asked to sketch
that state. Drawing Around the USA
will give your child an opportunity you
probably didn’t have to significantly
increase his knowledge of the USA.
Each week your child will study one
to four new states by tracing them,
locating them on a map, and labeling them. He will also
be asked to complete a state fact table using free online
resources. Upon completing the course, your child will be
able to draw, from memory, the USA.

754-754

drawing aroUnd tHe
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Usa $24.95

Puzzleball Globe
Flat puzzles of spherical items are easier to assemble,
but what if you could hone your geographical skills on
something more appropriate, more true-to-life? Now you
can with the Puzzleball Globe that can be assembled
in three different ways. You can use the small number
located on the back of each of the curved puzzle pieces,
use a world map to assemble the globe, or try assembling
the Puzzleball Globe without looking at the map or
numbers. The Puzzleball Globe comes with beautiful,
vibrantly-colored, and perfectly-crafted curved puzzle
pieces that allow for an exact fit and are easily assembled
with no glue required!

214-522 180-pieCe pUZZLebaLL gLobe $24.99

Geography

“

What parents
are saying...

What’s not to love about this map? It’s bright, portable,
easy to read and virtually indestructible. Best of all, we
don’t worry about how to fold it. This map is perfect for
little ones. They can put it on the ﬂoor and kneel down
to get a closer look without warnings to “be careful” or
“don’t tear it.” This map will get many years of use at our
house! -- Melanie

The Perfect
Take-along
Map!

ScrunchMaps
Wall maps are great, unless you want
access to them in another room. Portable
maps are convenient, until you need to put
them away and face the complex origami
of the traditional map. Now you have
both convenience and portability with a
ScrunchMap.
Is there any easier way to fold a map
than to scrunch it up into a ball and stuff it
in a fist-sized bag? Printed on water- and
tear-resistant material, ScrunchMaps are
as kid-proof as you can get. So take your
ScrunchMap out to the tree house, down
to the beach, up the mountain, and across
the country; this map is designed to be a
workhorse.
Very detailed with gorgeous colors,
ScrunchMap measures 36 x 24 inches when
laid flat. ScrunchMap is portable, practical,
and can be used in any weather! Stuff one
in your purse, beach bag, desk drawer, or
jacket pocket. ScrunchMap also comes with
its own drawstring bag.

691-691
691-692

$8.50
sCrUnCHMap worLd
$8.50

sCrUnCHMap Usa
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Dr. Bonyfide Presents
Dr. Bonyfide is a young person’s highly
entertaining guide to his own body. You know
that if your child has basic information
about his body he is more likely to
make healthy life choices. Developed
by a team of educators, health
professionals, and parents, Dr.
Bonyfide Presents will creatively
guide your child through the bone
structures of his body using
kid-friendly jokes, rhymes,
puzzles, fun facts, and original
comic strips. Plus, a pair of
X-ray vision (3D) glasses will let
your child investigate the bones
on special pages. Write-in quizzes
and a range of hands-on activities will
help you as a teaching parent to assess
his progress. A Certificate of Completion
for diligent learners is at the back of every Dr.
Bonyfide Presents book.
772-001 bk 1 $17.50
772-002 bk 2 $17.50
772-003 bk 3 $17.50
772-004 bk 4 $17.50
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Primary Science Kit
Sized just right for smaller, clumsier hands,
this award-winning collection is not just
for play. Each chunky tool in the Primary
Science Kit actually works, as tiny bugs
are magnified, measurement markers are
accurate, and the sturdy tweezers add a
dimension that less extensive sets leave
out. Also includes a durable, unbreakable
beaker; eyedropper; test tubes; and activity
cards. This is the perfect science kit for
preschoolers!

“

047-215

What parents are saying...

Great Science kit. I have 4 children ages 2-7. They all are
really enjoying it. -- Kristie

Science with Tots
This treasure-trove of child-friendly experiments will be the most exciting
part of your child’s science this year. The tote is jam-packed with all
sorts of polymer marbles, fake snow, test tubes, and even the Energy
Stick that makes your child a human circuit board while teaching about
conductivity. In addition, we have included a superb magnifying glass;
sturdy, oversized tweezers; and a large horseshoe magnet. Plus, with
every kit you will receive access to our exclusive Science with Tots e-book
with 36 weeks of easy, hands-on experiments using this popular kit! (This
information is also included in the Timberdoodle Pre-K Handbook.)

313-252

sCienCe witH tots

$56.50

Twisty Dropper

$28.50

This cheery dropper
adds a playful dimension
to building fine-motor skills
and teaching cause and
effect. The perfect size for
preschoolers, Twisty Dropper
is a grand supplement for
early science exploration,
and to build little hand muscles, too. Each
Twisty Dropper is six inches long and comes
in a variety of colors.

047-401

twisty dropper

H2O La La

$3.25

Many science experiments
are enhanced by the
use of colored water.
H2O La La’s tablets
are completely safe,
non-staining, and are
the easiest way to
add striking color
to water. American-made
for children and with no added oils,
fragrances, or soap, H2O La La’s tablets will
delight your child with fizzy action and a
dazzling burst of color. Includes 300 small
and large tablets in red, yellow, and blue.

864-300
Doodle by Lilyana - 8

priMary sCienCe

H2o La La tabLets

$12.50
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Elements of Science
National Geographic Elements of Science
will cultivate a better understanding of
science through fun, informal experiments.
While your child explores the more-than-100
kid-friendly experiments, he will learn
hands-on how biology, chemistry, and
physics relate. Elements of Science is a
terrific introduction to science for any
curious child age ten and older.

645-880

eLeMents oF sCienCe

$80.99

“

What parents are saying...

Chem C1000
Bigger and better than ever, Chem C1000
will lead your child through 125 diverse
experiments as it lays the groundwork for
understanding chemistry and ultimately
builds a strong foundation in this fascinating
subject. The 80-page full-color Experiment
Manual introduces young scientists to a
broad range of chemical phenomena and
hands-on laboratory experience. It uses
a “magic tricks” theme as an enticement
to master some of the experiments, and I
appreciate the declaration that all magic
is merely deception. Children are even
encouraged to share with their audiences
why the tricks work. Not all the experiments
have wow-appeal, but this is a systematic
program that does more than excite; it
educates.

645-704

CHeM C1000

$58.50
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We ordered a custom kindergarten curriculum and once
it arrived this was the piece that caught my children’s
eyes. Needless to say it was our first lesson out of all the
curriculum ordered. The directions are simple and easy to
follow and it gives easy to understand lessons on how the
science behind each experiment works. This is a wonderful
introduction to science that makes it fun. -- Jessica

Not Too Messy Science
For children who want to touch science and would rather see science
in action than read about it, Not Too Messy Science can be a joyous
exploration of the mysteries and wonders of science. Just take the
immensely popular Big Bag of Science with its Insta-Snow, Quicksand
Powder, Stretching Slime, Worm Goo, Garbled Marbles, and so much
more. Then add Timberdoodle’s exclusive Not Too Messy Science e-book
with 36 weeks of easy, hands-on experiments. (This information is also
included in the Timberdoodle Kindergarten Handbook.) This is the year
everyone loves science!

313-249

Messy sCienCe

$44.95

Science
Chemistry 101
Chemistry really can be
painless, understandable, and
fun! Chemistry 101, from the same
great producers as our popular
Biology 101, takes the essentials
of chemistry and presents them
in an enjoyable DVD format.
Filled with visual explanations,
humorous asides, and a handful
of simple experiments that you
can replicate, Chemistry 101 is a chemistry DVD your
entire family will enjoy learning from. Includes over eleven
hours of video, plus a printable guidebook, quizzes, and a
course accreditation program, all in PDF format.

101-375

CHeMistry

101 $54.95

Physics 101

Physics is the investigation of our
universe and the foundation of many
other studies, including chemistry,
engineering, and even medicine.
The study of physics develops critical
thinking and problem-solving skills
while explaining the hows and
whys we all encounter. Without
an understanding of physics there
would be no fuel or bridges, and
medical achievements would be
absent. From a stellar introduction to
physics to the clear discussion of light, sound, electricity,
laws of motion, and even quantum mechanics, the
Physics 101 DVD course is easy both to use and to
understand. Though it is designed for ages 15 years and
up, because Physics 101 is physics without the math, the
information is accessible for the entire family. There are
over 10 hours of instruction on four DVDs, and a bonus
guidebook is available as a pdf file on one of the discs
with additional study material and quizzes. And if you
are eager to have your child know more, there is also a
downloadable Accreditation Booklet which will take him
through 130 hours of studies along with 32 interesting labs
for him to work through.

101-395

pHysiCs

101 $54.95

The Elements

The Elements puzzle will engage
your child’s brain and strengthen
his memory center. You will find
that your child’s recollection
is considerably enriched by
completing the 1,000-piece The
Elements puzzle. Plus, this is a
terrific way to get a complete picture of the periodic
table, as it necessitates paying attention to the smallest of
details to assemble it correctly.

569-400

tHe eLeMents

Friendly Chemistry
By the time your child nears
graduation, your daily involvement
in his academics should be as
hands-off as possible. That is why
we are pleased to offer you Friendly
Chemistry: A Guide to Learning
Basic Chemistry. Rigorous enough
to prepare any teen for college, but
friendly enough to keep the tears at
bay, Friendly Chemistry covers all of the topics typically
taught in a traditional high-school chemistry course. For
the mature teen, working with only the teacher edition
is the most cost-effective way to use Friendly Chemistry.
Each lesson in the two-volume teacher collection begins
with teaching tips, followed by the text portion of the
lesson, and then by worksheets and hands-on activities,
a test, and an answer key. Used by homeschool, charter,
public, and private school students world-wide for over
ten years, Friendly Chemistry makes chemistry concepts
crystal-clear.

821-800

FriendLy CHeMistry teaCHer essentiaLs set

$79.95

Integrated
Physics and
Chemistry
This entry-level,
applied course gives
teens a thorough
grounding in basic
chemistry and physics.
Scientific concepts are
repeated in different
ways throughout
the sections, and
content-rich illustrations,
numerous charts,
graphs, and data tables assist your teens in grasping
the subject matter. This method is highly engaging and
motivates them to learn about the application of physics
and chemistry to daily life. While deliberately avoiding
complex mathematical equations, this self-paced,
high-school-level science course offers bite-sized,
easily-digestible science information. Integrated Physics
and Chemistry textbooks are aligned specifically with
the state standards of Texas but meet or exceed the
standards of most states and are acceptable for two
high-school transcript credits.

570-572 pHysiCs and CHeMistry $220.00

$16.99
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Apologia’s Young
Explorer Series
This in-depth curriculum, with
its gorgeous, full-color pictures
and captivating, God-exalting
text, sparkles in comparison
to mainstream, dry-bones
science programs. It also
utilizes what we believe is
the most sensible method
to teaching science, the
immersion approach.
Rather than superficial
overviews of multiple
topics, the Young Explorer
science immersion program
allows your family to enjoy the depth and riches that
dwelling on a single topic can give. This program utilizes a
combination of the Charlotte Mason and classical methods,
and each hardback Young Explorer book has easy-to-follow
lessons, hands-on activities, and supports the National
Standards of Science. Recommended for ages six through
twelve.

“

Apologia Notebooks
With over 150 ready-to-use pages, as well as 30 pages
of full-color supplements, the spiral-bound Apologia
Notebooks include a daily schedule, activities, projects,
templates for your child to record what he has learned
with both words and illustrations, review questions, project
pages, and much more.

What parents are saying...

Don’t do Zoology without a journal, whether you decide on junior or
regular. You won’t go wrong either way. It is so nice to look back and
see what your child has done (fun for them to look at also!) through the
year. Makes a neat keepsake and good for portfolio review at the end
of the year. -- Erin
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Science
Astronomy

Zoology 3 Land Animals

This book begins with a lesson on the
nature of astronomy, and then it covers
the major structures of our solar system,
the stars and galaxies that make up
God’s incredible universe, and space
travel (including what it takes to be an
astronaut!)

288-191

288-291
288-294

$38.75
$26.75
astronoMy Jr notebook $26.75
astronoMy

astronoMy notebook

Botany
Beginning with a lesson on the nature
of botany and the process of classifying
plants, this book then discusses the
development of plants from seeds, the
reproduction processes in plants, the
way plants make their food, and how
plants get their water and nutrients and
distribute them throughout the body of
the plant.

288-190
288-290
288-295

botany

$38.75

$26.75
botany Jr notebook $26.75
botany notebook

Zoology 1 Flying Creatures
In this book, your children will begin
exploring the dynamics of flight and
animal classification, understanding why
the design we see in these incredible
creatures points us to our Creator God.
After becoming amateur ornithologists,
your children will explore the world of
chiropterology, which is the study of bats.

288-187
288-287
288-284

1 $38.75
ZooLogy 1 notebook $26.75
ZooLogy 1 Jr notebook $26.75

ZooLogy

Zoology 2 Swimming Creatures
This Apologia elementary science
book will take you and your family on
an exploration into the wonders of the
swimming creatures. You’ll begin with a
big splash from the whales and dolphins,
then spy on seals and meet manatees
before swimming with sea turtles, snakes,
and salamanders. You’ll even peek in on
the primeval plesiosaurus and its pals.

288-188
288-288
288-285

2 $38.75
ZooLogy 2 notebook $26.75
ZooLogy 2 Jr notebook $26.75
ZooLogy

What separates people from apes?
What should you do if you encounter
a bear? How can you tell if a snake is
poisonous? Come find out answers to
these questions and many, many more
with Apologia’s Exploring Creation with
Zoology 3!

288-189 ZooLogy 3 $38.75
288-289 ZooLogy 3 notebook $26.75
288-286 ZooLogy 3 Jr notebook $26.75

Anatomy and Physiology
Written with the help of pediatrician
Brooke Ryan, M.D., Exploring Creation
with Human Anatomy and Physiology
covers many subjects, such as nutrition
and health, as well as the body systems:
skeletal, muscular, respiratory, digestive,
cardiovascular, nervous, and more.
Scientific experiments for your children
include finding their blood type,
creating a cell model from Jello and
candy, and even building a stethoscope.

288-192
288-292
288-293

$38.75
anatoMy notebook $26.75
anatoMy Jr notebook $26.75

anatoMy and pHysioLogy

Chemistry and Physics
Tell your child he is going
to learn to build a smoke
bomb and watch him
enthusiastically reach for
Exploring Creation with
Chemistry and Physics.
Exploring Creation with
Chemistry and Physics
introduces your child
to two breathtaking
subjects which
lend themselves
quite naturally
to a multitude
of hands-on
demonstrations that bring science to life. Exploring
Creation with Chemistry and Physics will gently but
thoroughly prepare your child for the more rigorous
classes he will need in high school.

288-220
288-221
288-222

CHeMistry and pHysiCs

$38.75

$26.75
CHeMistry and pHysiCs Jr notebook $26.75

CHeMistry and pHysiCs notebook
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Look Inside Your Body
Introduce your pre-med kindergartners
to the way their bodies work in the fun and
informative book, Look Inside Your Body.
With over 100 flaps to lift, your children
will learn about their bodies inside and
out. What happens to the food they eat,
and where do babies grow? Look Inside
Your Body’s answers to those questions
will not make Grandma blush. Highly
recommended for young, eager learners.

417-180 Look inside yoUr body $13.99

Anti-Virus
There’s a virus lurking on the board; time
to assemble some powerful little cells to
fight it off! In Anti-Virus, your child must
manipulate the pieces so that he can
push the red “virus” piece out of the game
board through the exit in the top corner. A
best-seller at homeschool conferences, this
very tactile game develops logical thinking,
strategic planning, and visual-spatial
perception. Anti-Virus has 60 puzzle
challenges with solutions. For ages seven
and older.

203-114

anti-VirUs

Visible Human Floor Puzzle
Puzzles are often underrated as teaching tools, and that is a shame.
Their tactile nature makes them an ideal means for teaching kinesthetic
learners, and visual learners derive great fulfillment as the parts become
a whole. For younger learners, few things beat a floor puzzle, and what
could be more perfect than a life-size (if you are four feet tall) puzzle of the
human body?
Putting together the unique, double-sided Visible Human Jumbo Floor
Puzzle will teach your children about their skeletal structure on one side
and their internal organs and major arteries on the other. Plus, there are no
gender-related details to make you uncomfortable! Visible Human Jumbo
Floor Puzzle’s 24 durable, glossy cardboard pieces are notably thicker than
other puzzles and the extra-large puzzle-piece size makes construction
more doable for small hands.
Learning the basics of anatomy is easier when the details are child-sized
and accurately portrayed in simple, clear components. Visible Human
Jumbo Floor Puzzle measures 48” long when completed and can be easily
stored in the convenient puzzle box with carrying handle. For ages three
and up.

697-697

VisibLe HUMan FLoor pUZZLe

$20.95

Doodle by Londen - 11
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$12.99

Discover More:
Human Body
The challenge of reviewing any anatomy
book is finding the right balance between
fascinating details that inspire awe and
wonder without too much information
that robs children of their innocence or that
leads to uncomfortable discussions in public
places. Suitable for children of all ages,
Discover More: Human Body strikes
that perfect balance.
Crammed with
gorgeous photos
and jaw-dropping
facts, Discover More:
Human Body will be
a book your children
will want to read and
reread. Discover More:
Human Body addresses
children’s questions
about their own bodies in
an incredibly simple
and appropriate way.

013-205

disCoVer More: HUMan body

$14.95

Precepts of Anatomy &
Physiology
With a combination of text and graphics,
Precepts of Anatomy & Physiology will not only
teach your older child about the interdependency
of the bones, tissue, and organs of the incredible
human body, but it will also delve into that awkward
topic, reproduction. It is a judgment call, how
much you teach and when, but if your teens are
ready for a more mature look at the origin of human life, this is the most
age-appropriate we have seen. All the nitty-gritty details a teen needs to
know are presented, with the author’s much-appreciated bias as to the
necessity of marriage as a prerequisite.

570-574

preCepts oF anatoMy

& pHysioLogy

Science

“

What parents
are saying...

My husband and I are enjoying
these as well as our children!
-- Jennifer

Body of Evidence DVDs
At the heart of many of the bad health
choices we make is a serious ignorance
of the earthen vessels we call our bodies.
Body of Evidence, a series of eight DVDs,
is the easiest, most complete approach to
giving our children an in-depth look at one
of God’s marvelous creations: ourselves.
Targeted for high-school students needing a
course in human anatomy and physiology,
Body of Evidence is a journey through
the human body – from cells and tissues
to major organs and systems. With the
unruffled serenity and plain-spokenness of
a country doctor, Dr. Menton explores even
delicate topics with unusual modesty and
diplomacy. Appropriate and informative
for the entire family, Body of Evidence is a
resource that will be utilized over and over
again.

581-100
581-101

body oF eVidenCe dVds
stUdy gUide

$62.99

$5.99

$39.95

The History of Medicine
The History of Medicine takes a look at medical
practices from the ancient past to the present.
Black-and-white illustrations and vintage
photographs show just how different medicine
used to be. Featuring study questions at the end of
each chapter, coupled with dozens of illustrations,
The History of Medicine gives students a strong
introduction into the study of medicine.

400-508

tHe History oF MediCine

$14.25
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Science
Principles, Theories
& Precepts of Biology
The very design of
these six soft-cover
textbooks and
six companion
student activity
books enables
a home-taught
student to absorb
the material without
the need of any supplemental materials
or labs. Principles, Theories & Precepts of
Biology is intended to satisfy most state
requirements for one high-school biology
transcript credit.

570-573

bioLogy

$109.95

Boom! — 50 Fantastic
Science Experiments
Measure the speed of light with
butter! Make fireworks with a chip
bag! Create blue/green light with a
sugar cube! These and many more
intriguing experiments are included in
the richly illustrated book, Boom! This
super-fun book is a fantastic addition
to your homeschool library, and not
just for days your kids are driving
you nuts, in case you are hosting the
family reunion this year, or because
you were asked to head up the local
homeschool co-op, though those are
all great reasons. Keep Boom! in your
library because it is one of those rare science books that not only explains
why an experiment works, but more important, how it applies to real life.
Boom!—perfect for both science lover and hater alike.

“

761-101

booM!

$9.50

What parents
are saying...

This came ...to coincide with our Apologia Botany
curriculum. I think when kids can see/feel/touch
something, it will stick in their brains for so much longer. I
thought this product was very well made and very well
executed! -- Liz

4-D Cell Models

Biology 101
You cannot do an honest job of
teaching biology unless you use a resource
that is both scientifically accurate and
God-glorifying. Don’t sacrifice one for the
other. Biology 101’s four-DVD course teaches
high-school-level biology in a systematic
way by classifying all of life according to
the days of creation. Scientifically accurate
according to the Institute of Creation
Research, Biology 101 uses eye-catching
video footage, supported by hundreds
of captivating visuals and graphics, to
do an excellent job of explaining even
the most complex of topics. Plus, every
word, graphic, and picture in Biology 101 is
appropriate for the entire family.

101-365

bioLogy

101

$54.95
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All the complexities
of cells can be hard to
digest with just book
learning. So the 4-D
Science Cell Models
provide a unique way
for learning the essential
components to these
building blocks of
life. Each six-inch Cell
Model contains two
dozen super-detailed
detachable pieces
and features cutaway
sections of the various cell parts. Assemble and disassemble as many
times as you like, as these 4-D science puzzles are made to last.

268-410
268-411

aniMaL CeLL
pLant CeLL

$29.95
$29.95

Science
Exploring Creation with
Physical Science
Exploring Creation with Physical
Science is designed to be the last
science course the student takes
before high-school biology. The
text discusses such topics as the
atmosphere, the hydrosphere,
weather, the structure of the earth,
environmentalism, the physics of
motion, Newton’s Laws, gravity,
and astrophysics. There are many
hands-on experiments to do,
and they all use household chemicals and supplies. It is
an excellent course for preparing the student to take a
college-prep high-school science curriculum.

288-411

pHysiCaL sCienCe teXtbook

$89.50

Physical Science Notebook
Perfect for answering questions
from the textbook, writing lab
notes, summarizing what is learned,
creating diagrams, and more, the
Physical Science Student Notebook
helps your student develop the
independent study skills he’ll need
for learning science in high school.
Using the Physical Science Student
Notebook as a companion to
Exploring Creation with Physical Science will reinforce and
deepen your student’s understanding of the text as he
explores the workings of God’s creation.

288-417

pHysiCaL sCienCe notebook

$38.75

Physical Science CD-ROM
The multi-media Companion CD-Rom is designed to
be used with the Exploring Creation with Physical Science
textbook. It contains pronunciations for the technical
words in the course, animations used to explain some of
the more difficult concepts, and videos of experiments
that the student would not be able to do on his own.

288-413

pHysiCaL sCienCe Cd-roM

$18.75

Transparent
Human Body
There are many torso models
currently on the market, but none
combine cool and demanding
like the Transparent Human
Body. Put this model together
a couple of times and you
will definitely know your
basic internal anatomy! The
finely-detailed sculpturing, with
hand-painted pieces, ensures
that the Transparent Human
Body is up to medical-school
quality.
The Transparent Human Body
comes with 60 parts, including
the stand, assembly guide,
and fact sheet. Designed
on a 1:6 scale, the model is a generous 13 inches tall
when assembled. Nonetheless, some fine-motor skills are
needed to complete the Transparent Human Body, so we
recommended it for ages 10 and up. More models are
available online!

268-326

transparent HUMan body

$40.75

Heart Puzzle
The Heart Puzzle has been designed,
developed, and produced to provide both
children and pre-med students a basic
but precise knowledge of the atria and
ventricles, as well as detailing the superior
vena cava, aortic arch, and more. Studying
a highly-detailed, miniature medical model is
helpful; building one is even more effective and results in
eager learners.

268-205

Heart pUZZLe

$20.50

Human
Organs
Toob
Your children
will think these
eight human
organs are either
gross or super
cool. Either way,
they make an
ideal addition to
your anatomy studies. Made of durable solid plastic.

Doodle by Tyler - 9

527-527 HUMan organs toob $11.75
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Science
Max Axiom Science
Start with an ultra-cool superhero scientist who can shrink to
the size of an atom, put on a lab coat to travel through time,
or even slip on a pair of sunglasses to obtain x-ray vision. Add
engrossing graphics and short, reader-friendly sentences, and
there you have it, the Max Axiom series of graphic novels.
Max Axiom is your child’s tour guide as he demonstrates and
explains science in a thoroughly engaging and memorable
way. An occasional Max Axiom title will interject a bit of
evolutionary information, so be prepared to discuss evolution
vs. creation with your children.

“

What parents
are saying...

This is such a fun way to get kids
interested in physical science! My
seven-year-old son adores all four
of these books - so much so that
he worked hard to earn them!
The books get kids thinking about
cause and effect and physical
properties. I would love to see
more funny science books like this
on the market. -- Mary

Wile E. Coyote
Physical Science
Since 1948, Wile E. Coyote has used
complex contraptions to make repeated,
unsuccessful attempts to catch the elusive
Road Runner. This classic cartoon is known
for both exaggerating and blatantly
breaking the laws of physics. Now, with
lighthearted text and comical illustrations,
Wile E. Coyote Physical Science Genius
explains the essential principles that govern
our daily lives and the science behind the
coyote’s failed attempts. Includes four
paperback books, ideal for ages 8+.

273-630

wiLe e. Coyote

$27.95

273-550
273-530
273-532
273-534
273-536

steM adVentUres set oF

4 $28.50

CHeMistry and sCienCe basiCs set oF

natUraL disasters set oF

3 $21.50

Combustion Engine
Along with his niece, super-scientist
Max Axiom explores the science and
engineering behind the combustion
engine. In easy-to-understand
graphic-novel format, Max investigates
the internal combustion engine’s
operation, uses, and drawbacks, then
looks at other types of combustion
engines. Explanations are supported
by clear diagrams and illustrations. Now your child
will have a fundamental grasp of how the engine in the
family car actually works.

273-553

CoMbUstion engine

$7.50

Batman Science
Batman is not your average crime-fighting
superhero. Lacking any superpowers, technology is
Batman’s greatest weapon. He
creates out of necessity, using
science to give him an edge
over his enemies. But is it fiction,
or could it really exist? From the
Batsuit and Batarangs to the
Batmobile and the Batplane,
Batman Science explores
real-life science and technology
and their often very real
connection to Batman’s remarkable success.

273-625
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5 $35.75

7 $49.95
pHysiCs set oF 7 $49.95

bioLogy set oF

batMan sCienCe

$9.50

Build Your Own V8 Engine
Building a realistic working model of a
V8 combustion engine would typically
hold little interest in our household
where females outnumber males by
more than 2 to 1. But that was before
numerous roadside calamities.
Now even the girls are eager to
know not only what each part
does, but how it works in
conjunction with all the
other parts. Endorsed
by Haynes— the
world’s number-one
publisher of car
repair manuals—
the Haynes
Build Your Own
V8 Engine kit
builds a realistic,
though greatly
simplified, working
model of a
combustion engine and includes light and sound features,
light-up spark plugs, moving pistons, valve gear, fan belt,
and all the parts and tools you need to assemble the
working model. Unlike other inferior models, the Haynes
V8 Engine uses no glue. Parts screw or clip together, so the
engine can be taken apart and rebuilt multiple times. The
familiar Haynes manual gives clear, step-by-step instructions
to guide your teen through the building process. Haynes
Build Your Own V8 Engine kit comes complete with 250
engine parts and its own Haynes manual. A battery electric
motor drives the engine and requires three AA batteries (not
included).

487-487

bUiLd yoUr own V8 engine

$66.50

Q

Science

Why do you have graphic
novels in science?

Graphic novels--which we used to refer to
as comic books--though once relegated to
the category of lowbrow reading, are now
experiencing a surge in popularity.
Graphic novels’ illustrations draw your
child in even if the subject matter becomes
more complex. Vocabulary is introduced
via contextual clues, making more difficult
topics accessible to your child. The
interesting pictures and snappy dialogue,
with little-to-no narration to bog the reader
down, will encourage independent reading
and learning. Even voracious readers will
enjoy taking a break from the verbally
intense books characteristic of higher-level
learning to enjoy a more visual form of
studying. Most children, from the reluctant,
faltering reader to the brilliant but easily
bored adolescent, will find graphic novels
intriguing.

Forces and Motion:
Investigating a Car Crash
Learning physics must include
information of real world scenarios,
or the task is a dull one. Investigating a
Car Crash looks at the science of forces and
motion to explain speed, acceleration, friction,
and momentum. It asks your teen to step into the
role of investigator and use his knowledge of science and
technology to sift through evidence to determine the cause
of the crash. With multiple scenarios and fascinating case
studies, Investigating a Car Crash will not only give your teen
explanations of the scientific principles and procedures
employed to look into an accident, but maybe even the
wisdom to prevent one.

273-451

inVestigating a Car CrasH

$8.99
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Stem
Don’t worry - the SPRK Sphero
is totally dog-Proof!!!

SPRK Sphero

What programmable robot do you know that is super-durable and can withstand dog jaws, kicks from toddlers, and
adventures in the high seas? SPRK Sphero is more than a remote-control toy, though its precision is amazing; more than a
source of multiplayer electronic games, though you’ll be missing out if you don’t investigate at least some of them; and
more than a hand-held controller for app-based games.
SPRK Sphero is a robot that can be dynamically reprogrammed via your smartphone or tablet.
And as much fun as SPRK Sphero is, as home educators we find ourselves primarily interested in the
incredibly easy to use, yet boundlessly functional, programming apps, website, and lessons.
Get started by downloading the SPRK Lightning Lab app. With this app, your child will learn
principles of coding by exploring sample programs and trying them out with his Sphero. Next,
Macrolab will teach your child procedural thinking and basic programming skills.
OrbBasic is a bit more complex and is the go-to for students interested in interactive
programming.. Then, if that is not enough, the SPRK (Schools, Parents, Robots, Kids) program has
both STEM ideas and lessons to teach kids concepts in programming and robotics. SPRK’s
middle-school CORE lessons challenge students in grades 6-8 to act as real world engineers,
ocean researchers, and emergency responders. The multitude of free apps, coupled with
high-tech hardware inside – Bluetooth, an LED light, a compass, a multi-axis gyroscope, and
an accelerometer – make SPRK Sphero an amazing addition to any home. Find out more
on our website.

693-653

sprk spHero

2.0
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$129.99

Woodland Express
Teach your infant problem
solving and motor skills with the
chunky Woodland Express. Made
of satiny-smooth wood, this sweet
stacking train is chockful of forest
friends just waiting to go for a
ride. Mix and match the shapes,
colors, and creatures to build
the pull-along train. The
three detachable
coaches of
the Woodland
Express mean
you can
start with a single car and add more as your child’s skills
increase. Your child will love making his own combinations
of shapes and heads. The three wooden train bases hook
together and can be pulled along by the red rope. Safe,
water-based paints adorn the 19 solid wooden pieces with
rounded corners—just right for small hands to play with.
Recommended for children aged 12 months and older.

586-900

woodLand eXpress

$43.75

SmartMax Build XXL

SmartMax magnetic building
sets are multifaceted magnetic
construction kits that include
exceptionally-powerful
magnets
permanently
encapsulated
inside chunky,
multicolored bars.
SmartMax Build XXL
includes long and short
bars, plus plum-sized,
lightweight metal
balls sized just right
for little hands to
manipulate. With such
a variety of pieces,
toddlers
can
create
countless 2-D
or 3-D objects
while exploring magnetism and gravity in a safe way. Plus
the SmartMax Build XXL also includes a specially designed
storage box with dimpled grids on both the lid and the
bottom of the case to serve as building starting-points. The
dimples on the lid form a square grid, while the underside
of the container has a triangular hexagon, which gives your
toddlers two different baseplates on which to begin their
construction.

203-670

sMartMaX bUiLd XXL

Stem

“

What parents are saying...

We bought this set for our seventeen-monthold granddaughter, but the problem is that
so far it is hard for her to get a chance to play
with it since the adults are busy competing to
see who can build the tallest tower with all the
pieces, or the shortest structure, or the most
symmetrical... When she does get a chance to
build, I notice the pieces fall into place pretty
well for her, if she gets close, and she seems to
like trying different pieces to see how they fit
together. This is a winner of a toy, for sure. -- Vi

Wedgits
Wedgits is one of those rare finds. A multi-dimensional
building set, Wedgits pieces fit perfectly together without
interlocking help. Most toddlers are immediately drawn to
the sturdy plastic pieces and eagerly explore the various
stacking, nesting, and balancing
patterns. With your assistance,
they will see the relationships
between horizontal and vertical
construction. And when they
run out of their own designs,
they can take advantage of the
48 design cards included.
There is an amazing amount of
spatial and geometric learning
to be discovered with the use of
Wedgits. This 20-piece Wedgits
set has slightly larger pieces for
little hands and also includes a
Wedgits Building Board and 48
design cards.

845-878

wedgits

$47.50

$94.95
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Stem
DIY Electro Dough Kit
Would you like to introduce
simple circuits to your kindergartner
without placing a soldering
iron in his hands? DIY Electro
Dough Hardware Kit
simplifies the whole process
brilliantly. Using homemade
conductive modeling
dough, your child will build silly or scary
sculptures that light up and make sounds. Because the kit uses modeling
dough that your child helps you make, he will be able to investigate a
playful side of electricity in a fun, safe, hands-on way.
DIY Electro Dough Hardware Kit explores series and parallel circuits,
polarity, and the creation of complex switches through the use of
fascinating experiments available from us via ebook or printed in our
curriculum guide. The instructions will take you and your child through
a series of circuits to build, which develop in complexity and teach the
rudiments of electronics in a very child-friendly way.

Amusement Park Engineer
What do you need to teach STEM to
your preschooler? An engaging storyline
to motivate problem solving? Check.
A wordless building manual? Check.
Large colorful pieces made for chubby
hands? Check yet again. The narrative of
Amusement Park Engineer follows a family
around the fairgrounds as the children
build, fix, and enjoy various amusement
park rides.
As you read the story to your child, he will
be asked to build the 20 structures (only
one model can be built at a time) in the
account. His first challenge will be breathing
new life into the broken-down rollercoaster
by testing out different slopes, humps,
bends, and even varying the weight of the
car. Then he is on to building a Ferris wheel,
carousel, bumper car, free-fall tower, and
more! What a lovely way to learn physics!
Amusement Park Engineer lays the
groundwork for strong STEM skills and
comprehension, and helps develop
fine-motor skills, visual-spatial skills,
reasoning, and concept-development
skills. Amusement Park Engineer includes a
beautifully-illustrated 32-page storybook, 97
extra-chunky pieces, and a durable storage
case with snap-shut lid.

645-405

aMUseMent park engineer
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$58.50

758-758

eLeCtro doUgH

$27.00

Dynamo
Dominoes

Hape Dynamo
Dominoes, with its brilliant
wood colors, looks
beguilingly like a toy.
But in fact it functions
more as a teaching tool
training children
as young as three
in fine-motor
skills, cause and effect, spatial relationships, visual perception, and
gravity. Dynamo Dominoes encourages your child to explore and engage
his imagination while he is playing and learning. Using the 100 beautiful
dominoes, plus unusual add-ons including a ringing bell, a bridge, a
spinning propeller, a swinging pillar, a spinner, and a wooden ball that rolls
down a metal track, all adds a new level of fun to this traditional toy. And
because of the plethora of accessories, it is easy to construct a different
obstacle course each time he plays. Made from wood and water-based
paint, Dynamo Dominoes are solidly built and the perfect size for little
hands. Get the ball rolling today with the classically simple Dynamo
Dominoes.

745-600

dynaMo doMinoes

$37.99

Stem

ThinkPlay STEM Junior
ThinkPlay STEM Junior collection is an international
award-winning construction system with outstanding
educational uses. Granted the prestigious Tillywig
Brain Child Gold Award, the Practical Preschool Gold
Award, as well as the Primary Teacher Gold Award, the
brightly-colored ThinkPlay STEM Junior 400-piece set is
amazingly durable and comes with a boatload of project
ideas.
More than 60 spiral-bound pages of easy-to-follow
photographs show, step-by-step, how to build a huge,
incrementally more difficult variety of models. Better
still, many of the initial construction instructions begin
by having your child place the appropriate shapes on
the pages so that the correct shapes and quantities are
located before construction begins.
This high level of structured guidance distinguishes
Thinkplay STEM Junior from any other building set for this
age range. The squares, triangles, and wheels connect
and disconnect easily, yet create remarkably secure
structures that do not fall apart.
Stack them or interlock them on their sides—ThinkPlay
square bricks are the same size as traditional middle-size
Duplo bricks and are 100% compatible but infinitely more
versatile. ThinkPlay STEM Junior encourages a wide variety
of cognitive benefits in your younger children: fine-motor
skills, hand-eye coordination, convergent/divergent
thinking, creativity, problem solving, and spatial skills.
Colors may vary. For ages 4 - 6.

694-695

tHinkpLay steM JUnior

$79.95

ThinkPlay STEM Advanced
ThinkPlay STEM Advanced takes ThinkPlay construction
to a whole new level. With ThinkPlay STEM Advanced, your
young builder can make not only remarkably sturdy and
secure structures, but also circles, spirals, and gears that
remain impossible with other sets. And what child can
resist building the large gear-driven snapping crocodile?
What is different about the Advanced set? While
the ThinkPlay STEM Junior connectors are built into the
blocks, the Advanced pieces have all of the connectors
separate from the blocks, including specialized Xtra
connectors shaped like “T”s and “r”s, which allow the
builder to change the direction of their construction.
Additionally, the Advanced Xtra pieces come as two
different heights, a full block and a half block. These
incomparable pieces and features enable your child to
construct even more complex and interesting models,
though they do make the ThinkPlay STEM Advanced a bit
more complicated to build with than the ThinkPlay STEM
Junior. The manufacturer recommends the ThinkPlay STEM
Advanced for ages 6 and up, but we think homeschooled
kindergartners will do just fine.
Advanced Xtra develops fine-motor skills, hand-eye
coordination, convergent/divergent thinking, creativity,
problem solving, and spatial skills. All pieces from both
ThinkPlay sets are compatible with each other. ThinkPlay
STEM Advanced comes with 500 vibrant pieces, a
60-page spiral-bound guidebook, and 11 large additional
project sheets all packaged in a colorful and robust
storage tub. Colors may vary.

694-699

tHinkpLay steM adVanCed

$79.95
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seriously?!?

Plus Plus Midi
Created in Denmark (known for minimalist designs with
purposeful function), Plus Plus Midi has an odd name, but
a captivating design.
Pour out the 100 colorful pieces of Plus Plus Midi, each
with the same simple shape, and your preschooler will
happily start putting the pieces together. Plus Plus Midi
naturally encourages gentle progress in your child’s skills,
from the fine-motor practice of connecting a couple
of pieces, to creating simple snakes or swords, to more
complex constructions such as flowers and whales.
Plus Plus Midi’s unique, slightly rubbery texture means
the pieces will push together easily enough for a young
child’s developing finger strength, then stay connected.
Plus Plus Midi encourages children to think creatively
about color, design, and structure, and it is a painless way
to develop fine-motor skills and hand-eye coordination.
Plus Plus Midi includes 100 pieces in ten different colors.
Each piece is made from plastic free of phthalates and
PVC. Included with your purchase of Plus Plus Midi is an
exclusive Timberdoodle ebook. In it you will find quick tips
for introducing Plus Plus Midi to your children and ideas for
convergent and divergent models. This information is also
included in our curriculum guide.

627-100

pLUs pLUs Midi

Plus Plus – 1200 Pieces!
Hand your child Plus Plus and he will intuitively begin to
create. Plus Plus’ identical simple shapes with their slight
rubbery texture glide smoothly together with very little
pressure, and they stay together! Plus Plus encourages
children to think creatively about color, design, and
structure and is a painless way to develop fine-motor skills
and hand-eye coordination. Relatively new to families in
the US, Plus Plus has gained a tremendous following over
the last few years in Denmark where it is used in Danish
schools. Included with your purchase of Plus Plus 1200 is
an exclusive Timberdoodle ebook. In it you will find quick
tips for introducing Plus Plus to your children and ideas for
convergent and divergent models. This information is also
included in our curriculum guide.

627-300

$34.99

Doodle by Sarah - 12
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1200 $59.99
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“

What parents are
saying...

You have to get this for your
little builder. My child had fun
doing this every week and
sometimes twice a week. Your
child won’t know he is learning
an awesome skill. Fun for the
whole family too. -- Tiffany

Engino STEM
Simple Machines
Finally, your children can get a rich
overview of the most common areas of
mechanical science without blowing
the family budget. Engino’s celebrated
components, colorful student book,
instruction manual, and activity booklets
combine to create the most remarkable
hands-on approach ever available.
Experiment with the models to understand
how machines actually work, how you
can change speed, convert motion,
increase or transfer force, and easily move
heavy objects. STEM Simple Machines
includes detailed directions for building
nearly 60 working models and marvelous
explanations of the different technological
principles. Colors of the pieces may vary.

125-819

steM siMpLe MaCHines

Engino Inventor 50-in-1 Motorized Set
Engino engineering kits are among the most advanced and
multifaceted three-dimensional construction kits in the world today. Made
of a rugged hard plastic, the Engino Inventor 50-in-1 Motorized Set is a
system of versatile rods and connectors that allows connectivity of up to six
sides at the same time.
Unlike many brick construction kits, robust Engino pieces can be
connected in virtually any direction or angle. Additionally, all Engino parts
snap together and stay together.
In addition to static constructions, many of the Engino 50-in-1 Motorized
Set’s models can operate with the included 3V Engino geared motor. The
motor has a double-action switch and works with 2 AAA batteries (not
included).
The Engino 50-in-1 Motorized Set contains detailed printed instructions
for four models and online PDF instructions for all 50 models. These wordless
instructions are clear and show exploded views of the step-by-step
approach to building each project. Suitable for builders 6-14+ years old, all
Engino sets are fully compatible, though colors may vary.

125-850

inVentor

50 $55.95

$89.95
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Metal Earth

Cola Fountains and
Spattering Paint Bombs
This book could be a joy simply for its
illustrations, yet it is so much more. Cola
Fountains and Spattering Paint Bombs is a
colorful collection of 47 spectacular science
experiments using everyday household
objects to transform your home (in most
cases, your backyard) into a laboratory.
Create paint bombs and elephant
toothpaste, blow up grapes, explode
melons, and make your own giant balloons
and CD hovercrafts. These dramatic
experiments come with clear instructions
and helpful information including the whys
behind the experiments. The stunning
illustrations make this just as appealing to
readers and nonreaders alike. Parental
supervision is recommended, but with
experiments as exciting as these, would you
have wanted it any other way?

113-113

CoLa FoUntains

Each kit consists of remarkably detailed
laser etching cut onto one or more
four-inch square sheets of thin
metal. Striking to look at,
especially when placed to
catch the light, most Metal
Earth models take one to
three hours to assemble
and on average measure
about three inches long
when completed.
Because of the tiny size
of the components
and the
complexity of the
models, Metal
Earth models
make ideal gifts
for children ten
years and older,
teens, and even
dads and moms!
From historic
ships to delicate bugs, check our website for all your options. An
optional but extremely helpful toolkit makes assembly a snap.

605-430
605-527
605-571
605-528
605-521
605-535
605-524
605-519
605-522
605-520
605-572
605-540
605-429
605-350

$18.95
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beaCH bUggy

$5.99

JoHn deere ModeL b traCtor

$9.99

$5.99
wHite HoUse $9.99

spider

spaCe sHUttLe atLantis

$5.99

$9.99
$5.99
$5.99
$5.99
$9.99
$5.99

spaCe needLe
F 4 U Corsair
HUey UH-1
eiFFeL tower
bLaCk pearL
dragonFLy

wrigHt brotHers airpLane
HigH wHeeL biCyCLe
tooLkit

$13.50

$9.99

$5.99

Stem

“

What parents are saying...

My kids all love these! They love to challenge
each other on building new things. I highly
recommend these to help kids learn problem
solving and critical thinking skills. -- Meredith

Brain Builder Trio
The scope and sequence of Brain Builder Trio is
phenomenal. Using just 18 precisely-cut, solid plastic
blocks and three spiral-bound books, your children will
experiment with construction, geometry, logical analysis,
perspective, design, and spatial logic. Each book is
systematic in its presentation, with multiple levels and
escalating complexities. Spatial proficiencies are vital
for everyone, but today’s sedentary children often lack
a natural way to develop these abilities. This set is a great
way to change that. Brain Builder Trio includes blocks
and three spiral-bound books: Perspecto, Equilibrio, and
Architecto. Individual components are also available on
our website.

265-810

brain bUiLder trio

$69.95

Squigz Deluxe
What is it about Squigz that appeals to every child that
touches them? Is it the fun colors, or is it the Seuss-ical
creations, each one wackier than the last? Maybe it’s the
thrill of wearing silicone stuck to your face, or the startling
popping noise when the suction is broken -- and why is
that so hilarious? Or maybe it’s because Squigz come with
no rules and no instructions, so your child’s creative side
can flourish with abandon. Squigz can be used to build wild
sculptures and creatures while increasing your child’s
creative, sensory, and fine-motor skills. Squigz come
in eight different shapes, each shape a different
color. Suitable for children ages three and up.

391-506

sQUigZ deLUXe

$44.95
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Sweet Intro to
Game Design!

IO Blocks Minis
A quarter-size mini version of the
award-winning IO Blocks, the IO Blocks
Mini is an open-ended building toy with
six colors and 12 unique shapes including
curved elements that allow more elegant
designs. What we love about the kit is
the secure, friction-fit interlocking system
unique to IO Blocks. The enclosed tracker
cardboard piece and free IO Blocks App
for your smartphone and tablet has a few
bugs to work out, but it is full of promise
for extra building inspiration. When it is
working flawlessly, the app’s animated
visuals develop both space and depth
perception, as well as visual acuity and
logic. Seamlessly blend fun and learning
as your child creates a world of people,
animals, robots, vehicles, and more with the
900 small, colorful, soft-touch matte plastic
pieces. Ideas for convergent and divergent
models are included in our curriculum
guide or available as an ebook with this set.

595-425

Bloxels
Bloxels is a hands-on, brain-on design experience where your child will
place, click, and play his own video game. Bloxels consists of just two
parts: the Bloxels board that allows your child to arrange color-coded
blocks representing different elements like walls, enemies, explosions,
treasures, and even a pixelated character; and an app that uses a photo
of the board to transform those elements into a fully functional video
game. Animating your pixelated character is fun and as easy as moving
the color-coded cubes, and pictures can be taken of multiple boards to
create a level as large as your child desires. Your child can also incorporate
textual information, including the ability to add dialogue to insert a
storytelling aspect to a game. As your child begins to design games for
friends or family to play, he will need to use higher-order design thinking
because of the focus on a variety of end-users. Bloxels’ kid-friendly video
game design is an excellent way to combine writing, art, animation,
design, and logic into one program. Includes 400 cubes.

753-753

bLoXeLs

$49.95
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io bLoCks

$94.99
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“

What parents are
saying...
We love robotis! -- Eugenia

Robotis Pets
Robotis Dream 1

Now you can expand your child’s interest in science or construction with
Robotis Dream 1. Using solid documentation, this twelve-week entry-level
robotics curriculum includes an easy-to-understand workbook with clear
pictures and text, plus thought-provoking questions that will guide your
child through a simple introduction to robotics.
Robotis Dream 1 looks at the principles and theories of electricity,
the center of gravity, the understanding of power, and the walking
mechanisms of both biped and quadruped robots through lessons
reinforcing science, technology, engineering, and math. Your child will
have multiple opportunities to design and build his own robots using a
geared motor for independent movement – no programming required.
Robotis Dream 1 includes a rechargeable lithium-ion battery. For ages 7+.

077-301

dreaM

1 $109.90

Now even children with emerging
fine-motor skills can experience the
excitement of building their own robots with
Robotis Pets. Modeled after the smaller,
more advanced Dream series, but with
larger chunky pieces, the easy entry-level
robotics kit Robotis Pets introduces your
children to the fundamentals of simple
automation.
Robotis Pets’ step-by-step assembly
instructions show your child how to build
up to seven moving pet robots. Easy
to assemble, no tools are required so
imaginative scientists can expand on
these ideas while exercising creativity
and developing fine-motor skills. What a
great combination for learning science,
technology, engineering, and math
concepts. Requires two AA batteries (not
included). Recommended for ages 6 years
and up.

077-057

robotis pets

$39.90
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Simbrix
Imported from Nottingham, Great Britain,
Simbrix is the newest way for children
to produce pixelated art by using small
plastic squares that lock together to create
two-dimensional designs. Not only great
for focus and fine-motor skills, cognitive
professionals understand that creating with
Simbrix is a powerful way to extend your
child’s memory.
As your child works to design models
depicting the topics he is studying, he is
taking what is stored in his brain and giving
it physical shape. When an idea is just
in his mind, his mental process is limited.
But with the use of Simbrix, his ideas can
be manipulated and developed, and
ultimately committed to memory.
Simbrix squares connect together bit
by bit, forming strong holds which are
remarkably scatter-resistant during play but
easy to take apart. This enables your child
to create and re-create until he is totally
satisfied with what he is building. The Simbrix
are slightly larger and thicker than other
fusible beads, and they lock together so
pegboards are not required and mistakes
are easily corrected. The designs are robust
enough to display, even without ironing.
But if your child desires, his creations can
be made permanent through ironing. Fun,
creative, and completely absorbing, the
4000 Simbrix beads come in 17 colors to
produce an unbounded variety of shapes
and patterns.

757-757

siMbriX

$56.95

The Ozobot Bit 2.0 STEM Program
Introduce your child to simple coding and teach deductive reasoning
with the award-winning Ozobot Bit 2.0. This tiny quarter-sized robot is a
gateway robot for teaching computer science, STEM Education, robotics,
and coding. Start simple by coloring code commands and watch how
nimbly the Ozobot complies. Ozobot can see colors, follow lines, and
detect intersections, then respond based on what color the lines are.
Ozobot’s sensors scan the surface for color variances, thus interpreting
an actual code created by your child. Next, your child can use Blockly,
a block-based programming editor that uses sequential programming
and child-friendly visual editors to teach a fundamental understanding of
computational thinking. Its five levels start easy but gradually pose tasks
that would challenge even seasoned programmers.
The Ozobot Bit 2.0 app also comes with mini-games that enable your
child to learn how to think critically. Petite yet power-packed, the Ozobot
Bit 2.0 is well constructed. The thick clear plastic shell allows your child to
observe the detailed circuitry inside, and there are over 1,000 instructions
the Ozobot Bit 2.0 can read and perform. Links to teacher-recommended
free programming and STEM-inspired lesson plans for K - 12 are included.
Ozobot Bit’s built-in LiPo battery provides quick recharge via a micro-USB
port and delivers over an hour of continuous action on a single charge.
Includes 1 Ozobot Bit 2.0, 1 custom skin, 1 carrying case, 1 USB charging
cable, a playground, and an instruction booklet.
Ozobot Bit 2.0 is only available in Timberdoodle curriculum kits.

Ozobot Starter
This is the same powerful Ozobot as above
but without the Blockly software installed. It
includes 1 Ozobot, 2 cover skins, a USB cable for
charging, 4 color markers, an activity pack, and
user’s guide. You can purchase the upgrade
to Blockly programming for $10.00. Details for
doing so are included.

759-101
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oZobot starter

$49.95

Stem

DuinoKit Jr.

Bioloid STEM
Bioloid STEM is a world-renowned robotics
curriculum made up of ingeniously-designed,
interchangeable, block-shaped parts. Bioloid STEM
pulls together the necessary hardware, software,
and curriculum to offer high-school level
robotics.. The amazing curriculum guide
represents 21 weeks of comprehensive
educational training. Each STEM
chapter includes an introduction to
specific robots or robotic features,
programming and the math that
goes into programming robots, and
the chance to solve programming
problems. With the combination
of a flexible construction system
and easy-to-use programming
software, the Bioloid STEM kit is the
best we have seen!

077-200

bioLoid steM

What teen doesn’t daydream about
being a hero or creating a gadget that will
change the world for the better? DuinoKit
Jr. appeals to this interest in your teen by
designing an Arduino-based learning
environment using a collection of spy-style
mission cards that teaches through a series
of fun assignments. Each task introduces
an electrical component in the kit and
encourages manipulation of the controlling
code. As your teen completes each mission
(including its three sub-missions), he marks
it on an accomplishments card. Once the
course has been completed, your teen will
have the skills to devise his own Arduino-style
projects.

767-101

dUinokit Jr

$149.00

$349.90
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Knuckz Delux Set

Roadworthy DVD
One out of every two teen drivers will
have a motor-vehicle accident within
the first six months of earning his license.
Although our five children safely navigated
the teen years, in 2015, on the way to
homeschool conferences, we totaled both
our vehicle and the trailer. While we walked
away physically unscathed, many teens
do not, and I can tell you firsthand that the
emotional trauma can linger for quite some
time.
As teaching parents, you have the choice
of whether to take on the formidable task
of being the primary driving instructor or
handing that over to a paid professional.
Regardless of the route you take, be sure to
augment the lessons with Roadworthy, an
instructional DVD to help your teen driver
beat the scary odds. With invaluable tips
by experienced accident investigator Mike
Pehl, Roadworthy covers everything from
the basics of safety checklists to how to deal
with hazardous maneuvers of other drivers.
Using real in-car demonstrations and
graphics to support and reinforce each of
the lessons, Roadworthy will give your teen
clear-cut strategies that can be used to
make him a more responsible and defensive
driver.

732-732

roadwortHy

$23.75
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Is your teen up for a challenge?
KnuckleStrutz will introduce
him to one of the most grueling
construction kits with endless
possibilities. While there are just two
basic building elements to Knucklestrutz
pieces, connecting bars and
claw-like hooks, some pieces
have two hooks
and a small
connecting bar,
while others have
a long connecting bar
and no hooks. And each
KnuckleStrutz
piece can be
connected to
the next in
a variety of
ways, making
both solid and
movable joints. The
unique design of the pieces
allows KnuckleStrutz models to
rotate, collapse, and expand.
With the Knuckz Delux Set your
teen can assemble the fire truck and seven other models using the 397
pieces, which include 22 gears and 10 tires.

768-768

knUCkZ deLUX set

$85.95

KidCoder and TeenCoder
Now your student can learn to write graphical
Windows programs using the Visual Basic or
C# programming languages, create his own
websites, or learn advanced Java-based
programming. These brilliant and
much needed two-semester
online computer science courses
are written by experienced
software engineers who are also
homeschool parents. They know
how crazy-busy homeschooling
can be, so the KidCoder and
TeenCoder self-study curricula
require no parental expertise!
Using industry-standard
languages, the engaging, hands-on
KidCoder and TeenCoder online courses will require no additional
software purchases.

676-415
676-405
676-505
676-515

4 - 12 $130.00
kidCoder gaMe prograMMing grades 6 - 8 $130.00
teenCoder gaMe prograMMing grades 9 - 12 $140.00
teenCoder JaVa prograMMing grades 9 - 12 $140.00
kidCoder web design grades

Stem

Q

Is it STEM or is it
STEAM?

Geomag Education Mechanics
Now your teen can study simple oscillators, homopolar magnetic motors,
thrust bearings, and more with the Geomag Education Mechanics kit.
Produced in Switzerland, the Geomag Education line was developed
to provide schools with unique teaching kits that make learning exciting
and engaging through hands-on participation. Superior to its imitators,
Geomag is the original ball-stick magnet set. All pieces are produced in
line with the strictest criteria of quality and safety typical of Swiss products
and are manufactured in compliance with stringent European and
American safety standards.
The new sophisticated Mechanics magnetic building system, while
designed for STEM classroom use, is a perfect addition to any teaching
home. Using Geomag Mechanics’ 20 unique exercise cards, your teen will
investigate progressively more complex subjects from magnetic polarities
and structures, to rotational movement, simple electric motors, and lots
more. Designed to be a practical hands-on resource that lets pupils
experiment, your teen will enjoy building bigger and more advanced
structures with unique mechanical components such as ball bearings
and rotating platforms. Everything he needs to create structurally sound,
aesthetically spectacular, and kinetically delightful masterpieces is
included in this kit. Likewise there are exclusive downloadable worksheets
available for Geomag Mechanics to challenge your teen’s ability to
take what he is learning and draw further conclusions from it. Geomag
Mechanics comes packaged in a Gratnells SmartCase® for enhanced
homeschool management.

764-225

geoMag MeCHaniCs

$189.99

STEM, an acronym for Science,
Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics, has recently been
joined by Art to form STEAM.
But the addition of art has not
been without opposition. No one
contests the need for more indepth knowledge of math and
science nor the need to be able
to apply that knowledge in real life
scenarios. But some question the
need for a formal art designation
since all engineering designs by
nature include art.
Art is used to plan the layout of
a tower, the design of a prosthetic
hand, and the colors of the latest
app. As long as the project is
inquiry-based and the child has
the opportunity to think critically,
creatively, and innovatively,
then you are looking at a STEAM
curriculum. But because the
transition of terminology from STEM
to STEAM is still tentative, while we
used the term STEAM last year, this
year we are returning to STEM for
clarity’s sake.
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Djeco So Pop
Djeco So Pop is more than just an extraordinary craft kit for
little ones, though it is certainly that. To us, the huge appeal of
the Djeco So Pop kit is how it engages both sides of the brain to
create art worth framing. The spiral-bound, wordless instruction
booklet leads your child step-by-step through the process. Your
little one will be challenged to match the appropriate pieces
and place them correctly to finish the picture. Djeco So Pop
is a terrific kit to reinforce fine-motor skills, visual discernment,
counting, and logical sequencing. The result? Eclectic art that
is both hip and retro and is suitable for hanging in the playroom
or at the office. Djeco So Pop comes with four large, beautifully
illustrated, quirky images on very thick cardstock and chunky,
colorful, pre-cut cardboard pieces with lots of fun textured
accessories. Djeco So Pop also includes a glue stick and a
detailed, illustrated, step-by-step instruction book, all packaged
in a sturdy gift box. For ages four and older.

586-210

so pop

$16.99
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Kumon Let’s Cut Paper
Learning to safely use a pair of scissors
seems to bring extraordinary joy to young
children. In Kumon’s three-book Let’s Cut
Paper series, your child will learn how to
hold and control scissors. He will proceed
from the simple one-stroke cuts of a
dog’s whiskers to the more complicated
curved humps on a camel’s back and the
zig-zagged lines of a king’s crown. Many
pages offer helpful tips for parents and all
are sturdy enough to manage, but not so
thick as to be difficult to cut.

“

What parents
are saying...

401-810

Let’s CUt paper

3-book set $16.95

My First Scissors

This book is gigantic! My daughters love it. I have taken
it on long car rides and it really helps pass the time with
no worry of running out of activities. Even my 2 year old
enjoys looking for things in this book. -- Becky

The ergonomically designed,
bright-orange-and-yellow My First Scissors
operates with a spring mechanism for both
right-handed and left-handed use, and
it features blades with rounded points for
safety. For ages four and up.

482-649

sCissors

$7.95

The Big Book of Things to Find and Color
If the sight of fairies, gnomes, and mermaids makes your blood pressure
rise, The Big Book of Things to Find and Color is not for you. But if you are
looking for a mammoth book brimming with engaging pictures to color,
differences to spot, or matching pairs to find, then The Big Book of Things to
Find and Color will be your treasure.
This is a perfect book to take on long journeys or to pull out when the
natives are restless. While I’m not keen on imaginary creatures, The Big
Book of Things to Find and Color, with its more than 250 oversized pages of
captivating tasks, has completely enamored me.

417-219

tHings to Find and CoLor

$18.99
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What parents are saying...

This book is what I come to expect from
Timberdoodle. A product that increases my
daughter’s skills, is enjoyable and is high
quality. The pages are so thick they just beg
you to do a good job on them. They allow
your little one to be creative and have fun
while learning to control that unwieldy writing
device. -- C.K.

Draw Patterns Kit

Big Drawing Book

Pattern recognition is an important developmental
skill necessary for mathematical cognition and
problem-solving. Now your child can become a
pattern-making genius using the Draw Patterns with
Barroux Kit. From simple patterns to more complex, this
activity book offers a hands-on way to recognize, copy,
and create patterns and will surely have an impact on
your child’s own personal drawings. The assortment of
thin and thick markers is perfect for completing all the
designs.

By following the very simple step-by-step directions
in this beginning drawing book, your child can draw
hamsters in cages, tractors and sheep in the field, and
dragons attacking a castle. Not fans of mermaids or
fairies, we’ll skip those pages in favor of learning to
draw crocodiles living in the swamp and hungry, spiky
dinosaurs. Unique among beginning drawing books, the
Big Drawing Book includes a rare combination of drawing
instructions on themed pages, so your child’s finished
drawings look right at home in the cheery designs. What
a perfect first drawing book for kindergartners! Includes
nearly 50 two-page activities.

317-400

draw patterns

$14.50

417-218

big drawing book

$10.99

Step-by-Step Drawing Book
Complete beginners can discover how to draw lots
of different things, from dogs to dragons, from cats
to castles, in this
delightful write-in
book. Each colorful
double page has
step-by-step drawing
instructions, plenty
of space to practice,
and occasional
ideas for adding
embellishment
or pizzazz to the
drawings.
Step-by-Step
Drawing Book’s
instructions are easy
to follow, so children
of all ages can
effortlessly master the
simple drawing skills
required to depict a
range of animals and
objects.

417-205
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step-by-step drawing book

$9.50

Art
Aquarellum
Using Aquarellum, your children will learn how to mix
rich, vibrant colors while they create beautiful and
detailed works of art. With Aquarellum’s exclusive
water-resistant technique, paint flows
off the wax barriers and adheres only
to the design motif areas, making the
vivid colors pop. And paint can be
applied repeatedly to any area until
the results are just perfect.
The Cosmos kit even has
glowing properties
in the wax barrier,
so your child can
display his finished painting anywhere he’d
like to add a little galactic luminescence. The
Aquarellum paints and canvases are superbly
high-quality, and we’ve augmented the included
lightweight dropper with an additional, robust
medicine dropper. Aquarellum kindles the imagination,
requires concentration, and makes learning to paint easy,
relaxing, and rewarding. Aquarellum has received the National
Parenting Seal of Approval.

727-301
727-209

$9.95
$19.95

Mini eLepHants
CosMos

Drawing Animals
Shape by Shape

Aquarelle Monet
Made by the same company that produces our Aquarellum, the
Aquarelle line is identical in quality, from the superbly rich and vibrant
paints to the thick embossed paper. With the Aquarelle Monet set, your
children will learn how to mix colors while they replicate beautiful and
detailed works of Monet, easily one of the most famous painters of the
past thousand years. Many of Monet’s most popular pieces feature the
water lilies in Giverny. Your child will reinterpret three images from Monet’s
series of water lilies paintings. With Aquarelle’s unique water-resistant
technique, paint flows off the wax barriers and adheres only to the design
motif areas, making the colors pop. And paint can be applied repeatedly
to any area until the results are just perfect. Aquarelle Monet comes with
three pictures; high-quality, washable liquid watercolor paints; a standard
eyedropper (plus a high-quality medicine dropper); a palette; a quality
double-ended paintbrush; and a color mixing guide.

214-647

Monet

Now your child can create his favorite
animals using familiar, easy-to-duplicate
shapes with Drawing Animals Shape by
Shape. From fluffy sheep to a grumpy
owl or a ferocious T. Rex, each animal
drawing begins with a simple shape such
as a square, a circle, or a triangle. Add a
line here, a stroke there, and before he
knows it your child will be marveling at his
artistic prowess. Drawing Animals Shape
by Shape has over 160 pages of animals
and line drawing directions. Just add child,
pencil, and paper, and watch your fridge
disappear under a blanket of masterpieces!

243-500

drawing aniMaLs

$13.50
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Origami Animals

What parents
are saying...

I have been so impressed by Djeco’s art
kits. Djeco uses quality supplies, and the
instructions are so easy to use. I love that
there is both directed instruction and the
freedom to create. Best of all, my 4-year-old
needs minimal supervision to complete one
of these projects, which frees me for other
things. Our experiences with these kits have
sent me to search them out as gifts for friends.
I love how each set develops a different skill
or uses a different medium for the projects
without ANY prep or work on my part. Thank
you for offering such a high quality product!
-- Sarah

Origami is a lovely way to
develop spatial learning,
and Origami Animals is
the perfect kit to start
with. Designed with
simple folds, dotted
rules, and pre-printed
animal motifs, its
wordless, step-by-step
approach is perfect
for beginning paper
artists—and what
child doesn’t
love animals?
Origami Animals
includes
24 folding
papers—some
with complete
faces, some
blank—and
three sheets of
stickers to use
for applying eyes,
noses, whiskers, and more.

586-106

origaMi aniMaLs

$6.00

A Little
Adventure in
the Woods
More than a lacing
activity, A Little
Adventure in the
Woods encourages
dexterity and inspires
the imagination when
simple colored buttons
become campfire
s’mores, wheels on a
bunny’s tandem bike, patterned shells for snails, and many
more interesting uses. Simply thread the buttons onto the
pre-printed cards to complete the wildly sweet pictures.
Rich and varied illustrations result in button pictures worthy
of display. A Little Adventure in the Woods comes with a
step-by-step picture instruction booklet, four perforated
card scenes, 40 buttons, thread, a threader, and a
round-tipped needle.

586-108

a LittLe adVentUre in tHe woods

$18.99

Abstract Art Workshop
This has been one of the more requested art kits in the
Djeco line, and it is a favorite particularly with museum
stores and art stores. It is easy to see why, as the pictures
produced are stunning! Abstract Art Workshop comes
with four large preprinted templates on very thick
cardstock; twelve artist-quality oil pastels; and a detailed,
wordless instruction booklet; all in a beautiful box. For
ages nine and older.

586-230
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abstraCt art worksHop

$28.50

Art
Fish Rainbows
Bring exotic fish to life
in this fun variation on the
classic paint-by-numbers
art kit. Just peel,
sprinkle, and enjoy.
Fish Rainbows
includes four
pre-printed
images of
beautiful fish on
glue-covered
cards; nine pots
of ready-to-apply
colored sand; two
containers of glitter; a
peeling stick to make the process
easier; and a detailed, wordless instruction booklet — all
housed in the lovely, sturdy gift box.

586-214

FisH rainbows

$15.75

Finger Tracks
Children love to create, but they quickly tire of the
aimlessness and tedium of the typical fingerpainting kit.
Until they are comfortable with the materials and process,
they also love direction. Djeco Finger Tracks excels in that.
Bright and beautiful, smooth and creamy, Djeco finger
paints are completely non-toxic. There are two identical
pictures of the four designs, so your children can consult
the instruction booklet for one version and then use their
imaginations for the second print.

586-206

Finger traCks

$22.75

Friends
This whimsical Friends kit from Djeco will guide your
young child bit by bit through the creation of five simple,
flat, three-dimensional animals. Using ultra-light clay that
air dries to lovely results, a variety of garnishes, wiggly
eyes, and a remarkable step-by-step color booklet, your
child has everything she needs to complete a treasured
piece of art. Suitable for children four years and older.

586-475

Friends

$20.75
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Animal Doodle Placemats
With entertaining animal-themed
doodle activities featuring critters
from around the world, Animal
Doodle Placemats is just right for
the budding artist. Your little guy
will be asked to add bugs to the
flowers, draw what is in the
fence, and illustrate what
is coming out of the cave.
Animal Doodle Placemats,
with its 52 extra-large
tear-off sheets, provides
loads of space
and just the
right amount of
suggestions on
what to doodle
on each page.

236-226

aniMaL doodLe pLaCeMats

$12.50

Doodle and
Draw Spots,
Stripes and
Squiggles
Experiment with
and explore patterns,
shapes, colors, and
squiggles! Bold, bright,
and colorful, Doodle
and Draw Spots, Stripes and Squiggles is packed with
delightful drawings which children can easily relate to.
More than just a coloring book, it invites children to create
their own patterns and ‘complete’ the work the illustrators
have started for them. From drawing swirly patterns onto
some friendly looking sheep to adding scales to a variety
of dinosaurs and stripes to a swarm of bees, Doodle and
Draw Spots, Stripes and Squiggles fosters creativity and
helps to develop fine-motor skills, particularly pen-control
skills. Doodle and Draw Spots, Stripes and Squiggles is
made of thick paper that can withstand vigorous felt-tip
coloring.

766-100

doodLe and draw spots

Oodles of Doodles

Doodle and Draw Inside, Outside and Everywhere
Color, draw, and doodle a house for a mouse and a
hat for a cat with Doodle and Draw Inside, Outside and
Everywhere. Draw fireworks exploding in the sky and
puddles to stomp in and balloons on their strings. As your
preschooler completes each doodle, his imagination will
grow. Creative prompts and happy illustrations are all the
inspiration your child will need.

766-090

doodLe draw

...eVerywHere $7.75
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$7.75

To encourage creativity, we are instructed to provide
our children with open-ended
art projects. But a stack
of paper and a fistful of
colored pencils can get
monotonous for even the
most creative of children.
Oodles of
Doodles is the
ideal solution,
a perfect
balance
between
structure
and
imagination.
Every page
in Oodles
of Doodles
contains a
simple line drawing and a suggestion on how to complete
the picture. This is a super idea starter for the child who
doesn’t know what to draw. Your child will enjoy adding
his own personal touches and drawings to the pictures on
the pages. Oodles of Doodles contains over 200 fantastic
themed doodles to complete. Now your child can express
his imagination and hone his drawing skills, even while
building creative thinking and story-inventing abilities.

469-635

oodLes oF doodLes

$11.95

Art
Outdoor Adventure
Doodles
Fill the bus with people, sketch a
shelter for the soggy hikers, design a
surfboard, or doodle an awesome
playground; Outdoor Adventure
Doodles: Amazing Scenes to Complete
and Create suggests these ideas and
more. In this energetic, 160-page
full-color doodle book, the focus is
on all things outdoorsy. Perfect for the nature-loving
risk-taker in your household, Outdoor Adventure Doodles
will nudge him to illustrate the wonders of nature with
helpful prompts. This outstanding doodle book strikes an
exceptional balance between structure and imagination
and can be enjoyed by all ages.

469-640

oUtdoor adVentUre doodLes

$11.95

Q

Why do you emphasize
doodling as much as you
do?
You might remember that the top
buzzword for hiring and résumés in 2011
was “creative.” Since then, it became the
hot topic in education as teachers and
educationalists realized that what was
noted by job applicants is essential for
students. This trickle-down development
should spur educators, especially those of
us teaching at home, to look beyond the
read-and-regurgitate education that is
both easy and anesthetizing to a lifestyle
that not only encourages, but passionately
carves out time for, imaginative efforts
every day. The finest method we have
found is both surprisingly easy and
affordable—doodle books. A doodle
a day has the potential of engaging
both sides of the brain and unleashing
a powerhouse of originality. And with so
much variety, it never gets old.

Draw, Doodle, Design
Use Draw, Doodle, Design’s over 200 vibrant, exciting
pages as a sketchbook to fill with your child’s personalized
illustrations and doodles. Pick a color, then look around
and draw what you see of that color. Finish a cityscape
and draw some clothes on a clothesline. These are just a
few of the many inspirational prompts in Draw, Doodle,
Design that will make doodling more satisfying than ever!

766-356

draw doodLe design
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Make Buildings:
A Doodle-Design Activity Book
This is not your typical doodle
book! Make Buildings: A
Doodle-Design Activity Book
will actually teach your child to
recognize some of the world’s
most iconic buildings, from St.
Basil’s Cathedral in Moscow to
the Guggenheim Museum
in New York City.
And he will be asked
to add his own
creative touch by
drawing the perfect
pirate mansion or
designing a building
shaped like his favorite
animal. This inspiring
doodle book will help
your child to think and draw
creatively and will even
introduce him to some simple architectural terms.

417-230

Make bUiLdings

$11.50

Doodle Adventures: The Search
for the Slimy Space Slugs
Join Carl, who is not only a duck, but also a member
of a super-secret international group of explorers, on a
journey in search of a very important stolen artifact. This
delightful space-themed fantasy has your child draw
himself into the story, then follow prompts to add more
illustrations and doodles as he locates the object, beats
the bad guys, and gets his hero home safely. By the end
of the book, your child will have co-illustrated a hilarious
book to share with family and friends. Doodle Adventures:
The Search for the Slimy Space Slugs is a sturdy hardback
book with beautiful cream paper—perfect for doodling.
Much more than a simple doodle book, Doodle
Adventures: The Search for the Slimy Space Slugs is a
reading book with a quirky storyline. The completed book
will make a great keepsake.

569-225

doodLe adVentUres

$12.50

Doodle America
Now your young traveler can design, dream,
and doodle his way across the USA. With over 150
American-style doodles, Doodle America covers
historical events, places of interest, and fascinating facts.
And, it’s just plain fun. Doodle America would even make
a delightful gift for visitors from another country or for
exchange students as they will have ample opportunity to
learn while doodling.

881-881
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doodLe aMeriCa

$11.95

Art
Doodle Your Day
Doodle Your Day introduces
your child to microjournaling,
which is journaling in small bits.
With 365 doodle and journaling
prompts for your young artist,
Doodle Your Day makes
microjournaling easy. From
drawing today’s weather to
sketching what made him laugh
on International Moment of
Laughter Day, your child will love
exploring his imagination with such
an immense variety of topics. Not strictly a doodle book,
your child will occasionally be encouraged to paste or
journal using the “wacky word of the day” in a sentence.
Doodle Your Day is an easy, appealing way to increase
your child’s creativity. Ages eight and older.

632-632

doodLe yoUr day

$15.99

Archi-Doodle
Do you have an aspiring architect
in your home? Archi-Doodle: An
Architect’s Activity Book is a brainy,
interactive way to learn about
architecture. Bursting with a
collection of beautiful and elegant
drawings, including numerous
examples by major architects,
it will challenge your older child
to complete a variety of tasks,
from designing a beach hut to
determining a location for an
island house or creating a new
look for Buckingham Palace.
Designed for the child that loves architecture,
Archi-Doodle introduces a large range of significant
architectural subjects, such as the importance of site and
materials, how to furnish a space, how to read plans, how
to create sustainable cities, and so on. It will inspire your
child to draw remarkable and appealing buildings he
otherwise might not have designed.
Not a textbook nor anything of that ilk, Archi-Doodle
is an enjoyable book to jumpstart your child’s creativity.
Each page explores a different theme on the subject
of architecture: types of buildings, building elements,
environments, spaces, and so much more, in no particular
order. Plus, your child can begin Archi-Doodle without
knowing anything about architecture and end by
designing an actual “award he would be happy to
receive” because he has completed the book – fun!
Archi-Doodle will provide your child with a broad
introduction to architecture in a very illuminating
way. Because of the complexity of the assignments in
Archi-Doodle, we suggest this book for ages 10 and older.

236-115

arCHi-doodLe

$18.95

Doodle Lit
Immortalize classic literature in doodle form with Doodle
Lit. Ingenious prompts will amuse and challenge your
teen’s knowledge of literature and creative expression. He
will be asked to draw (and name) a dog for Mr. Fitzwilliam
Darcy, sketch his own castle to go next to Dracula’s, and
draw all his possessions on Huck Finn’s raft. Doodle Lit
is large; well-bound; printed on thick, quality drawing
paper; and features a number of different authors, their
portraits, a paragraph on who they were and what they
wrote, and various prompts based on their famous works.
In the midst of all this great literature, it was a bit jarring
to have several cut-and-paste pages. And while each
page that requires some form of cutting has a back page
that is just a design (so no doodles are ruined), some older
children may balk at this perceived childishness. However,
even though Doodle Lit is recommended for ages eight
plus, we think a teen or an adult who has familiarity with
the literature would get a lot more out of the assignments.
If your family is like ours, you may dislike a couple of
the illustrations or prompts – see our website for details
– but overall we are excited to offer this richly cultured,
enjoyable doodle book to your teens.

632-652

doodLe Lit

$18.99
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Extraordinaires Design Studio
This is the year your child will be asked to design all sorts
of mindboggling inventions. It might be a source of light
for a spaceman, a remote control for a super hero, or a
defensive weapon for a pirate. Each Extraordinaire is a
colorful character with extraordinary needs.
To begin, your child chooses which Extraordinaire to
help and an object to design for him. Each of the 15 cards
has a picture of the Extraordinaire on the front, and on
the back it has a little more insight into his world. If you are
as conservative as we are, among the options you may
find a few that are objectionable. Just eliminate them
from the set. With 225 design challenges across three
levels, your child will still have more than enough drawing,
critical thinking, and fun for an entire school year.
After your child’s Extraordinaire has been selected, it is
time for research and design, exploring the needs of his
Extraordinaire, and using the “think” cards for inspiration.
Once he is happy with his design and gives it a catchy
name, he will present his amazing new object to the
family. Cheer, clap, and present him with one of the
included award cards—he deserves it!
Extraordinaires Design Studio comes in a very nice
plastic case that shuts with a magnetic closure.
Everything is securely held inside the case, including the
15 double-sided Extraordinaire cards, 30 think cards,
15 object cards, 5 award cards, 1 drawing pen, and a
50-sheet idea pad with product design challenge log.

763-100

eXtraordinaires

$37.99

Extraordinaires Design Studio Pro
Just like its little brother, Extraordinaires Design Studio,
the core of the Extraordinaires Design Studio Pro is to
develop new product ideas for a set of characters
dubbed the Extraordinaires. However, this advanced
version offers more complex challenges which allow those
in design-based careers—inventor, maker, architect,
engineer—to progress and build their skillsets.
With Extraordinaires Design Studio Pro, your teen
chooses a design project from a range of areas including
inventions, gadgets, buildings, clothing, and vehicles
for his Extraordinaire. Think cards provide valuable,
well-considered prompts for exploring his challenge in
more depth. This will encourage your teen to consider
who the Extraordinaire is, how his life or career gives
him specific needs and requirements, and how the end
product can genuinely serve the individual. Some of the
core aspects of design—know your client, receive your
task, research and refine your idea—can be learned
using Extraordinaires Design Studio Pro.
Note: Many of the characters of Extraordinaires
Design Studio are also in Extraordinaires Design Studio
Pro, along with an additional nine Extraordinaires. As
before, some of the illustrations and characters feel
too dark for our tastes. But with 24 to pick from and 720
possible design challenges, you could easily lose a
few and still have more than enough assignments for
your teen. Extraordinaires Design Studio Pro includes 24
Extraordinaires, 30 design projects, 50 think cards, 5 award
cards, a drawing pad, 2 pens, and a 120-page design
manual.
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763-125

eXtraordinaires pro

$75.99

Art

Boogie Board Jot 8.5

“

What parents are saying...

It’s great! My son is already addicted and coming
up with fantastic clips. -- Cindy

Stopmotion Explosion
This very cool kit is a complete introduction to stop-motion and
filmmaking. With over 290 pages of step-by-step tutorials and hundreds
of illustrations, your child will learn how to write screenplays and
draw storyboards; how to make a character walk, run, or talk; and
finally, how to edit scenes and add voices and sound effects. The
Stopmotion Explosion Kit comes with a camera suitable for novice- to
intermediate-level animations with an internal microphone for sound
recording, plus a CD with software and a large collection of sound effects.

223-003

stopMotion eXpLosion

$74.95

If you want the convenience of a personal
dry-erase board without the mess and fuss
of markers that easily dry out, then you want
the all new Jot 8.5 electronic tablet from
the makers of the wildly popular Boogie
Board. Just like its predecessor, the Jot 8.5
replaces paper clutter and whiteboard
messiness with a pressure-sensitive LCD
writing surface. Simply press on the surface
with the new color-tipped stylus (or even
your finger) to create an image, and when
you’re done the entire LCD screen can be
wiped clean with one push of the button,
leaving no traces of previous work! New
to the Jot 8.5 is a super-easy erase button,
ideal for the very young, very old, or anyone
else with compromised motor skills. Also new
is an increased sensitivity—press harder/
slower for fat lines, while faster, lighter strokes
leave a fine line.
Now with 50% brighter writing, the Jot 8.5
uses no power to create or retain an image.
Intuitive to use, it is light, compact, and
portable. Its shatterproof, scratch-resistant
coating is easy to clean and maintain. Keep
a Jot 8.5 tablet in the schoolroom, kitchen,
home office, and car. You will be pleased
by the versatility, quality, and simplicity.

613-331

boogie board Jot bLUe

$28.50
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You Can Draw in 30 Days

Zentangle for Kids
If you can get over the name, then your child is not
only going to love this book, but he will actually walk
away with transferable skills. Zentangle for Kids is an
easy-to-learn, fun way to create striking images by
drawing structured patterns. What is the difference
between a doodle and a Zentangle? Doodles are often
random and done with no preplanning. Zentangles are
deliberate. The patterns each have a specific name and
are built one pencil stroke at a time. By necessitating
concentration to complete each design, Zentangle for
Kids intentionally facilitates a shift in focus while improving
your child’s eye-hand coordination and fine-motor skills.
There are many Zentangle books available, but this
one for children has the clearest instructions, the most
motivating assignments, and it is fully dogma-free, so
enjoy!

243-550

ZentangLe For kids

$11.95

You Can Draw Everything
Flip through the pages of this fascinating
book, follow the steps and tips, and see
just how easy it is to transform simple
shapes into delightful drawings. Whether
your teen is an accomplished artist or a
daydreaming doodler,
You Can Draw Everything
will help him polish and
develop his drawing skills.
This book features clear,
step-by-step directions.
Your teen will learn to
draw exotic animals, peculiar
people, and familiar places—more
than 100 novel drawing projects. Also includes tips,
techniques, and examples to inspire your young artist.

766-300

yoU Can draw eVerytHing
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$11.99

Is drawing a gift or can it be
learned? The answer is both of
these. Just as in all walks of life,
there are those who have been
blessed with a larger portion of
a drawing gift. But even moms
who are not world-class chefs
make dinner each night,
and dads who are not NBA
material play basketball
with their children. So, too,
a non-artistic teen can
master the fundamentals
of drawing. All he needs is
a pencil, a piece of paper,
and the book You Can Draw
in 30 Days. In it he will learn via step-by-step instructions
the nine fundamental laws of drawing. With more than
500 line drawings, every step in You Can Draw in 30
Days is clearly illustrated. Each lesson builds on the one
before, introducing new concepts slowly. The detailed
instructions and time-tested tips take the mystery out of
making simple drawings that look surprisingly good. While
the author claims that in just 20 minutes a day for a month
you can learn to draw anything, we suggest a more
leisurely study. Published by a secular company, there
are a handful of passing comments that we felt were
unnecessary. See our website for complete details.

469-695

draw in

30 days $17.95

How to Draw Almost Everything:
An Illustrated Sourcebook
For the teen or parent who
feels timid when it comes to
drawing, How to Draw Almost
Everything will give you the
confidence you need to draw
over 2,000 images! This gem of
a book provides the beginner
with warm-up practices and
easy sketches to ease him
into the process. Challenge
drawings sprinkled throughout
How to Draw Almost Everything
will both develop his skills
and reveal just how much he
has already mastered. With
over 2,000 images, this visual reference book offers tips,
step-by-step illustrations, and instructions for drawing
animals, people, plants, food, everyday objects,
buildings, vehicles, clothing, and more.

317-015

How to draw aLMost eVerytHing

$18.99

Art

“

What parents
are saying...

We used the hard copy complete a sketch
many years ago with our oldest. Now
our youngest gets a chance to enjoy this
wonderful, fun yet challenging product and
Mom gets the ease of point and click to
print. Wonderful! -- Barbara

Complete-ASketch
123 CD
What a great
introduction to
manual drafting! Each
Complete-A-Sketch 123
project is an incomplete
drawing that needs
to be finished by the
accurate placing of
critical intersections
and line ends. After basic shapes, your child will move
on to increasingly more complex sketches. Now every
child in your home can learn how to sketch orthographic,
isometric, and perspective drawings.

108-597

CoMpLete-a-sketCH

123 $28.95

Complete-A-Sketch
Advanced
Complete-A-Sketch Advanced
introduces advanced sketching
methods, including drafting
concepts, multi-view drawings,
engineering concepts, and
more. With Complete-A-Sketch
Advanced on CD-ROM, you can
print 37 sketch projects, 8 3-D paper
model projects, 25 bonus projects, and more. For best
results, some projects will require the use of some simple
drafting-related tools: straight edge, French curve, or
flexible curve.

108-596

CoMpLete-a-sketCH adVanCed

$28.95

Simply Draw
Designed to teach drawing for children as young as
eight, the lessons in Simply Draw with Bob Parsons are
simple and come with clear, step-by-step explanations.
Plus, there are almost three hours of additional video
instruction included, making this the easiest drawing
program available. The provided PDF file on the DVD
allows you to print copies of the practice pages for the
entire family.

041-174

siMpLy draw

$37.50

Get Mapmaking
Grab a pencil and get
ready to create a treasure
map, dungeon map,
bank heist map, spy map,
archaeological map, and
dozens of others. Get
Mapmaking
is published
by a secular
company,
so unless
your child is
enamored
with rude body
sounds you
may want
to skip the
body map.
But with
so many more, including maps of secret tunnels, train
tracks, and a crime scene, your child will still have plenty
of diverse mapping opportunities in Get Mapmaking.
Get Mapmaking is a captivating way to simultaneously
strengthen creative and critical thinking.

317-075

get MapMaking

$18.99
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PlayFoam

Floof
Your little ones want to sculpt and create, but you hate
the mess of it all. Floof is what you’ve been looking for. Its
billowy softness is just right for tiny fingers, and its slightly
tacky texture allows figures to be built with remarkable
success. Plus the molds that are included yield incredible
detail. Simple to clean up afterwards, Floof easily
vacuums up, wipes off sticky hands, and brushes or
washes out of clothing. Comes complete with 120 grams
of Floof, paw print roller, and three 3-D animal molds:
penguin, polar bear, and wolf.

492-492

FLooF

$13.99

It’s back!
Award-winning
Educational Insights
PlayFoam is a perfect
first sculpting material
for young children,
not only because of
what it will do, but
more importantly to
busy homeschooling
moms, what it won’t do.
PlayFoam is a very
lightweight colorful
substance that
sticks to itself but
not to your
child, your
child
carpet, or
your couch.
Non-toxic;
non-allergenic; and gluten-,
latex-, and phthalate-free,
Educational Insights
PlayFoam is one of the safest
modeling compounds you
can place in the hands
of your child. And the
tiny sticky foam beads
never dry out, so
there’s no need to
panic if it is forgotten
on a windowsill for a
few days. Amazingly
soft PlayFoam
can be stretched,
molded, kneaded,
and shaped again and again by even the smallest
of hands. Encouraging open-ended play, the unique
texture of PlayFoam strengthens finger muscles so vital
for your child’s developing prewriting skills. Unlike other
modeling compounds, PlayFoam can be played with
in a car seat, on a plane, or at a restaurant with no
negative ramifications.
Shape it, cut it with scissors
(or a plastic knife)—the
possibilities are endless.
Educational Insights
PlayFoam comes in many
happy colors.

047-547 pLayFoaM $1.50
047-548 8 paCk $8.99
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Paint-by-Number
Museum Series
Painting by number is often seen as being simplistic,
uninspired, and mechanical. Yet Leonardo da Vinci
himself assigned assistants to paint in numbered areas
on a work that he had already sketched out. Completing
paint-by-number projects helps your child learn to
analyze a subject and observe areas of color. It is an
excellent exercise in brush control and strokes as he
focuses entirely on getting the right color in the right spot.
Unlike other paint-by-number sets, the Paint-by-Number
Museum Series does not print the numbers on each
canvas, but rather on reference sheets so your artist can
choose to imitate the masterpiece or paint with his own
matchless style. Brief illustrated instructions with a snippet
about the techniques used by the master artists when
creating their works of art will get your miniaturist at the
easel fast. Will the results rival the originals? At this price,
no. But the attention to detail and the skills developed are
sure to set in motion a lifetime of art appreciation.
With the Paint-by-Number Museum Series, your
young artist will get to imitate four very different famous
masterpieces: The Eiffel Tower by Georges Seurat,
The Starry Night by Vincent van Gogh, The Japanese
Footbridge by Claude Monet, and the Mona Lisa by
Leonardo da Vinci. Set includes four painting kits, each
with a 6” x 8” canvas; pop up easel; brush; 6 acrylic paint
colors; and instructions. Ages: 8+.

482-704

MUseUM series

$26.50

The World of Favorite Poems:
Coloring Book
Your teen is invited into a captivating world of classic
poetry and beautifully detailed line drawings. A visual
treat with its luxurious paper, The World of Favorite
Poems: Coloring Book is sure to inspire your teen’s artistic
aspiration and encourage an appreciation for poetry.
Open the pages of this grown-up coloring book to find
meticulous sceneries that can be personally brought to
life with color. All teens are faced with a lot of stress. Now
yours will have a way to defuse it while increasing his
poetic enjoyment.

773-773

FaVorite poeMs

$14.50
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Colorku
Sudoku the numbers game has received a makeover. Introducing Colorku, where the use of colors rather than
traditional numbers makes Colorku much more accessible to Sudoku novices, children
intimidated by numbers, or just lovers of beauty. Colorku will improve your child’s
memory and logic skills and require him to think strategically and solve problems
creatively. The gorgeous wooden playing board is a generous 13.5” x 13.5” and comes
with 81 wooden marbles in nine intense colors. The included dimpled plastic tray pulls
double duty, serving as a cover when Colorku is not being used and as a piece holder
while playing Colorku. Over 100 puzzle cards are included, with difficulty ratings from
easy to challenging. Thankfully, the answer to each puzzle is also provided. And
because you can readily convert any Sudoku puzzle into a Colorku puzzle with the
addition of the color conversion card, your child will never run out
of challenges. Colorku is such a visually beautiful game that you
may find yourself leaving the board out for an impromptu game.

160-162

CoLorkU

$35.99
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Thinking Skills
Beginning
Happy, colorful illustrations make this a
highly attractive program for any young
child. For ages three to four.

410-074

beginning

$32.99

Book 1
This exceptional book provides a solid
foundation for academic excellence
and success in any assessment test.
The activities are developmentally
sequenced for grades 2 - 4.

410-107

book

1 $29.99

Book 2
Building Thinking Skills Book 2 covers
problems dealing with deductive
reasoning, map skills, Venn diagrams,
mental manipulation of two-dimensional
objects, and much more. The book
includes answers, objectives, and focus
questions. For grades 4-6.

“

What parents are saying...

...The involvement of multiple subjects make
this book a wonderful tie in and review for
the curriculum and our son’s confidence
has soared! I was thrilled to see a book
dedicated to critical thinking and I’m
happy to report that this didn’t disappoint, it
exceeded expectations. -- Melissa

Building Thinking Skills
The Building Thinking Skills books are among our
favorites because of their tremendous scope, developing
four basic analytical skills through both figural and verbal
problems.
Studies have shown that students using Building
Thinking Skills books have raised their national test scores
significantly in both content and cognitive tests. What’s
more, these books are never boring!

410-205

book

2 $29.99

Book 3 - Figural
This Building Thinking Skills book features
complex figural and spatial perception
exercises for junior-high students and
pre-vocational instruction in graphics,
drafting, or design. For grades 7+.

410-301

book

3 FigUraL $29.99

Book 3 - Verbal
The publisher tells us that Book
3 Verbal is their best book ever.
It covers verbal similarities,
sequences, classifications, and
analogies; also includes answers,
objectives, and focus questions.
For grades 7+.

410-302 3 VerbaL $29.99
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BambinoLUK
Young children are almost always
hands-on learners, so we recommend
adding a hands-on thinking program
to any written curriculum to cultivate
balance and success. For this age
group, the most comprehensive
program is the BambinoLUK, with
its easy-to-operate controller
and six large, sturdy tiles housed in
a transparent case. A variety of
workbooks target memorization,
concentration, visual perception,
logical thinking, linguistic skills, and
basic arithmetic. Perfect for children
ages two to five. See our complete
BambinoLUK assortment on our website.

123-801

401-724

pre-k tHinking skiLLs
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$28.50

$55.90

Day and Night

Pre-K Thinking Skills
What a wonderful addition to our Pre-K
curriculum! This four-volume set includes the
following titles:
Pre-K Spatial Reasoning develops skills
such as spatial judgment and visualization
of objects from multiple perspectives using
colorful mazes, puzzles, navigation, and
measurement activities.
Pre-K Logic gives your child a super-fun
way to develop logical thinking skills through
activities such as making comparisons,
completing patterns, determining real
versus pretend, and drawing conclusions.
Pre-K Differentiation strengthens critical
thinking through simple matching,
completing the picture, matching mirror
images, and discerning the picture that
does not belong in the group. Pre-K
Differentiation’s step-by-step teaching
method ensures your child will learn each
concept with minimal frustration.
Help your child to develop his creativity
without frustration with Pre-K Creativity.
Using a gradual, step-by-step approach,
Pre-K Creativity gives more and more
opportunities for unstructured creativity
as your child progresses. Pre-K Creativity
focuses on tracing, completing pictures,
and drawing.
Each book is 80 pages, for a total of 320
pages of learning.

baMbinoLUk set a

Day and Night is a charming game of logic using
colors, shapes, and silhouettes. Each challenge
is incrementally more difficult than the last and is
geared for your child's growing and developing
thinking and motor skills. The 24 vibrant day pages
clearly indicate where each colorful piece should
be stacked. The 24 more advanced night
pages show only silhouettes.
Day and Night includes ten
chunky wooden puzzle pieces.
For eighteen months to four
years.

203-120

Bunny Peek-A-Boo
Bunny Peek-A-Boo is a delightful brain game for
your two- and three-year-olds. As they arrange
the large, sturdy wooden blocks and lovable
bunny to match the cards, they will develop
the critically necessary skill of 3-D spatial
perception, important for reading
and mathematical reasoning. Bunny
Peek-A-Boo includes 60 challenges
printed on double-sided cards; a
red, yellow, and blue block; and
the sweet bunny.

203-119

bUnny peek-a-boo

$25.75

day/nigHt

$25.75

Thinking Skills

“

What parents
are saying...

Three Little Piggies
I love the thought behind this logic puzzle specifically designed for
preschoolers. Each of the three puzzle pieces features a windowed house
so that your child can keep track of the placement of the pigs. During the
day the pigs frolic in the river, but at night, when the wolf is about, they
need to be safely tucked into their homes. The challenge of the game
is to place the three large puzzle pieces on the game board so that the
pigs stay outside during the day and inside at night. Also included with
the game is a sweet 24-page wordless picture book with their version of
the story of the Three Little Piggies. This is a perfect brain game for young
children.

203-116

tHree LittLe piggies

We like these books a lot. We
have started the second one and
they do progress nicely. I like that
it does cover a variety of skills that
are sometimes overlooked but
are still super important to child
development. -- Linda

$23.75

Little Red Riding
Hood
The idea is simple: you have a
girl, her grandmother’s house, and
some obstacles, in this case trees.
The object of the Little Red Riding
Hood game is to connect
the girl and the house
using flower-strewn tiles to
create paths. However,
the house has three doors
so it takes both logic
and experimentation
to know what door
you are connecting
to. Add in a very
hungry wolf
needing a
path of his
own and
the difficulty
level
increases. The
Little Red Riding Hood game includes a picture book with the story of Little
Red Riding Hood.

203-115

LittLe red riding Hood

$23.75

Developing the Early
Learner
Children need to be taught how to think
and how to reason; the sooner the better, as
75% of a child’s IQ will be developed before
seven years of age. ASU concluded that
95% of children who completed Developing
the Early Learner significantly increased in
their learning abilities. Tackling fundamental
perception skills via a gently progressive
sequence of enjoyable activities, this
proven system boosts these important
skill areas through 245 exercises in four
straightforward workbooks. If your child
is able to manipulate a crayon, he is old
enough for Developing the Early Learner.

218-218

tHe earLy Learner

$36.00
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Thinking Skills
Smart Cookies
Don’t leave their brains
half-baked! With Smart
Cookies your child will
be learning to think
logically as he devours
brain-building puzzles
offered up in a yummy
cookie
format.
Using visual
clues and some fundamental
logic principles, your child will be asked to place
Smart Cookies’ nine delectable treats on the tray. New
concepts are introduced in a measured manner, with
each additional snack-sized concept requiring your child
to use more complex reasoning skills. As he progresses
through eight levels of deductive logic, he will develop
and strengthen his reasoning skills while advancing at his
own pace. With 64 calorie-free puzzles, Smart Cookies is
an excellent hands-on introduction to logic.

“

265-750

sMart Cookies

$23.75

What parents
are saying...
I bought this as an addition to my son’s
PreK curriculum... This became his favorite
school item to complete with no arguing
or bribing. The blocks are solid wood and
very durable. -- Michelle

Smart Fellow Pegging
If you want to put a smile on our faces, design a product
that engages the brain and motor skills of the very young.
Make it a construction kit to boot and we are grinning
like Cheshire cats! Smart Fellow Pegging is a breathtaking
addition to the celebrated HABA line. Utilizing 20 template
cards and 18 furniture-grade wooden pieces painted
in joyous circus colors, Smart Fellow Pegging is an
extraordinary construction set for your tiny thinkers. Smart
Fellow Pegging gently leads your preschooler through
the challenges of creating a 3-D model from a picture.
Destined to be a family favorite, Smart Fellow Pegging is a
brilliant blend of thinking and building and is perfect for
ages two to six.

720-735

sMart FeLLow pegging

$24.99

Rush Hour Jr
Rush Hour Jr is a classic sliding piece puzzle that will
teach your child problem solving, sequential thinking,
critical and analytical thinking, and logical reasoning.
First your child will choose a challenge card and place
the cars, trucks, and buses on the grid to match the
drawing on his card. On each card the ice cream truck
will always be blocked by the other vehicles. Your child’s
task is to slide all the cars, trucks, and buses out of the way
so the ice cream truck can escape before the ice cream
melts! The 40 leveled brainteaser challenges are ideal for
younger ages but still challenging for an older sibling!

485-502
120 | www.timberdoodle.com

rUsH HoUr Jr

$17.99

Thinking Skills

Brain Fitness
Knot So Fast
Knot-tying is a critical skill for firefighters,
fishermen, and physicians. Not just a
valuable skill, knot-tying helps develop
spatial awareness and manual dexterity.
The Brain Fitness version of Knot So Fast is
designed as a single-player game. Choose
a challenge, tie the knot shown, match the
challenge, and you win! You will flex your
mental muscles and fine-motor skills as you
tackle 40 challenges.

485-105

knot so Fast

MiniLUK

$13.99

The MiniLUK Brain Training series is similar
to the BambinoLUK, page 118, but it is
designed for an older child. Its controller
board has 12 tiles in a high-quality plastic
case with a transparent lid. The activities
are much more challenging and feature
complex brain exercises. All training begins
easy but steadily climbs from basic to more
advanced, then grueling, which is just what
this age group is looking for.

123-807

MiniLUk set a

$55.90

“

What parents are saying...
It seems simple but is much more challenging than it
looks. There are tons of ways to play this game and the
whole family can get involved. My husband and I actually
had a fun time playing this game (as we all know some
children’s games can be a struggle to get through). Highly
recommend! -- Brandi

Pajaggle
Pajaggle is the brain-tingling union of perplexing puzzle and electrifying
game. Made of high-gloss polycarbonate panels, Pajaggle’s board has
unique but very similar openings. In addition to increasing your child’s
visual acuity, the multi-sensory process of placing the pieces means
activity is happening on both sides of the brain. Playing Pajaggle forces
the brain to process information at an accelerated pace, resulting in
an increase in spatial intelligence. This is the perfect visual perception
challenge for pre-readers!

591-101

paJaggLe

$34.95
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Thinking Skills
The Fallacy Detective
Abundantly easy to use and
engaging to boot, The Fallacy
Detective is for children and
parents to use together to
recognize misleading ideas,
or fallacies. By using short
chapters, clear examples,
a touch of humor, and
interesting exercises,
even reluctant
scholars will enjoy
learning how to
identify fallacies.
The practice and
terminology will lay a
great foundation for
all other logic study.
Presented from a
decidedly Christian
perspective.

770-770

“

This book has some really great activities
and with all the topics, it will be a winner
with almost all children. Some of the activities were great for further conversations.
-- Linda

Profound thinking requires both imagination and
intellectual ideas. To produce excellence in thinking,
we need to engage our children in a curriculum that
overlaps the logical and the imaginative sides of thinking.
Critical & Creative Thinking Activities’ theme-based units
will give your child lots of practice thinking in a variety of
ways. From brainteasers and logic puzzles to mazes, Venn
diagrams, and secret codes, Critical & Creative Thinking
Activities has a wealth of mind-boggling activities that
your child will enjoy. Imagination and reason function
best in tandem, and Critical & Creative Thinking Activities
delivers just that.

215-331

1 $19.99
215-332 grade 2 $19.99
215-333 grade 3 $19.99
grade
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215-334
215-335
215-336

4 $19.99
grade 5 $19.99
grade 6+ $19.99
grade

$20.95

The Thinking Toolbox
Once again, the Bluedorn brothers
have taken what could be an
intimidating topic and brought it down
to earth, while the humorous illustrations
give The Thinking Toolbox a friendly feel.
Although it was written with the teen in
mind, the concepts are vital and with
discussion could easily be within most
preteens’ grasp.

What parents are saying...

Critical & Creative
Thinking Activities

tHe FaLLaCy deteCtiVe

770-750

tHe tHinking tooLboX

$20.95

Big Book of
Brain Games
Keep those grey cells
limber with The Big
Book of Brain Games:
1,000 PlayThinks of
Art, Mathematics,
and Science. The
workbook includes both
brain-baffling originals
and maddeningly difficult
adaptations of classic
challenges, puzzles,
riddles, and illusions in
a huge range of categories. Full-color illustrations and
difficulty ratings throughout, plus solutions at the end of
the book; what more could you want? Better get two, as
you are going to want one for yourself!

569-475

big book oF brain gaMes

$22.95

Thinking Skills

“

What parents are
saying...

The Amazing Dr. Ransom’s Bestiary of
Adorable Fallacies—A Field Guide for
Clear Thinkers
Douglas Wilson and his son N.D. have given teens an entertaining,
educative, and wonderful introduction to informal logic with The Amazing
Dr. Ransom’s Bestiary of Adorable Fallacies. Each fallacy is depicted as a
mythical beast, followed by anecdotes to show how each beast behaves
so your teen can be sure to spot him in the wild. The absurdity of some of
the situations, and the tongue-in-cheek, mildly rude tone will insure that
The Amazing Dr. Ransom’s Bestiary of Adorable Fallacies is a teen favorite.
It includes the familiar fallacies of ad hominem, circular reasoning,
and straw man, plus the unfamiliar ad misericordiam, ad baculum,
and denying the antecedent. This comprehensive book, complete with
illustrations as a memory aid, makes learning about informal fallacies
riveting. The beasts, however, can be a bit unnerving. One spews toxic
vapor from its armpits and another hoists its tail feathers to reveal its
mirrored backside.
Indelicacies aside, The Amazing Dr. Ransom’s Bestiary of Adorable
Fallacies’ stories and descriptions give teens a thorough grasp of 50
informal fallacies, each followed up with a few short discussion questions
and exercises. Plus, both one- and two-semester schedules are included in
the back of the book. Make sure your teen can identify and exterminate
the frothiest, most attractive, and deadliest fallacies with The Amazing Dr.
Ransom’s Bestiary of Adorable Fallacies.

325-405

dr ransoM

$18.95

This is a really good book for actually putting logic into practice
through criminal investigation.
-- Joyce

James Madison
Critical Thinking Course
Engage your teen in captivating
mini-mysteries and give him exceptional
critical thinking skills he needs with the
James Madison Critical Thinking Course.
Superbly easy for any homeschool family
to use, the step-by-step, self-instructional
lessons and activities are straightforward
and applicable across your teen’s entire
curriculum. Each chapter of the James
Madison Critical Thinking Course focuses
on various thinking skills and leads your
teen gradually into complicated analytical
skills. Massive in scope, the course teaches
more than 65 skills and concepts related
to critical thinking and includes everything
taught in a typical introductory logic
course. The instruction guide provides
answers only.

410-401
410-402

$39.99
$10.99

CritiCaL tHinking CoUrse
instrUCtion gUide
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Thinking Skills
Laser Maze Jr.
Now the little guys can join in
the laser fun with Laser Maze
Jr. Using the theme of a rocket
scientist, your child will be asked
to direct the beam around
the obstacles to light up the
rockets. This version is much
more simplified than Laser
Maze (below), with
overlays and side
panels that allow
young thinkers to see
where the laser beam
is. Plus, the actual
laser is in a fixed
position, ensuring
the safety of your
child’s eyes and
those of any other
scientist in the room. With Laser Maze Jr., your child
will use science and logic to reflect the laser beam and
ignite the rockets. Laser Maze Jr. is a single-player game
with 40 challenges from easy to super hard. Solutions are
included! For ages six and older.

485-196

Laser MaZe Jr.

$27.99

Circuit Maze
Circuit Maze safely
teaches complex
concepts of electricity
in a creative and
entertaining way with a
series of circuit-building
logic puzzles. Select
one of 60 cards, then
place the shown
pieces on the board
to complete the
circuit and light
up the beacons.
Circuit Maze puts
the principles
and concepts
of electrical
circuits right
into your
child’s hands. Simple and advanced circuitry concepts
are explored, such as series circuits, parallel circuits, series
and parallel circuits in combination, and parallel circuits
in bypass. Reasoning and logic skills, coupled with how
electricity and electrical circuits work, make Circuit Maze
a wonderful introduction to electrical engineering. This
single-player game is for ages eight to adult.

485-197

Laser Maze

Laser Maze is the first logic game that employs a real
laser to flex your child’s strategic thinking muscles. Using
mirrors and targets, he will need to beam, bend, and
split a laser to solve the challenge. This powerful, but
safe, game will teach your child the science of lights and
mirrors through increasingly difficult puzzles. Laser Maze
comes with 60 card challenges and everything you will
need to recharge your brain!

485-195

Laser MaZe

$27.99
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CirCUit MaZe

$27.99

Gravity Maze
You have never seen a logic-powered maze like
Gravity Maze. Sure to put your child’s visual perception
and reasoning skills to the test, the colorful translucent
towers must be arranged correctly to successfully carry
the marble along its path to the right target. With 60
challenges, widely ranging in difficulty, Gravity Maze will
give your child plenty of opportunities to develop spatial
and planning skills.

485-190

graVity MaZe

$27.99

Thinking Skills
Brain Fitness
Solitaire Chess

“

If your child wants to sharpen
his chess skills, but all his
friends are chess
connoisseurs, Brain
Fitness Solitaire Chess
was made for him.
Using only traditional
chess moves, he
must eliminate all
of the pieces from
the game board
except one. This
logic game, based
on the rules of chess, will not only
help your child learn the game, but
also greatly improve his ability to
“think chess.” Fast-paced Solitaire
Chess will exercise your child’s
critical-thinking, spatial, analytical,
and decision-making skills.

What parents
are saying...
I use it for logic puzzles for homeschool
and as visual therapy for my two kids with
dyslexia. -- Sarah

Q-Bitz

Q-Bitz is a magnificent visual agility game that will
never lose its fascination. With 80 pattern cards and four
sets of 16 cubes, players recreate the patterns as quickly
as possible. From matching the card shown to having ten
seconds to study a card and then remake the pattern
from memory, each variation of these fast-paced rounds
requires a different set of visual and cerebral skills. But
Q-Bitz does not have to be played as a game. The cards
and cubes can also be used as an exceptional solo
thinking skill challenge for children or adults. Brilliant!
Q-bitz Solo is the single-player version of the original
Q-Bitz and includes 20 pattern cards, a wooden tray, a set
of 16 cubes, and instructions.

785-815
785-812
785-813

485-101

brain Fitness soLitaire CHess

$18.99

Show Me How to Survive
We want kids to read, so we move mountains (of books)
looking for any title that will cause a reluctant reader to
crack open a book. Show Me How to Survive is one such
title. This is not necessarily because your child will need
to know how to disarm a shooter, survive a shipwreck, or
rescue-breathe for a dog, but because its hundreds of
illustrations and sparse text make for an irresistible mix for
readers and non-readers alike. Colorful, insightful, and
maybe just a bit quirky, this visual guide demystifies 175
events, everything from the essential to the unusual, each
explained in nearly wordless, step-by-step illustrations.

460-200

sHow Me How to sUrViVe

$15.99

Q-bitZ

$22.50
orange Q-bitZ soLo $9.95
Magenta Q-bitZ soLo $9.95
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Thinking Skills
The IQ Series
The main goal of each of the IQ
games is to place all puzzle pieces
inside a game board. Each challenge
has only one solution. To control this
difficulty, each game includes a few
elements that constrain the number
of possible placements of the puzzle
pieces—for example, the size, number,
and shape of the puzzle pieces and
the size and shape of the game board.
In addition to these basic constraints,
there are further ones that make every
game brilliantly different:

•

IQ Candy has fixed vertical, horizontal, and cross-shaped pins.

•

IQ Blox guides the player with four
little walls that occupy the space
in between the puzzle pieces.

•

IQ Twist’s pegs limit the placement to pieces of the same color.

•

IQ Fit’s 3-D puzzle pieces must be
placed on the game board in
such a way that the pieces are all
level.

•

IQ Link’s rings and balls of different puzzle pieces can only occupy the same place when you link
them the right way.

•

IQ Steps’ double-layered pieces
need to be placed in a specific
order.

•

IQ XOXO uses reversible pieces
and two very simple puzzle concepts—pentominoes and checkerboard relationships—to form
patterns.

•

IQ Puzzler Pro features three
different colorful puzzles. An inside
grid allows for both ﬂat 2-D and
pyramidal 3-D challenges, while
the outside grid features an allnew diagonal 2-D grid.

IQ Candy

IQ Link

60 challenges.

203-550

iQ Candy

$13.75

iQ bLoX

$9.50

IQ Twist
iQ twist

$9.50

IQ Fit
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203-536

iQ steps

$9.50

120 challenges.

203-538

iQ XoXo

$9.50

IQ Puzzler Pro

100 challenges.
iQ Fit

$9.50

IQ XOXO

100 challenges.

203-530

iQ Link

120 challenges.

120 challenges.

203-528

203-533

IQ Steps

IQ Blox
203-537

120 challenges.

120 challenges.

$9.50

203-539

iQ pUZZLer pro

$9.50

Thinking Skills

Glow-in-the-Dark Mixed
by Me Kit
Perfect Fidget Tool
Thinking Putty, with knock-your-socks-off colors that shift or morph as
you squeeze, will bounce, stretch, tear, drip, snap, even shatter. Non-toxic,
non-gooey, silicone-based Thinking Putty will never dry out. An impressive
one-fifth of a pound of high-quality, moldable putty, Thinking Putty is
a stress-relieving, soothing slab of super-smooth elastic putty for wiggly
children, tense office workers, and impatient computer geeks. What will
they think of next? Lots more colors are available on our website.

284-313
284-311
284-312
284-202
284-201
284-350
284-351
284-481
284-482
284-483

$12.95
$12.95
sUper sCarab $12.95

sUper LaVa

sUper oiL sLiCk

$10.95
$10.95

Heat sensitiVe CHaMeLeon
Heat sensitiVe twiLigHt

$12.95

paCiFiC sUrF

nortHwest rainForest

$12.95

$9.95
CeyLon sappHire $9.95
persian eMeraLd $9.95

bUrMese rUby

Magnetic Thinking Putty
You’ll be mesmerized by the invisible
forces at play with Reactive Razz and
Tidal Wave. Not only attractive, both
are made of surprisingly soft, pliable
putty for younger hands. But don’t
let their softness fool you; these are
amazing workhorses into which
millions of micro-sized mini-magnets
have been embedded, and they
come alive when placed near the
included super-strong magnet.

284-660
284-661

In 2014 we introduced our first customized
putty, Pacific Surf, followed by our 2015
release, Northwest Rainforest. There was
a lot of trial and error before what we
envisioned in our head became stunning
reality. And then came the naming process.
While it was not quite as difficult as naming
your own child, with a boatload of people
weighing in, it was an adventure.
Now your child gets to enjoy the same
design experience with Mixed by Me,
Thinking Putty’s first creative kit. Start with
an idea: “I want a putty that reminds me
of scuba diving with Uncle Tim.” Then,
using the instructional mat; one of the five
small tins of clear putty; and the yellow,
red, and blue concentrated putties; he
will mix and match until he arrives at that
just-right blue-green color. Enhance it
with a smidgen of Glow-ifier and enjoy its
awesome green glow by night. Or maybe
your child wants to capture the color of that
crazy metallic car he saw while shopping.
Start with another tin of clear putty, recreate
the color, add a bit of the Shimmer-izer and
a touch of the Sparkle-izer and voila, instant
success. And like all Thinking Putty, every
special color created will never dry out. With
five tins of clear putty, three concentrated
color putties, three special effect putties, an
instructional mat, and labels to customize,
all he needs is a colorful imagination and
some cool names!

284-775

MiXed by Me

$18.95

$14.95
$14.95

reaCtiVe raZZ
tidaL waVe
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Early Learning

Glitter Gertie Ball
Throwing and catching will help improve your preschooler’s
coordination and dexterity skills. One of the best
preschooler’s balls is the specially textured Glitter Gertie
Ball. With its hundreds of soft, kid-friendly knobs and its
squishy, grippy, glittery texture, the Glitter Gertie Ball
is super-easy to catch and throw. Everyone loves the
squeezable bumps and easy-to-grasp feel, while
parents appreciate that Glitter Gertie Balls are
always light and gentle, which makes them ideal for
indoor play. The 9-inch Glitter Gertie Ball comes in
assorted colors; let us pick one for you!

231-231

gertie baLL

Doodle by Brenna - 5
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$12.99

Early Learning

“

What parents
are saying...

Experimenting with Babies
Experience the thrill of scientific research from the comfort of your own
living room laboratory with Experimenting with Babies. By using your own
baby to recreate landmark scientific studies on cognitive, motor, social,
and behavioral development of infants, you will gain insight into how he
acquires skills and how he develops, both physically and emotionally,
during the first 24 months of life. The experiments do not require special
equipment and can be performed easily and quickly. Plus, each
experiment ends with an insightful takeaway message that provides the
parent with developmental clues and suggestions for age-appropriate
activities. Experimenting with Babies is a fascinating book for parents who
are curious about their baby’s emerging mind.

117-800 eXperiMenting witH babies $14.95

Active Baby, Healthy Brain
Active Baby, Healthy Brain is the most practical
handbook for parents enthralled with every
aspect of their baby’s intellectual and physical
development. Babies crave more than a meal and
a cuddle. They are eager, voracious learners. No
single activity takes more than two minutes, and
all that’s required is ten minutes a day. How easy is
that?

469-469

aCtiVe baby, HeaLtHy brain

We purchased the Peanut Ball
to use in our home daycare for
use in muscle strengthening and
balance. It often gets taken by
my older children to sit on and
play with as well. It is a well liked
addition to our household!
-- Sharon

Peanut Ball

Active Baby, Healthy Brain suggests
instability to strengthen your baby’s core
muscles, body awareness, balance, and
attention. The Peanut Ball rolls in only one
direction, making it a lot less daunting
for new parents to use. The center of the
Peanut Ball will hold any rider safe within its
contoured “saddle,” so don’t be surprised
to find that this Peanut Ball morphs into a
trusty steed for older siblings when baby is
napping!

454-025

peanUt baLL

$42.99

$14.99
Doodle by Arianna - 12
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Early Learning
pipSquigz

“

What parents
are saying...

We got this for my soon to be two
year old daughter, but her six year
old brother loves them, too! They
play dress up, build tents and forts
and love to fly it around in the air.
It’s fun for peek-a-boo and a great
calming tool for kids with sensory
issues. -- Kristen

PlaySilk
The best toys for babies are simple,
uncomplicated ones that assist them in
gaining important skills. So before your baby
becomes enamored with battery-eating,
limited-use, disposable toys, introduce
him to the wonderfully durable natural
material, silk. Wispy enough for a tiny baby
to manipulate, PlaySilks provide a wonderful
sensory experience. The lovely texture and
translucency of the PlaySilks make them
ideal for “peek-a-boo.” Easily stuffed into a
diaper bag or purse, PlaySilks make a soft,
filmy, easy-to-pack comfy for traveling little
ones.

466-025

pLaysiLk

$17.95

pipSquigz are brimming with
possibilities. Made of high-quality
silicone, pipSquigz connect to any
smooth surface with a simple push and
pull back apart with a satisfying pop.
A perfect first toy for baby, each
pipSquigz is a different playful
shape, color, and texture.
And they rattle! A crucial
developmental milestone for
infants is sensory integration,
and pipSquigz has nailed it
by combining touch (wavy
ridges), sound (soothing rattle
or explosive pop), sight (love the colors and the embossed smile), and
taste (a terrific teething toy). Thankfully, pipSquigz are easy to clean and
dishwasher-safe, because you are going to want to take them everywhere.

391-501

$18.95

Sophie the Giraffe
Few toys stand the test of
time; in fact, little of what we
sold thirty years ago is
currently available. But
in her native France,
fifty-three-year-old
Sophie the Giraffe
is a national icon.
Manufactured in the
French Alps, Sophie
has the versatility
of a Swiss Army
Knife in a
simple teether,
designed with
your baby in
mind.
For baby’s eyesight, Sophie’s dark and contrasting spots provide visual
stimulation and make her easily recognizable, becoming a beloved
companion. Her soft squeak engrosses your baby, stimulates his hearing,
and reinforces for him the link between cause and effect. Sophie’s ears,
horns, and legs can reach even the furthest molar and provide oral
stimulation, perfect for soothing baby’s sore gums. And your baby will find
that Sophie, made of 100% natural rubber and food paint, actually tastes
and smells good.
Lightweight and with a soft texture, Sophie feels pliable and her long
legs and neck are easy for baby to grip. If you are weary of all the
candy-colored, hard plastic eyesores that make up the vast majority of
infant toys on the market, then you will be drawn to the all-natural Sophie.
Made from the sap of the Hevea tree, her pink cheeks and caramel-brown
spots are applied with food paint using a traditional process that involves
more than 14 manual operations. Over 50 million Sophies have been sold
worldwide; get yours today.

748-748
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pipsQUigZ

sopHie tHe giraFFe

$25.95

Early Learning

“

What parents are saying...

Indestructibles are a favourite “go to” gift that will last
longer than a few minutes. You could perhaps say other
babies will be drooling with envy. -- William

Indestructibles 4-Book Set
Parents of infants have enough to worry about without trying to
safeguard their baby’s reading material. Chew-proof, rip-proof, and
non-toxic, Indestructibles are built for the way babies read! Made of
incredible paper-like material for your baby to hold, grab, chew, pull, and
bend, Indestructibles can handle it all. Bright and swirling with color, these
wordless books allow parents’ stories to be as rich as the artwork. And for
those inevitable encounters with food or its byproducts, parents will be
relieved to know they can just toss an Indestructibles book into the wash.

569-150

indestrUCtibLes

4 books $22.50

Bolli
Made of food-grade silicone, Bolli is a flexible
ball for your infant to explore with his hands or
his mouth. Bolli can be stretched, squished, and
gummed. Also, because of its open ball design,
it is easy for babies to hang onto. Available in
assorted colors.

396-396

boLLi

$5.99

“

What parents are
saying...

We bought the Nicki Baby doll for
our granddaughter shortly after
she was born and it has been a
favorite possession for most of her
young life. It is a perfect size for her
to snuggle, throw, and chew, as
babies often do, which makes it
being fully washable essential. We
recently bought several more for
baby gifts. -- Scott

Nicki Baby
For over 100 years, the Kathe Kruse
Company has made award-winning
dolls with a legacy of simple design and
high-quality, handmade craftsmanship.
Your baby will be smitten with the tiny
Nicki Babies in ultra-soft velour sleepers
and colorful pointed caps. Exceptionally
lightweight, they are easy for even tiny
babies to clasp and cuddle. Teething
babies will find the cheery hat irresistibly
soothing. Petite enough to fit easily into a
diaper bag, purse, or pocket, Nicki Babies
love to travel. And when they tumble from
the stroller, you’ll be delighted to know that
Nicki Babies are sturdy enough to handle
multiple washings.

407-099

niCki baby

$20.95
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Early Learning
Build a Picture Town
Sticker Book
Before he can begin
to comprehend the
world, your pre-K student
needs to understand
his community. Build
a Picture Town Sticker
Book starts the dialog. By
placing all the essential
buildings, colorful cars,
commerce trucks, and
happy people stickers
together on the various
pages, your child will
begin to grasp what community looks like
and develop the vocabulary to investigate
it more. Build a Picture Town Sticker Book
comes with over 150 easy-to-build stickers.

417-485

bUiLd a town...

$6.50

Emergency Services
Sticker Activity Fun
Twenty-odd years ago my son, who is
now a firefighter/paramedic, would have
treasured Emergency Services Sticker
Activity Fun. And it would have been
eagerly devoured without any realization
that between the mazes, dot-to-dots,
find-the-difference puzzles, and variety
of other activities, a lot of learning was
going on. This exciting look at emergency
services features captivating illustrations
and photographs, as well as large, colorful
stickers. If you have a child with a passion
for fire trucks, an interest in emergency
medicine, or an enthusiasm for the police,
Emergency Services Sticker Activity Fun
will be a great addition to your rainy day
cache.

653-571

eMergenCy serViCes
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$9.50

Very First Book of Things to Spot
Watch your baby’s language
comprehension explode with the Very First
Book of Things to Spot. Searching the simple,
beautifully illustrated pages, your baby will
learn the names of items and their actions
as he finds the dog that is rolling on his back
or the penguin who is sliding on his belly.
You will also discuss sizes, clothing, colors,
and more. Just doing a page or two a day
will enrich your baby’s vocabulary in a way
that you both will find enjoyable. Each page
has several suggested questions, and you
undoubtedly will come up with dozens more.
Perfect for sharing with babies, this book
makes a lovely baby gift for new parents.

417-439
417-437
417-438

tHings to spot

$10.99
$10.99
$10.99

tHings to spot oUt and aboUt
tHings to spot at HoMe

Picture Puzzle Books

Some books are insubstantial enough that
after one read-through you’ve mined
their entire depth. Other books, such as
the Usborne Picture Puzzle
Books, necessitate repeated
use to fully capitalize on
the scope of thinking and
identification skills. With
each read of the Picture
Puzzle Book, your child will
discover new patterns, hidden
objects, or items that continue to interest him. Overflowing with charming,
vibrantly-illustrated animal pictures, your child will be looking for similarities
to spot or differences to detect while developing his visual discrimination,
a mental and visual activity that is essential for reading readiness. When
Picture Puzzle Books’ challenges become stale, add your own, such as
“find three…” or “find a purple…” Encourage your child to challenge
you, which will build his vocabulary skills as well! Picture Puzzle Books are
oversized, super-thick paper books for two- to five-year-olds.

417-412
417-413
417-414

$13.99
piCtUre pUZZLe book - Zoo $13.99
piCtUre pUZZLe book - FarM $13.99
piCtUre pUZZLe book

Teach Your Baby to Sign Cards
Place cards on your fridge, bathroom mirror, or
changing table for quick and easy reference. You will
not find a more convenient resource for learning and
teaching Sign Language than Teach Your Baby to Sign
Cards. Featuring both winsome photographs and
endearing line drawings of babies signing the most
useful signs your family will need, Teach Your Baby
to Sign Cards can also make a perfect gift for any
expectant mom you know.

317-327

teaCH yoUr baby to sign Cards

$14.99

Early Learning
Let’s Sign, Baby!: A Fun and
Easy Way to Talk with Baby
Larger vocabularies? Higher scores
on intelligence tests? Fewer tantrums?
Research has shown that these and
even more advantages are available
for every baby that learns American
Sign Language, so what are
you waiting for?
Let’s Sign, Baby!: A Fun
and Easy Way to Talk with
Baby is a gentle, natural
way to introduce your
baby to the benefits of
ASL. Using simple stories,
your baby will follow three children through a well-chosen
daily activity that reflects a typical child’s world. These
short stories, with their beautiful pencil-and-watercolor
illustrations and clear instructions, are helpful for parents
and appealing for older siblings. An ASL board book for
families that is both engaging and informative is a rare
find; Let’s Sign, Baby! is such a book.

320-001

Let’s sign, baby!

$7.50

Touch Think Learn: Farm
Books are wonderful, but
they are even better if they
match your child’s current
developmental skills, the
skills he’s working so hard
to master. Touch Think
Learn: Farm’s minimalistic
design and bold visual
style are perfect for the
beginning linguist who
thrives on touching as
well as listening. The
three-dimensional raised
image on one page and
the hollowed out shape
on the opposite page fit
perfectly together when
the pages shut.
The best part of
Touch Think Learn: Farm is the collection of related
words on each spread which will give you and your
child a springboard for conversations that encourage
critical language skills. With each flip of a page comes
something new to explore. Providing novelty without
the use of fragile flaps, Touch Think Learn: Farm is extra
durable, with bright colors and interesting shapes. This
innovative book translates abstract thought into working
vocabulary. With a format unlike any other, each page of
Touch Think Learn: Farm feels like a work of art.

236-126

toUCH tHink Learn: FarM

On the Farm
Match a green peg to the
tree leaves, an orange peg
to a bunch of carrots, and
a gray peg to the cheery
cow. This heirloom-quality,
German-designed
educational tool will keep
busy fingers occupied
for hours as your child
moves the color pegs
into their correct slots.
On one side he will be
finishing a farm scene,
while on the other side
he will match the sliding
pegs to their matching geometric shape. On the Farm’s
beautiful wood finish makes the task of sorting even more
pleasurable. This age needs lots of visual discrimination
and fine-motor skills practice, but On the Farm also trains
your tot in the additional skill of thinking ahead. What a
bonus!

720-800

on tHe FarM

$14.99

Number Maze Magnetic Game
Bead mazes –
magnetic wands with
colorful beads sealed
tight behind a layer of
acrylic plastic – have
long been treasured
for encouraging
writing-readiness
skills. New from Haba
is Number Maze
Magnetic Game, a
smaller, more portable
magnetic maze with
fresh, vibrant graphics.
As you match the
colorful balls with the
corresponding animals
and numbers, Number
Maze Magnetic
Game promotes
color identification,
matching, language, concentration, balance, and
listening skills. Durable, this is perfect for travel or quiet
play at home. Number Maze Magnetic Game has ample
educational value for ages two and older.

720-716

nUMber MaZe

$19.95

$13.50
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The Gospel Story Bible
God-centered, Scripture-grounded,
gospel-driven, and easy to read, The Gospel Story
Bible’s uniqueness lies in the author’s passion to
show Jesus as the hero of every story in both the
Old and New Testaments. As you read The Gospel
Story Bible together, your children will discover the
gospel from Genesis to Revelation and meet Jesus
in a new, life-changing way. If you are using either
companion book – Long Story Short or Old Story New – you will find that
The Gospel Story Bible perfectly dovetails to each week.

536-546

The Action Bible
With a focus on 215 breathtaking events
of the Bible, The Action Bible will give any
child a foundational grasp of the flow of
redemptive history. The rich coloring, bold
and energetic designs, and emotionally
charged figures make The Action Bible the
perfect choice for today’s visually focused
culture and ensure it will be a family favorite
for years to come. With over 750 pages,
The Action Bible employs dialog boxes and
dynamic, kid-friendly artwork to engage
young readers with soul-stirring stories that
will grip their attention and propel them to
want to know more.

823-833

tHe aCtion bibLe

$21.95

What’s Your Worldview?
A worldview is like gravity.
Gravity is there and it makes
a huge difference in our
day-to-day lives, but
few people give it much
thought until they try to
fly. Not knowing how to
discern your worldview
and that of others is
guaranteed to lead
to equally disastrous
results. Winsome and biblical, What’s Your
Worldview?: An Interactive Approach to
Life’s Big Questions ingeniously guides your
teen to think carefully about not only what
he believes but why he believes it and
how it impacts the rest of his life. Extremely
non-threatening, with short chapters that
strike a nice balance between simplicity
and depth, What’s Your Worldview?’s layout
is engaging and the content will cause
your teen to view critically any weak and
incoherent features of his worldview.

275-810

worLdView?

$10.50
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tHe gospeL story bibLe

Long Story Short

$25.99

Families are busy, and homeschool families are among
the busiest. Yet the gospel is the one subject for which
God will surely hold us accountable. Long Story Short
makes it easy. Doctrinally sound, Christ-centered,
and full of gospel grace and hope, it chronologically
teaches 78 of the main stories of the Old Testament
in a way that is memorable, faithful, and practical
for Christian living. Ten minutes a day, five days a
week, Long Story Short is the family devotional
program designed to explain God’s plan of
salvation in Jesus through the Old Testament.

536-536

$17.99

Long story sHort

Old Story New
Using the same profound ten-minutes-a-day method,
Old Story New continues the gospel-centered story that
started in Long Story Short. Through 78 New Testament
stories, Old Story New does the heavy lifting for parents
as it lays out activities and provides answers to the
discussion questions.

536-540

oLd story new

$17.99

What’s Up? Discovering the Gospel,
Jesus, and Who You Really Are
This outstanding gospel-centered,
biblically-driven curriculum is the perfect
resource for your 10- to 14-year-old child. Using
illustrations, stories, and interactive activities,
this appealing workbook will help your child
understand why the gospel really is good news.
What’s Up? targets the difficult questions of
identity and purpose and encourages fifththrough eighth-grade children to grapple with
their own need for Christ. Fresh, engaging, and
aimed for the heart, What’s Up? tackles issues,
insecurities, and sins that we all deal with daily.

536-606
536-605

wHat’s Up stUdent
wHat’s Up teaCHer

$15.00
$18.00

Theology

“

What parents
are saying...
My daughter likes this
course a lot... -- Jamie

Philosophy Adventure
Everyone wants his child to write skillfully, think critically, and speak
articulately, but not many of us know how to pull together a course that
will teach that. Philosophy Adventure has done that for you. Examining the
lives and ideas of pre-Socratic philosophers, your student will discover how
each man’s philosophy impacted his own life. Meticulously researched
and fascinating to read, Philosophy Adventure Reader is packed with
surprising details about the history of ideas. In addition, every lesson
concludes with actual material written by a philosopher contrasted to
what the Bible teaches. The student workbook contains maps, journaling
questions, and quizzes. A CD with resources for teachers is also included.

658-658
658-659

pHiLosopHy adVentUre CoMpLete set
eXtra stUdent workbook

The Reason for God

$89.95

$24.95

Equally provocative for skeptics and believers,
no matter what belief system your family
embraces, The Reason for God should be
mandatory reading for your high-school student.
Many questions are raised and answered such
as: “Why does God allow suffering in the
world?” “How could a loving God send
people to Hell?” “How can one religion
be ‘right’ and the others ‘wrong’?” If
your child cannot articulately answer
these questions, he has some reading
to do. These are the issues his peers are
wrestling with, these are the questions he will
encounter around the office water cooler
or at a homeschool meeting. Your children
need to be prepared. They need The Reason
for God.

199-505

reason For god

$15.25

The Ology
You and I teach our children theology
every day. The real question is, what
theology are we teaching them? Theology,
the study of God, is the topic that will give
your family the biggest return on investment,
and is hands-down the most weighty, yet
most electrifying subject you will undertake.
Now The Ology has made this responsibility
easy for parents wishing to provide their
children with sound Christian doctrine. This
winsomely-illustrated book of systematic
theology introduces your children to the
truth about God, themselves, and the world
around them.
Abstract theological concepts are made
easier for children to grasp with the use
of word pictures, everyday stories, and
simple analogies. Discover how the Ten
Commandments are like a single china
plate, and how a dam is an apt picture of
God withholding His judgement.
The Ology is broken into 11 different
sections, including: The Ology of God,
The Ology of People, The Ology of Sin, the
Ology of Christ, and more. Designed for
six-year-olds through preteens, each of
the 71 lessons is just a page or two long. If
you have been looking for a book with a
theologically sound foundation, one that
is also connected to the larger redemptive
story of Scripture, you will enjoy The Ology.

536-575

tHe oLogy

$25.99
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